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Synopsis 
The focus of this thesis is on the O\"crall (stator and rotor) design optimisation of the current vector-
controlled reluctance synchronous machine and the evaluation of the steady-state performance of this 
machine in motoring operation. The rotor considered is the cageless normal laminated flux barrier-
type of rotor. 
The absolute optimum-designed electrical machine can at best be obtained by using the finite element 
method in the design optimisation process. This thesis proposes a multidimensional finite element-
based design optimisation method for the optimum design of the reluctance synchronous machine. 
The thesis stresses the explanation and understanding of the optimum-designed reluctance machine. 
A simple approximate magnetic circuit calculation method is used to show and explain design 
tendencies and to do preliminary stator design optimisations. Goodness factors for the reluctance 
synchronous machine are also derived. The optimised results of a number of reluctance synchronous 
machines that arc designed according different criteria in the 3 - I 0 kW power range are given and 
explained. A great deal of attention is also given to the performance capability of the reluctance: 
synchronous machine in the medium power range (sub 500 kW). 
The thesis shows that the proposed optimisation method can be applied with success to optimise the 
design of the reluctance synchronous machine. The optimum steady-state performance of the 
reluctance synchronous machine found in this study shows that this machine can no longer be 
considered as a bad machine. Although the power factor of this machine is still on the low side, the 
advantages of high power density and high efficiency, even in the upper-medium power range, arc 
attractive characteristics for any variable speed drive. 
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Sinopsis 
Die fokus van hierdic tesis is op die totale (stator en rotor) ontwcrp-optimcring van die stroom vektor 
beheerde reluktansie sinchroonmasjicn en die evalucring van die bestendige toestand vermoe van 
hi.:rdie masjien in motorwcrking. Die tipe rotor onder bcskouing is die koulose, normaal 
gelamelleerde vloedbarriere tipe rotor. 
Die absoluut optimum ontwerpte elektriese masjien kan op sy bestc verkry word deur die eindige 
element metode in die ontwerp-optimcringsproses te gebruik. Hicrdic tesis stel 'n multidimensionele 
eindige element gebaseerde optimeringsmetodc voor vir die optimum ontwerp van die rcluktansie 
sinchroonmasjien. Die tesis le nadruk op die verduideliking en verstaan van die optimum ontwcrpte 
rcluktansicmasjien. 'n Ecnvoudige bcnadcrde magncticsc stroombaan bcrekeningsmetode is gebruik 
om ontwcrp tcndcnsc te verduidclik en om voorlopige stator-ontwerpc te docn. Gocdheidsfaktore 
is ook vir die rcluktansie sinchroonmasjien afgelci. Die geoptimcerdc resultate van 'n aantal 
rcluktansic sinchroonmasjicnc wat volgens verskillendc kritcria in die 3 - I 0 kW drywingsgebied 
ontwcrp is, word gegee en verduidclik. Heelwat aandag word ook gcgee aan die vermol! van die 
rcluktansiemasjicn in die medium drywingsgcbicd (sub 500 kW). 
Die tcsis toon dat die voorgcsteldc optimcringsmetodc met sukscs tocgcpas kan word om die ontwerp 
van die rcluktansic sinchroonmasjien tc optimeer. Die optimum bcstcndige tocstand vermol! van die 
reluktansic sinchroonmasjicn wat in hicrdic studic gevind is, toon dat die masjien nic !anger meer 
as 'n swak masjicn bcskou kan word nie. Alhocwcl die arbcidsfaktor van die masjien nog steeds aan 
die lac: kant is, is die voordclc van hoe drywingsdigtheid en hoe benuuingsgraad, selfs in die boonste 
medium drywingsgebied. aantrcklikc karakteristieke vir cnige veranderlikc spocd aandryfstelsel. 
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You may think that designing electric generators (motor.~) is no longer an 
interesting mbject, that it is a dead subjecl because they are all designed Almost 
perfec1 generators or motors can be taken from a shelf Even if lhis is true, we 
can admire the wcmderfa/ m:complishment of a problem solved to near perfection. 
But there remain as many unflni.5hed problems. Even generators and tran.eformers 
are returning as problems. The .fludy of 1he design of electrical machinery is a 
life work in itself 
Feynman Lectures on Physics 
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1 Introduction 
Reluctance machines can be classified as either single-salient or double-salient reluctance machines. 
The double-salient reluctance marhine has saliency on both the stator and the rotor. Examples of this 
category are the stepping reluctance m~chincs and the so-called switched reluctance machines. The 
other category of reluctance machines have non-salient-pole stators but salient-pole rotors or rotors 
(non-salient or salient) with magnetic asymmetry. These machines arc sometimes referred to as 
simply single-salient reluctance machines. ll1e focus of this thesis is on the latter type of reluctance 
machine:. The machine under consideration has a standard, non-salient stator with a three-phase 
winding and an unexcited rotor with magnetic asymmetry. The machine is a type of synchronous 
machine that was previously referred to as a "reaction synchronous machine", an "unexcited 
synchronous machine" and later a "polyphase reluctance machine". The author prefers to use the 
name "reluctance synchronous machine" (RSM) (not synchronous reluctance) because it describes the 
machine as a type of synchronous machine like the permanent magnet synchronous machine and the 
wound-rotor (wound-field) synchronous machine. Note that all reluctance machines are synchronous 
machines and this includes the double-salient reluctance machines. 
One may ask the question why is research still necessary on the single-salient type of reluctance 
machine. Has it not been well-known for a long time already that this machine is inherently a bad 
machine with a poor power density and a low power factor? Kostko said in 1923, " ... it can hardly 
be: expected that rc.ction motors will ever be extensively used". While this is true for reluctance 
machines that are designed and used for single-speed, open-loop operations. it can simply not been 
said for reluctance machines that arc designed for closed-loop, current vector control. As the first 
vector-controlled reluctance synchronous machine drives were reported only at the end of the 1980s, 
surely the research on closed-loop reluctanc;: synchronous machines is still very much in an initial 
phase. 
Furthermore, the advantages of single-salient reluctance machine drives arc sometimes not fully 
recognised. These advantages can be summarised as follows: 
• Vector control of the single-salient reluctance machine is very simple as there are no 
rotor parameters to be identified. The machine has also a distinct advantage over the 
induction machine in that ii runs at exactly synchronous speeds. 
The single-salient reluctance machine is free from the torque ripple problem of 
double-salient reluctance machines. The rotating field allows for extremely smooth 
torque and good operation at low speeds. 
• There are basically no losses on the rotor, if the rotor is designed correctly. Note that 
the double-salient reluctance machine suffers from rotor iron losses. The rotor stack, 
shaft and bearings, therefore. run cooler than machines with rotor windings. 
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The cooling of the machine is in principle much less of a problem than is the case 
with wound-rotor <>r cage-rotor machines as all the losses arc on the stutor. 
\\'ith no brushes and rotor '"indings. the reluctance machine requires less rnaintenance 
and is in principle more reliable than wound-rotor or cage-rotor machines. 
In the past these advantages were completely overshadowed by the poor power density of the 
reluctance machine due to the fact that the machine was used in an open-loop mode, operating from 
fixed mains fn.-quency and voltages supplies. With the use of power electronics and current vector 
control, however, it is clear today that the performance and specifically the power density of the 
machine can be improved. This justifies further rescar.:h on the single-salient reluctance machine. 
In the following section an overview of the history of the reluctance macliine is given and the 
important publications on single-salient reluctance machines are highlighted. In section 1.2 the 
problem statement for the research ne1:essnry on the reluctance synchronous machine is considered and 
in section 1.3 the approach to solving the problem is given. The thesis layout is given in section 1.4. 
I.I The llistory of the reluctanc:e machine 
Reluctanec: and permanent magnet machines were among the first electrical machines built. The 
observation that an electromagnetic coil attracts a piece of iron led 10 the idea of using this force to 
obtain mechanical motion. The first reluctance machines (from 1840) were basically double-salient 
machines with electromagnets that were switched according to the position of moving iron in very 
much the same way as with the switched reluctance machine today. These "electromagnetic engines" 
as they were called were heavy, bulky machines with amazingly low efficiencies. The result was that 
they were used very little in practice. The development of these machines came to an abrupt halt in 
the early 1870s when the first electric generator/motor with wound field coils was developed. 
From that time and due to the development of the induction and synchronous machines in the 1880s, 
research on double-salient stepping reluctance machines and single-salient "reaction" machines 
(unexcited salient-pole synchronous machine} remained in the background. The research on 
alternating current machines was focused almost completely on the induction machine and the wound 
rotor synchronous machine, as is very much the case today. The single-salient reluctance synchronous 
machines, operating from fixed mains frequency ar;d voltage supplies. were used only in low power 
applications. as the performance of these machines was poor compared to other a.c. machines. 
The paper by Kostka ( 1923) on a new rotor structure for single-salient reluctance machines is 
remarkable for that time. Kostku's rotor structure is shown in Fig. l.l(a). It can be seen that Kostko 
moved away from the salient-pole type of rotor to the more round rotor with inner flux barriers and 
cutouts. It must be mentioned that the idea of using flux barriers or slits in the poles of machines to 
reduce quadrature-axis flux was proposed long before in 1904 by Thompson (1911). Thompson's 
proposal showed a d.c. machine with slitted field poles to reduce the armature reaction effect. Kostka 
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mentioned that the maximum torque of his "polyphasc reaction" machine with the new rotor structure 
was about 80% of an equivalent induction machine. 
Between the 1920s and 1950s the publicatio.~s on polyphasc reluctance machines. as they were called 
generally, were very much on the theory and analysis of these machines. The important publications 
on reluctance machines for that time arc those by Bruderlin ( 1924 ). Trkk"Y (1933. 1946), Talaat 
(1951). Lin (1951) and Douglas (1956). 
The rcscan:h on the single-salient reluctance machines between 1960 and the early 1970s was mainl)' 
on the design of the rotor and on the stability problem of the macLinc. No attempt was made to 
conduct research on the stator design of the machine and standard induction machine stators were used 
throughout. The important research work done during this time can be summarised as folkws: 
• The work of Lawrenson ( 1963, 1967) on segmental-rotor reluctance motors. 
• The work of Kurscheidt (1961) and Brinkman (1965) on flux barrier rotors with saturation 
bridges (the rotor investigated by Brinkman is shown in Fig. l.l(b)). 
• The \\Vork of Cruickshank (1%6, 1971) on axially laminated rotors (the rotor structure is 
shown in Fig. I.I (c)). 
• The work of Lipo (I %7) and Krause: {I %8) on the si..bility of the reluctance machine. 
• The analysis of Honsinger ( 1971) on a two flux barrier per pole rotor (structure shown in Fig. 
I.I (d)). 
In these research works there was the attempt on the: one hand to improve the power density. 
efficiency and power factor of the machine by increasing the: reactante ratio of the machine; on the 
other hand a too high rcactancc ratio leads to instability, i.e. rotor o~cillation about synchronous speed, 
when operating from fixed mains frequency and voltage supplies. These are conflicting requirements 
that limit the performance capability of the machine. Little was gained in using new types of rotors 
for the single-speed. open-loop reluctance machine drive. 
From the mid 1970s the: research on reluctance machines took a new direction due to the advent and 
intensive use of power electronics. It was possible to vary the frequency and thereby the speed of the 
open-loop, single-salient reluctance synchronous machine by means of an inverter {Krause, 1969 and 
Ong, 1977}. More important, for the first tim.: th.: machine is used in a closed-loop manner, i e the 
rotor position and the phase current are fed 1:-ack and the current spatially placed in the machine 
according to the position of the rotor (Faucher, 1979). A cage-rotor in this case is no longer necessary 
due lo the direct current control of the machine by means of an invert•:r and control system. The 
macl ;ne can also be designed lo obtain the largest difference and ratio of the two-axis inductances -
there is in this case no danger of instability when a too high reactancc ratio is u>ed. 
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(a) Kostko ( 1923) (b) · Brinkman ( 1965) 
(c) Cruickshank (1971) (d) Honsinger(l971). Kamper (1994) 
Fig. I. I. Single-salient reluctance machine rotors 
Surprisingly, the research on the design and control of the single-salient, closed-loop reluctance 
machine drive during the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s moved entirely to the background. 
This was even more the case: for the open-loop reluctance machine drive. In contrast with this, the 
double-salient switched reluctance :<•achine received considerable research attention, first in the UK 
and later worldwide. This machine was the first type of reluctance machine that demonstrated good 
power density characteristics. Note that this was made possible due to closed-loop switching. 
From the mid-1980s till 1990 the single-salient reluctance synchronous machine under closc:J-loop 
control received more attention. Research work that can be referred to includes: 
• The work of Weh ( 1985) on a special multi-phase reluctance machine with an axially 
laminated rotor. 
• The work of El-Antably ( l 985(a), I 985(b)) on the design and control of a 3-phase, axially 
laminated rotor reluctance machine with the laminations mounted on a fiber glass intermediate 
rotor piece. 
The important work of Fratta ( 1987) on a high-performance reluctance machine drive with an 
axially laminated rotor. 
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Fratta ( 1987) for the first time applied a full vector control scheme lo control the reluctance 
synchronous machine. He and Wch showed for the first time that the single-salient reluctance 
machine under closed-loop control has high power density characteristics. 
From 1990 until now considerable research attention has been given to both the single- and double-
salient reluctance machine drive systems. Research on the single-salient reluctance synchronous 
machine focused almost completely on the use of axially laminated rotors. Vagati ( 1992) moves away 
from using this type of rotor, due to iron loss problems. to the use of punched flux barrier-type of 
rotors. During this time, little work has been done on the design of the reluctance synchronous 
machine and the focus was end still is more on the control-side of the machine. With regard to the 
control of the machine one can refer to the research work of Bo Idea ( 1991) on torque vector control, 
Xu ( 1991 ) which includes the effect of saturation and iron losses. Matsuo ( 1993) on field-oriented 
control, Fratta (1994) on flux weakening control and Kamper (1995) on an optimum steady-state 
control method. Much attention is currently being given to position scnsorless control of the single-
and double-salient reluctance machines. 
On tl1e design-side, research work has been done by Vagati ( 1992) on the flux barrier rotor reluctance 
synchronous machine. Other published works that can be referred to on the design aspects of 
reluctance synchronous machines are: Miller (1991) and Matsuo (1994) on axially laminated rotors 
and Kamper(l994) on a flux barrier-type of rotor. A comparison between the reluctance synchronous 
machine and the induction machine has been done by Fr.Illa ( 1992) and Franceschini ( 1994). In these 
publications it is shown that the reluctance synchronous machine has a higher torque per volume 
capability than the induction machine counterpart in the 10-100 Nm torque range. A review of the 
reluctance synchronous machine drive as an alternative a.c. drive is given by Vagati (1994). 
To summarise, the history of the reluctance machine can be divided into basically three periods. The 
first period lasts from, say. 1840 till 1870 during which time the double-salient electromagnet type 
of reluctance machines were used. These machines were considered in general as very bad machines. 
The second period lasts from, say. the 1880s till 1970 where the single-speed, open-loop reluctance 
synchronous machine was used for low-power applications in cases where a constant speed was either 
desirable or necessary. The machine was characterised as not a good machine with a low power 
factor and a poor power density. The double-salient stepping machine was used only in very low-
power applications. During the third period from 1970 until now the converter-fed. double-salient 
switched reluctance machine drive received considerable attention and revealed itself to have good 
power density capabilities. The single-salient, closed-loop reluctance synchronous machine drive 
initially received no attention during this period and it was mentioned only recentl) that this drive 
could be a viable alternative for a.c. drives. 
1.2 Problem statement 
As the focus of this thesis is on the single-salient, current-controlled reluctance synchronous machine 
(RSM), it is important to mention some aspect~ about the design and analysis of the RSM that arc 
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prominent from the literature. 'fl1ese arc the folio\\ ing: 
( i) It is clear that the axially laminated rotor is not the \\ay to go in any further research due to 
the difficult (unconventional) ,,,tor structure and the problem with iron losses if a large 
number of insulation layers arc used. It is also di!licult to skew these rotors if necessary. The 
iron loss problem was one of the main reasons why \Veh ( 1990) and Vagati ( 1992) moved 
away from axially laminated rotors to normal transverse-laminated rotors with a limited 
number of flux barriers. 
(ii) It is amazing that the sllllor-design of the RSM (a machine Lscd from the beginning of this 
century) received for all practical purposes no attention in the research. The only exception 
to this is, to some extent. the work of Vagati ( 1992). who considered an overall (stator and 
rotor) design of the: machine. To quote from Vagati ( 1992), " ... the rotor cannot be optimised 
by itself. but sill tor and rotor laminations have lo be optimised as a whole." The importance 
of this statement cannot be over-emphasised as the optimum performance of the reluctance 
machine is greatly dependent on the sllllor design. It is absolutely invalid and unfair to 
compare the pcrfonnance of the RSM with other machines using an induction machine sllltor. 
(iii) Most of the design analysis of the RSM is done by means of the lumped circuit method. The 
finite clement method is merely used to investigate the effect of the variation of a single 
dimension on e.g. the inductances of the machine (MaL~uo. 1994; Kamper. 1994) and not to 
do an overall optimum design. There thus seems to be a deficiency in this regard. 
By keeping these aspects in mind, the question to be answered today, despite the research that has 
been done. is what the performance capability or goodness is of the optimum designed RSM. Note 
that the optimum design of the mal.'.hine implies also the optimum spatial placement of the current in 
the machine with respect to the rotor. The latter concerns !he optimum control of !he machine. 
Another question to be answered is what !he performance capability of the RSM is in the higher 
power levels. say in the sub 500 kW power level. 
To fully investigate lhese questions, recalling the remarks made in paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) above, 
it is necessary to do an overall (sllltor and rotor) design optimisation and to use an analytical model 
of the machine in !he optimisation process which is rcpresenllltivc of the real machine. The latter is 
particularly imponant for the RSM where the calculation of the q-axis induclllnce e.g. has to be very 
accurate and where the effect of cross magnetisation has to be !liken into account (Kamper. 1994 ). 
The effect of cross magnetisation may be ignored for reluclllnce machines with axially laminated 
rotors (Matsuo, 1993 ). but not for reluctance machines with normal transverse-laminated rotor with 
punched flux barriers and iron saturation bridges. 1 f cross magnetisation is ignored in any design 
optimisation then !he optimisi. ·ion will not be true. The lumped circuit method will not give absolute 
optimisation results. The absolute optimum-designed machir.e can at best be oblllined by using the 
finite element method in the optimisation process. 
To do a design optimisation of the RSM an objective function, like e.g. the torque of the machine, 
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must be maximised subjt.-ct to constrainL,, if an). An optimisation algorithm is therefore necessary 
to optimise in multidimensions the design of the machine. It must be emphasised that all the machine 
variables must be optimised to put the objective function value at a minimum (maximum). It is 
simply not good enough to focus only on single variables in the design of the machine and to reach 
certain co11clusinns from that. All the variables must be looked at in the design optimisation. 
Typically, the number of variables for an electrical machine to be optimised is I 0. Furthermore. 
different objective functions must be minimised (maximised). or in nther words the machine must be 
optimised according to different design criteria to obtain the best answer about the performance 
capability of the machine. 
From the preceding two paragraphs there is the requirement that the finite element analysis method 
be used in some w•y together with the multidimensional optimisation algorithm to optimise the design 
of the machine. As fu as the author is aware this has not been done before for the current-controlled, 
single-salient reluctance machine (in fact not for any electrical machine) and it is the focus of this 
thesis. Note that Rmn&moorty ( 1979) optimised the overall design of a reluctance machine, but this 
was for a segmented-rotor machine, for open-loop fixed frequency operation and he used the 
inaccurate lumped circuit approach. In addition. there is a need today to explain on a simple basis. 
low on maths and high on understanding. the operation, the characteristics and the goodness of the 
RSM. It is the aim of the thesis to provide this explanation. 
1.3 Approach to problem 
As a first step in the design optimisation of the RSM only the steady-state is considered in this thesis. 
To solve the problem mentioned in section 1.2, the approach followed in the the~is is to try to use the 
finite element method directly in the optimisation procedure. This approach may be explained by the 
flow diagram of Fig. 1.2. Here, the optimisation algorithm finds the multidimensional vector [X), i.e. 
the values of the 1118Chinc variables (the machine variables indude amongst olher things the physical 
dimensiom· of the machine) th•t minimise: (maximise) the function value Y or performance parameter 
of the machine. In this process with each iteration r the algorithm determines directions of search in 
a multidimens;onal space along which Y is minimised (maximised). Each time the optimisation 
algorithm needs an output function value Y. like torque or efficiency, for a given multidimensional 
input vector [X ). it calls the finite element program. The finite clement ;:irogram generates a new 
mesh according to the changed input variables. The program then docs th:: pre-processing and the 
nonlinear solution to find the magnetic vector potentials. The flux linkages and flux densities are 
calculated, followed by the calculation of the output performance parameters (Y) of the machine. The 
finite element program may be called a number of times by the algorithm during an iteration. At the 
end of each iteration a test is earned out to determine if an absolute minimum (maximum) is reached. 
If not. a next iteration is executed. 
lt is obv.-,;usly that the process represented in Fig. 1.2 will be time consuming. This necessitates the 
follo\\ 1ng: 
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·~~~) 
~es 
Fig. 1.2. Optimisation procedure using !he finite clement solution directly. 
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• Th1: finite clement solution must be fast and accurate, i.e. generating !he mesh, doing the pre-
processing and solving for the vector potentials must be a fast and accurate process. 
• As few finite clement solutions as possible must be used to calculate all the equiva•'!nt circuit 
parameters and performance data of the machine. For example. it will be beneficial if the 
performance parameters of the machine can be calculated by using the results of one basic set 
of finite element solutions. 
• TI1e optimisation algorilhm must be fast. 
These aspects receive considerable attention in the lhesis. It will be difficult to realise !he process of 
Fig. 1.2 with a finite clement software package of the commercial variety as the source codes are not 
available. Therefore, the source code of a finite element software program developed at the 
University of Cambridge (Volschenk, 1993) is used for !his study. The software is adapted so !hat 
it could be used for the analysis of the current-controlled reluctance machine. Wilh the source code 
available it was possible to link the finite element and the optimisation algorilhm programs with each 
other. The finite element program is brietly described in Appendix B and will be referred to in the 
thesis. 
It is equally important lo explain the outcome of the design optimisation. To do this a very simple 
calculation method is necessary to show certain tendencies of the design optimisation. This aspect 
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receives much anention in the thesis as an approximate magnetic circuit calculation method is 
proposed. The outcome of the design optimisation is also explained by deriving goodness factors for 
the RSM. 
1.4 Thesis layout 
The layout of the remainder of this thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 2: The method for calculating the pcrfonnance data of the machine is described. This 
includes not only the finite clement method but also the proposed approximate 
magnetic circuit method. 
Chapter 3: Tiie focus of this chapter is on the multidimensional optimisation algorithms that are 
used lo optimise the dc5ign of the RSM. l11e results cf two optimisation case studies 
arc given :ind discussed in detail. 
Chapter 4: The pcrfonnan«' -;alculation methods of Chapter 2 and the optimisation algorithms of 
Chapter 3 arc used to optimise in multidimensions the design of the RSM. The aim 
of this chapter is to evaluate from calculations but zlso from measurements the 
performance capability of the RSM in the 3-10 kW power level. 
Chapter 5: This chapter explains the characteristics of the RSM by deriving goodness factors for 
the machine. Goodness factors an: also derived for the induction machine to compare 
the RSM with the induction machine. 
Chapter 6: TI1c pcrfonnance capability of the machine in the medium power range is considered. 
The different goodness factors of Chapter S arc calculated for optimum-designed 
RSMs in the 10 - 350 kW power range and arc compared with those of standard 
induction machines. Altogether six machines arc optimised using the methods of 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
Chapter 7: In this chapter a summary with conclusions is given and recommendations are made 
for further research. 
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This ch3pter de~cribes the calculation of the performance parameters. i.e. the function values such as 
torque, efficiency, power factor, kVA. etc. of the RSM. by mcar., of the finite clement program of 
Fig. 1.2. In the finite clement program the equivalent circuit parameters of the RSM are determined 
and the performance parameters are calculated. The calculations are done with the machine in the 
steady-state and only fundamental values of voltage, current and flux linkages are considered. The 
rea.o;on for the laner is that the design optimisation of the machine is done on the basis of fundamental 
values only. 
The spmce phasor model with the refercnc:c fixed to the rotor is used in the analysis of the RSM. Fig. 
2.1 {a) shows a cross-section of the machine. On the non-salient stator a standard symmetrical thrcc-
phasc winding is used. No cage or field windings arc used on the salient-pole rotor. The angle a, 
is the rotor angle between the magnetic axis of phase a and the q-axis of the rotor. The reference 
frame rotaecs at a speed of ro, = da,ldt. The fundamental current and flux linkage space phasors of 
the machine, shown in Fig. 2. l(b), arc stationary with respect to the rotor in the steady-state. In Fig. 
2.l(b) the stator flux linkage space phasor A, is the phasor sum of the airgap flux linkage space phasor 
A. and the leakage flux linkage spmce phasor A,. Torque production of the machine is given as the 
cross-product bctwc:cn A, and 11, i.e. 
T • lt.1,xl, (2.1) 
where k is 1 constant. The same torque is obtained with the cross-product between A,. and 1 .. 
Equation (2. l) can also be expressed as 
T ; k i, i, sin(y) (2.2) 
q 
lq ············~···: 
(a) Cross-section (b) Space phasor diagram 
Fig. 2.1. Cross-section of the RSM and space phasor diagram fi.(ed in the rotor reference frame 
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wher<: l., and i, are the amplitudes of the stator flux linkage and current space phasors respectively. 
The angle y is the torque angle. which is zero when the current space phasor lies either on the d- or 
the q-axis of the rotor. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be expressed in tcm1s of c.Jq-axis components 
for a p pole-pair machine as derived in all classical texts on dq-axis theory as 
(2.3) 
"-rt and i..q an: the d- and q-a.xis fundamental stator flux linkage components and Id and lq the d- and 
q-axis fundamental stator current components. By defining the d- and q-axis inductances Ld and Lq 
as 
(2.4) 
eqn (2.3) can be expressed in the fonn 
(2.5) 
or 
(2.6) 
+ is called the current SpllCC phasor angle which is the angle between the current space phasor and the 
d-axis of the rotor. The torque of the RSM is thus a function of the inductance difference Ld-Lq-
With Lq relatively small, the torque is sensitive to the value of Ld. 
Equation (2.6) can also be written as 
(2.7) 
where Ldm and Lqm are the d- and q-axis inductances of the machine due to the d- and q-a-.:is airgap 
fundamental stator flux linkage components. These inductances are given by 
L ... = l. ... /Id = L. - L, 
L'P = ).""'/lq = Lq - L1 
where L 1 is the per phase leakage inductance of the stator winding. 
2.2 Equivalent circuits 
(2.8) 
To calculate the perfonnance parameters of the RSM it is necessary to consider the equivalent circuits 
of the machine in the abc and dq reference frames. The fundamental per phase equivalent circuit of 
the RSM may b.: represented by the circuit of Fig. 2.2(a}. where R, is the effective stator resistance. 
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• dJ.m 
l.mw di··-· 
+- + 
i. 
dAm 
e0 e ---m dt 
la) &luivslcnt d,.;uil (h) Approximate equivalent circuit 
Fig. 2.2. Per phase cqui\'11lcn1 circuits of the RSM 
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L1 is th<: stator leakiagc: induclance and R, is 1hc stalor core loss rcsislancc. v, is the limdamenlal 
insumlilrn.'Ous pllasc \'Oltage, i1 is the filndamentnl instantaneous stator current and cm is the induced 
Sbltor volll!ge due to the fundamen!al airgap flux !!nkagc i...,. 
With 2·D linit.e element 111;tlysis ii is necessary to ~cparal.: thc cndwinding h:akagc inductance L0 from 
the lotal staeor lakasc induclancc. L 0 , thus, ha.• 10 he calculated scparnlely. As an approximation 
th.: core loss n:sisllln!'.e is shif\d i11 the equivalent circuit In the position shown in fig. 2.2(b). The 
n=a1on fOf' thili is that the 10111 st111or tlux linkage, excluding the cndwmding flux linkage, can then 
be ~ak:11bted hy means of the 2·D finite e',cmcnt analysis. The inductance L51 of Fig. i.2(b) 
rcpreMntS the leaka9e inducance of 1hc: slator winding excluding the cndwmding leakage inductance, 
i.e. L1 "' L. ·r L,1• 
The equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.2(b) in the ah<" reference frame can be transformed to equivalent 
circuits in the 1:lq rcfm:ncc frame fixed in the rolor by using Park's transformation. The 
U'llnsfonnation of ~ore loss resistances lo the c/lf reference frame is described by, amongst others, Xu 
(1991). The clq equivalenl circuirs arc shown in Fig. 2.3. '111e tlux linkages Ad aml A.q are the d- and 
q-axis slalor flux link111c componcnl!i, which inch1dc the stator leakage flux linkr,ge but not the 
endwindini llux !ink1gc. The parameter tll, is the electrical speed of lhc rotor reference frame. In 
the phai<lr diqram the i;pac.: phasar:; V, and 1,1 reprcscnl 1hc stalor supply voltage and the terminal 
current of the mKhlru: respectively. Note that 1,1 ~ ld 1 + jlql includes 1hc dq core loss currcnl 
component~ (see the 11'11:q11ivalent circuils of Fig. 2.3 ). The angle 0 is the power factor angle. The 
slatllr flux linkage pllasor >., originales from the currcnl phasor I, and torque is produced when there 
is a phase shin bclwccn thcS<: phas<"rs (sec eqn 2.2 and Fig. 2. l(b)) The angles 41 and +1 arc current 
space phasor angles. 
2.J Calculation of <"<1uin1lent circuit pantmeten 
This section describes hm' the di( equivalent circuit parameters of Fig. 2.3 arc calculated by using, 
a111ongst others, the finite clement analysis method. The circuit clements R, and Le arc calcl!iated 
separately by con11nr.r1 analytical formulas. 
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Fig. 2.3. Steady-staled- and q-ax:~ eq••i;·akm circuiL~ and space phasor diagram of the RSM 
2. 3. I Slator winding re.fistancc ancl enclwi11<Jing leakage inciuctance 
The stator winding resistance R, is calculated from the active copper area at a temperature of. by 
convention, ·1s0 c. The copper area is determined from the given slot dimensions. The skin effect 
is ignored in the calculation of R,. To obtain the correct active copper area of a stator conductor, 
provision is made in the formula for R, for the filling of the stator slot using a fill factor. The areas 
of the slol insulation and conductor insulation ?"C also taken into accou111. The formula is given in 
1'ppendix A. eqn (A. I). 
The cndwinding leakage inductance, L0 , is calculated according to a formula given by Kamper ( 1987). 
This formula i~ based on a formula derived by Honsinger ( 1959) for the calculation of the stator 
endwinding leakage reactancc of squirrel·-cage induction machines. T11e formula can be used for 
single- or double-layer windings and takes into accou111 the shape of the endwinding coils as well as 
the mutual flux linkage between the endwinding phase groups. The formula can be used very well 
for small and medium power machines and is given by eqn (A.5). 
2. 3. 2 Calculation of.flux linkages and inducfilnces using tht· finite elemem method 
To calculate the flux linkages using the finite element method (refer to Appendix B for details about 
the finite element program) it is necessary to specity the phase current I,= i.L<I> of the m .. chine. Due 
to the fact that the RSM is under current control, the current ~pace phasor can be set at an angle <!> 
with respect to the rotor (Fig. 2.3). The angle + is thus an input variable. The amplitude of the 
current space phasor, i,. is determined from either a given rrns current density. J. according to the 
relation 
(2.9) 
where n. is the number of parallel circuits. Acu is the active copper area per stator slot and z is the 
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number of conductors per slo:. or from given copper losses. Pt.·u· :.11..::cnrding lo the relation 
c---
i 
' 
i p A 
I CU C'll 
K 1n /z) '----
,, ~ 11·1,1 (2.10) 
with K ( 1 j' •.; I see glossary of symbols and eqns (A. I) and (A.3)) . 
3 q p P, 
Note that the actual current density and copper losses will be slightly high1:r due to the slightly higher 
tcrrninal current 1, 1 of the machine (Fig. 2.3). 
With the current space pha.~or known in terrns of amplitude and angle, the dq current components ldq 
can be calculated as well as the instantaneous three-phase currents iab< using the inverse Park 
transforrnation. Hence. the three-phase winding currents arc sci in the finite clement program 
according to the rotor position. 'fbe finite elc:ment analysis method is then called to calculate the total 
stator flux linkages i.llbc that exclude the endwinding flux linkage. Due allowance is made for 
saturation by using the correct B/H-curvc in the finite element program. 
1lle effect of skew is accounted for in the 2-D finite element analysis by using a set of unskewed 
machines of which the rotors are rclati\'cly displaced by an angle that is a fraction of the total skew. 
Ille technique, first introduced by Alhamadi and Dcmerdash (1991), is used in time-stepping finite 
clement analysis by Volschenk (1993) and Williamson (1994). With k unskewcd machines the phase 
tlux linkages arc calculated by eqn (2.11 ). Herc ;,..,.,(un) denotes the total phase flux linkages of the 
unskewcd machine with the rotor at position un and is calculated by means of the finite element 
analysis method (Appendix B, eqn B.5). In this analysis k is taken as 5. 
I r k l l >-. J = • E ... <a.> j l n• I (2.11) 
Equation (2.11) suggests that k time-expensive finite clement field solutions are required, but it is only 
the first non-linear solution at position u 1 which will be expensive due to the unknown reluctivities. 
At positions o.2 .. o.k.• the known reluctivities of previous positions can be used. which will already be 
close to the new rduclivitics. so that the field solution times at these positions will be less (Alhamadi. 
1991 ). 
The flux linkag<:s of eqn (2.11) versus position will contain harmonics and it is necessary to find the 
fundamental total flux linkages. With a distributed double-layer stator winding it is assumed, as an 
approximation, r.hat the effects of the MMF space harrnonics arc negligible. The remaining harrnonic 
fluxes arc the synchronous harrnonic fluxes which stand still with respect to the fundamental rotating 
flux wave. With the rotor skewed no prominent high-frequericy slot ripple will be present in the flux 
linkage wave (Alhamadi 1991, Volschenk 1993, Williamson 1994). Furtherrnore. with a distributed 
winding the quasi-square flux density wave in the airgap, caused by saturation. will be filtered so that 
a near sinusoidal flux linkage wave is obtained. However. a prominent 3rd and less prominent 5th 
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and 7th harmonics will still be present in the total flux linkage wavc-fonn. If thc 5th, 7th and higher 
harmonks arc ignored. the total flux linkage can he written in tenns of a limdamcntal and a 3rd 
ham10nic. or 
(2.12) 
The co-phasal 3rd harmonic flux linkages. including the higher order tripk'l hannonics. can be 
obtained from the actual thn.'C-phase flux linkages as 
.. = .. = .. = ! (.. . ... • A.,) . d ~ d 3 • .. (2.13) 
Thus, with the actual total phase flux linkages and the 3rd ham10nic flux linkages known from the 
finite clement analysis, the fundamental total phase flux linkages can be calculated by cqn (2.12). 
Note that with the use of cqn (2.12) and with the rotor fixed at a certain position, errors arc made in 
the same way each time the finite clement program is called in the optimisation process. This implies 
that the optimised machine will ultimately be almost exactly the absolute optimum machine. 
Another way 10 dctl'rminc the fundamental total phase flux linkage is 10 do a Fourier expansion of 
the total flux linkage wave. This requires that the rotor and the current space phasor be stepped 
through an angle of at least rr./2 electrical radians. This. howC\'cr. will undo the idea of using the 
finite element method directly in the optimisation process due to the long comp11tation time. 
The use of cqn (2.12) is thus a key aspect in the whole optimisation process because it enables th,• 
fundamental total phL'iC flux linkages of the RSM 10 be determined by using just one set of finite 
clement solutions. The fundamental total phase flux linkages arc necessary. amongst other reasons, 
for the calcul1tion of the supply voltage: and power factor of the machine. 
With the fundan1c:ntal total phase flux linkages and the rotor position known. thc dq flux linkages of 
Fig. 2.3 arc calculated using Park's transformation, namely 
(2.14) 
From this the speed voltages EJ = -i.4ro, and E4 = i.Jro, of the equivalent circuits of Fig. 2.3 arc 
determined. The d- and q-axis inductances Ld and Lq arc determined from eqns (2.4) and (2.14 ), but 
it must be realised that these inductances arc subject to a small error due to the approximation of eqn 
(2.12). 
To calculate the d- and q-axis inductances LJm and L4111 of eqn (2.8) it is necessary to dctem1ine the 
airgap flux linkage space phasor in terms of amplitude and angle, i\111 = im L&. of the skewed 
machine. For the unskewed machine the amplitude and the an;;le of the fundamental airgap 11ux 
density space phasor B = BL& arc determined by a Fourier ~xpansion of the radial componc:nt of the 
airgap flux density. In Appendix 8, section 8.3 it is shown how this is done using the airgap 
magnetic vector potentials. The amplitude of the fundamental airgap flux linkage space phasor of the 
unskewed machine is calculated from 
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(2.15) 
where 'r is the pole pitch. I is the core length. W is the number of It.ms in series per phase and K .. 1 
is the winding factor. 
The effect of skew is accounted for in the sam.: way as in eqn (2.11) by using a s.:t of unskewed 
miM:hines. For the nth machine the amplitude .\ml•> as well as the space angle o(n) of the fundamental 
airgap flux linkage space phasor is determined. With k unskewed machines the resultant airgap flux 
linkage space phasor of the skewed machine is obtained by taking the phasor sum (not the arithmetical 
sum) of .\m<nJLo<n>• as in eqn (2.16). 
(2.16) 
Note that the angles o<•> of cqn (2.16) arc the space angles with respect to the original or actual d-axis 
of the rotor and not with respect to the d-a.xes of the set of unskewcd machines. The d- and q-axis 
components of eqn (2.16) arc given by 
(2.17) 
and arc used in eqn (2.8) to calculate Ldm and L4m. 
2.3.3 Core loss resistance 
The only remaining equivalent circuit parameter to be calculated is the core lo" resistance, R •. Core 
losses in electrical machines arc in general difficult to calculate aecuratel). The core losses in 
electrical machines occur as. amongst other things, rotational losses (nol pun: alternating losses) , 
rotor-pole surface losses, additional iron losses with load due to harmonic fluxes. tooth pulsation losses 
and, in the case of the reluctance: machine. rotor-iron-segment pulsation losses if the barrier pitch is 
less than the stator slot pitch. 
The stray-load losses in n:luctance machines consist of only iron losses. There are no bar and endring 
losses due to harmonic-induced rotor currents and also no inter-bar losses. as in the induction machine. 
Rotational losses occur specifically in the stator tooth tips and stator yokes where the flux density 
vectors rotate, rather than to pulsate on the same axis. The calculation of rotational losses is complex. 
Also, rotational loss curves of laminated steel arc very rarely available from suppliers due to the 
difficulties in measuring these losses. 
As an approximation, therefore, only alternating iron core losses due to the main (fundamental) flux 
arc considered in the analysis. This means that the calculated core losses will be somewhat low. The 
core losses are calculated from measurements on electrical machines and from loss-frequency curves 
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of the laminations used. 
Considering only stator core lossc.• due lo the main flux and fundamental supply frequency of the 
machine, the core losses arc calculated from 
{2.18) 
where B .. , and Bm)· arc respectively the maximum flux densities in the teeth and yoke. M, and My arc 
respectively !he iron masses of the teeth and yoke and f1 is the fundamental supply frequency. The 
maximum flux densities in the tt.-cth and yoke can be obtained directly from the finite element 
solution. The consranls c. x an1 y arc detennincd from measurements and from loss-frequency curves 
{M-36. 26 gag<.:. non-orientcJ sheet steel) as c = 0. OJJi, x = 132 and y = 1. 
From the known core losses of t.'qn (2.18) the core loss resistance is calculated as 
3 E2 
R = --' 
< p 
' 
(2.19) 
where E. is the rms value of tlw phase EMF and is given by 
J E1 • Ei E = • q I 2 {2.20) 
1.3.4 Effect of cross magnetisation an l.J and l.q inducwnces 
The: torque and power factm of the RSM are both functions of the inductances LJ and Lq. It is 
therefore important to consider the effects of saturation and cross magnetisation on these inductances. 
Cross magnetisation or cross coupling is the magnetic coupling between the fictitious d- and q-axis 
windings of the machine. A number of studies have been done on the cross magnetisation effect in 
reluctance machines (Anvari 1985, Binder 1989). These studies have been done on reluctance 
machines with rotor cage windings without rotor flux barriers. Little is published on the cross 
magnetisa•ion effect in reluctance machines with axially laminated rotors. but it is shown that this 
effect with these rotors is small (Mayer 1986, Matsuo 1994 ). 
A study was done by Kamper ( 1994) to investigate the effect of cross magnetisation on the 
inductances of the RSM using the double barrier rotor of Fig. l.l(d). The inductances in this study 
wen: calculated in the same way as described in section 2.3.2 and were conlirmed by measurements. 
The results of these calculations are ;hown in Fig. 2.4. 
It is clear that saturation and specifically cross magnetisation have a considerable effect on the 
inductances of the RSM using a flux barrier rotor. Consider e.g. in Fig. 2.4 the case where consta;it, 
rated d-axis current of 9 A is used. The d-axis inductance is affected relatively liule (I 0%) by cross 
magnetisation (or varying q-axis current) as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The q-axis inductance, however, 
is greatly reduced by the rated d-axis current particularly at low q-axis currents as shown in Fig. 
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Rated d-ox~• current Id • 9.0 A R1.11c.-d q-11xis CllJT't'llt lq - 18.0 A 
" . ... -·· 
6 A ... 
11 
" 
(•) Ld vemis Id wilh lq as panutlClcr 
Fig. 2.4. Finite element results to illustrate the effect of cross magnetisation {Kamper. 1994). 
2.4(b). Cross mAgnetisation in this case therefore leads, amongst other things, to the improvement 
of the inductance: ratio cr = LiLq and thus the power factor of the machine. On the other hand, at 
low d-axif currents (field weakening operation) the d-axis inductance and specifically the q-axis 
inductance vary significantly with q-axis current In this case cross magnetisation has a reducing 
eflect on the inductance difference t.L = Ld • Lq and the inductance ratio a, affecting negatively the 
10:-quc and power factor of the machine. 
The effect of c1oss magnetisation may be ignored with the use of e.g. the lumped circuit analysis 
method to obtain preliminary. first-order design optimisation result~ of the RSM. However, in the 
search for the absolute optimum-designed RSM the effect of cross magnetisation has to be taken into 
account using the finite elcmcm analysis method. 
2.4 Performance calculation 
From the known dq current C(•mponents, ldq· and from the calculated dq speed voltages, Edq• 
according section 2.3.2 and the calculated core loss resistance according section 2.3.3. the clql current 
components, ldql• of Fig. 2.3 and the cum:nt amplitude, i,1, are determined as 
and "' I 2 ., 1,1 = ~ ld 1 + 1;1 
From this and from the calculated endwinding leakage inductance Le according eqn (A.5), the 
endwinding leakage flux linkage speed voltages l)q1ro, and Lcld 1ro, of Fig. 2.3 are determined. 
The dq supply voltage components. Vdq• and the voltage amplitude V, arc calculated from 
and v, = Jvi + v~ 
where R, is the stator winding resistance calculated according cqn (A. I). 
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The power factor angle 0 of Fig. 2.3 is easil)· calculated from the dq voltage components VJ and V q 
and the Jq I current components IJ 1 and lq 1. Ry ignoring th·: stator resistance and the iron loss 
resistance in the mathematical model of the RSM it is shown b) Kamper ( 1994 ). amongst others. that 
the power factor c' the machine can he expressed as 
(2.21) 
where a= L/Lq and u = IJld =tan(+). Equation (2.21) shows that the power factor is dependent on 
the inductance ratio L/Lq. With Lq relatively small the power factor is sensitive 10 the value of Lq. 
The supply kVA and the copper losses of the machine arc respectively calculated as 
l . . 
S = - V I l ... and 
"The steady-state torque of the RSM is calculated from either eqn (2.6) or (2.7). It ~ust be realised 
that the calculated torque, using eqns (2.7). (2.8) and (2.14) is subject to a small error due to the 
approximation of cqn (2.12). lbc torque may also be calculated as a function of the radial and 
tangential components of the airgap nux density or from the vector potential nodal values in the airgap 
as shown by Ahdel-Razck (1981 ). 
Finally, the wind and friction losses as an approximation arc taken to be the same as that of a standard 
induction machine with equal volume. From this the shaft torque and efficiency are calculated. 
This concludes the calculation of the perfonnance parameters of the RSM, i.e. the function value Y 
of Fig. 1.2. It is important to emphasise that the effects of cross magnetisation, saturation and skew 
arc taken into account in the above calculation of the performance parameters by using the results of 
only one: set of finite element solutions. 
2.5 Effect of current angle control on torque and power factor 
Both the torque and power factor of the RSM arc timctions of the current space phasor angle, .p. The 
torque equation of the RSM ( eqn 2. 7 ), 
3 ., T = 4 p (Ld - L•J I, sin(2cj>J, (2.22) 
suggests that maximum torque per ampere will be obtained with a current phasor angle of 45°. 
However, the inductance difference t>L = Ld - L4 is not a constant but rnrics with both the d- and q-
axis currents of the machine due to saturation and cross magnetisation (Fig. 2.4). In effect t>L is some 
function of the current space phasor angle .p for a given current amplitude i,. This is shown for 
example in Fig. 2.5 for the double barrier rotor RSM of Fig. I. I (d). using the inductance curves of 
Fig. 2.4. 
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Fig. 2.S. Calculated inductance difference versus current angle with i, as parameter 
For a given cum:nt amplitude i, cqn (2.22) can be written as 
T • K t.L(.jl) sin(21j>). 
20 
(2.23) 
The maximum torque is developed where the derivative of eqn (2.23) is zero. By differentiation and 
simplification the following equation is obtained: 
oAL<<I>> • - 2 coc(24'> AL<+> a• (2.24) 
From Fig. 2.S it is clear that the inductance derivative of eqn (2.24) is always positive al 45° for a 
given current amplitude i,. except at perhaps very low currents. Thus, for eqn (2.24) to be valid the 
current space phasor angle+ must be between 45°< + < 90°. Maximum torque per ampere, therefore, 
is not oblained with a current angle of 45° as some authors expressly state. Kamper ( 1995) shows 
that the current angle for maximum torque per ampere of the RSM using the rotor of Fig. I. l(d) is 
between 60° and 65°. 
The power factor of the RSM, in contrast with the: torque, is dependent on the ind11c1ance ratio (eqn 
2.21) which also varies with both the d- and q-axis currents due to saturatio;: and cross magnetisation. 
The inductance ratio er therefore is also some function of the current space phasor angle cjl for a given 
current amplitude i., This implies, amongst other things, that there will be some current angle where 
the power factor becomes a maximum for a given current i,. The calculated and measured results of 
Kamper (1995) show for the RSM using the rotor of Fig. l.l(d) that maximum power factor and 
minimum kVA are obtained with current angles between 72° and 75°. 
The current angle, therefore, is an important design and control parameter of the RSM. It has to be 
used in the design optimisation of the RSM as one of the machine variables to be optimised. 
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2.6 Calculation of Ldm and Lqm using an approximate magnetic circuit method 
Both the d- and q-axis inductances Ldm and Lqm can be considered as magnetising induclanccs of the 
RSM. The only difference in the equations for these inductances is the difference in the resultant 
airgap lengths of the d- and q-axis magnetic circuits. Let the machine operate e.g. with only d-mds 
current, then a constant magnetising reactnncc will be "seen" by lhe supply. The magnetising 
inductance in this case is equal lo the d-axis magnelising inductance Ldm and is given by 
where 
m (W K.1) 2 d; I µ0 L ... = -------
11 p2 id k,.. 
m is the number of phases. 
W is the number of turns in series per phase. 
K,..1 is the winding factor for the fundamental. 
(2.25) 
d; is the airgap diameter or approximately taken here as the s1ator inner diameter, 
&! is some resultant airgap length of the d-axis magnetic circuit 
and k..i 2: I is the saturation factor for the d-a.xis magnelic circuit. 
With a smooth airgap reluctance machine with a round Oux barrier rotor, lld will be equal to the actual 
airgap length between th.: stator and the rotor. 
Similarly, the q-axis magnetising inductance b given by 
L = 
... 
m ( W K., )2 d1 I µ0 
11 pl iq ~ 
(2.26) 
where 8q is some resultant airgap length of the q-axis magnetic circuit and k,~ 2: I is the saturation 
factor for the q-axis magnetic circuit. Defining the effective d- and q-axis airgap lengths as 
and 
the inductance difference and inductance ratio a•e respectively 
and 0 : 
where Km is 
- :..i 
m (W Kw 1) 2 d; I µ 0 
11 p' 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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rhc d-axi~ indul.'.l~llH.'C: I ,Im of Cllfl 12 ~~) j.., a function of h\ll i1nportant pararnctcrs. narnc:ly the stator 
inn.:r diameter d, and the '"' ga1' length g.i· rl1e tooth "iJth and yoke height of the stator and the 
\vidths nf the rotor iron ... cg1ncnt:-. '"ill al:-.P ha' c an ctlc...:t indirect!~ on the saturation factor k~d and 
thus on L.Jm· 
rhe q-axis induclari<:e L'i"' of eqn I::!. 26 l " also a funclinn of !he diameter d, and further of the airgap 
length Sq· Sq is detem1ineJ hy. amongst other things. the widths <lf the flux barriers. The ratio of the 
inner diameter d, to the harrier \\ idth. therefore. is an important factor in the value for Lqm· Note 
further that both the satumtion factor. k..i and k," of respectively eqns (2.25) and (2.26) arc atlected 
by cross magnetisation. 
With ti.~ torque of the RSM proportional to !he inducmnce difference and the power factor dependent 
on the inductance ratio. cqns (2.28) and (2.29) sho" that a high torque and a high power factor can 
be obtnin~-d by making l!J' small and s.i' large. ll1is implies. amongst others. that the saturatior1 factors 
ksJ and ksq have to be rcs~-ctively small and large for the d- and q-a.xis magnetic circuits. Equation 
(2.28) shows further that the torque is proporti,1nal to Km. which is. amongst other things. proportional 
to the square: of the winding factor. K,. 1. "Ilic lancr points out what the c!Tcct is of a single-layer 
versus a double-layer winding on the torque of the machine. With a single-layer winding the torque 
improvement may theoretically be as much as I 0%. depending on what double-layer winding is used. 
Obviously. with a single-layer winding the space harmonics arc less suppressed and a less smooth 
torque is developed. The power factor is independent of the winding factor according to eqn (2.29). 
Dacriptilllr tif tire opprt1xilffllte lffllgnetiL· circuit metlwd 
Analytical approximations or the lumped circuit analysis method may be used to calculate the effective 
airgap lengths of cqn (2.27) and the c/q inductances of cqns (2.25) and (2.26). Recent studies have 
been done in this regard on RSMs with axially laminated rotors (Fu 1991, Vagati 1992. Platt 1992. 
Soong 1993, Luo 1994 ). ·These calculation methods can be used in the design optimisation of the 
machine to obtain fast, preliminary optimum design resulL~ and to investigate the tendencies of the 
optimum dimensions of the machine. However, the analytical and lumped circuit models can not be 
used to obtain a near-absolute ("near-true") optimum design of the reluctance machine. The latter is 
due to the inaccumte calculation of particularly the q-axis cllectivc airgap length. gq'. of eqn (2.27). 
especially for rotcrs with punched flux barriers and satumtion bridges. Furthermore. these methods 
do not mke into account the effect of cross magnetisation and ignore in general the effect of 
satumtion. 
The aim of this section is 10 propose a very simple. approximate magnetic circuit (AMC) analysis 
method which can be used 10 partly optimise the design of the RSM. The aim of using the AMC 
method is to get an idea quickiy of some of the optimum dimensions of the RSM and to use the 
method to explain the optimum design of the machine. The procedure is as follows: 
--> Cakulatc the val•J..:s for Ldm and L4m of the machine using the lumped circuit approach. 
--> Calculate appr11ximately the l::al;agc inductance L,,. (Fig. 2.2). 
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--> Obtain values from the lumped circuit analysis for the maximum tlux densities B1111 and B111). 
--> Cakulate the core losses and core loss resistance by means ,,f c4ns ( 2.18) - (2.20). 
·--> Calculate R, and L0 as in scctiun 2.3.1. 
--> Caiculate the performance p..'lrumeters as in section 2.4. 
To make the analysis of the AMC method as simple as possible the fbllowing approa.:h is followed: 
I) The d-axis inductance: L.,.,, is cakulatcd with due allowance for saturation but not cross 
magnetisation. 
2) A round rotor is assumed with uniformly distributed tlux barriers with equal barrier widths. 
An example of such a rotor and 1 stator slmcturc is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
3) The flux barrier width of the rolOI' of Fig. 2.6 is not optimised and the normalised width of 
the barrier is set constant in the analysis. The focus of using the AMC method, thus, is to 
optimise the stlllOr pllfW11CtCrS of the machine. lbe rotor structure is optimised in the final 
1111alysi!I by means of' the finiic ck:mcnt method. 
4) The q-axis inductance, L"", is set constant at some realistic value. 'Ibis approach is explained 
in detail in section (ii) below. 
5) The current an11le + is set constant al + = 65° which is a realistic value to use (from section 
2.S and Kamper, 1995). 
lw 
_2J 
~--·.:.___.j 
Swor llol and yoke 
bw - b9rOOl ~I bp - barrier pl!ch 
Fig. 2.6. Stator and rotor structure with d-uxis magnetic circuit 
(i) The ti-axis inductance, ld,,,: 
For the calculation of the d-axis inductance. Ldm• of the machine eqn (2.25) is used. Thi- el .i:ctive 
d-axis airgap length, gd', is calculated by 
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(2.J I) 
i,;i is the actual airgap length h<.'meen the stator and the round rotor of Fig. 2.6. 
kw is the saturntion facwr 
k< is the Carter factor to take account r,f stator slotting (assuming closed rotor slots). 
l11c saturation factor k,,i is dependent on the extent of d-axis current or d-axis MMF and further on 
the yoke height. the tooth width (or twitp ratio) and the barrie.- width (or bwlbp ratio) (sec Fig. 2.6). 
The saturation factor is dctcnnincd hy calculating the fundamental total MMF drop. F,01 • of the d-axis 
magnetic circuit divided by the fundamental airgap Ml\ff. F1• i.e. 
F,,. k , ·-
Jd F 
' 
(2.32\ 
Half of lhc d-axis magnetic circuit used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 2.6. The analysis is done at 
an npcrating point in the airgap that is at% (or 'f.i) of the pole pitch where the fundamental flux density 
wave i:11ersccts mon: or less with the actual flux density wave. The total and airgap MMFs of the 
magnetic circuit an: dclennincd hy means of an iteration procedure using lhe correct B/H-curve of the 
lamination steel to account for saturation. The bisection method is simply used in the iteration 
procedure for the non-linear solution. The iteration procedure and the entire: calculation method is 
described in detail in Appendix C, section C. I. 
The ·~ITc:ct of cross magnetisation is not taken into account as onl) d-axis current and d-axis flux arc 
considered in the detennination ofk,.1 ofeqn ('.!.32). The effect of skew on the value for Ldm is also 
not taken into account. 
(ii) The q-axis inducllm«e. l.q,.,: 
The calculation of Lqm is much more complc:x than l.dm· It is in this case not possible to use just one 
equivalent magnetic circuit, as with the d-axis. to ootain the fundamental value' of the saturated 4-axis 
uirgap flux density and the q-axis airgap MMF. The reason for this i~ lhc highly non-linear airgap 
flux density wavcfonn with only q-axis current flowing. The only W~) to sohc this problem is 10 
either use a complex network of lump..·d clements and solve the net•\l•rk b) some it•:rative ;,rocedup· 
to take saturation into account or to :1sc: a non-linear finite ckr.,c .. ; lidd "'!tH<<>n. 
To avoid the complexity of these calculation methods amnhcr cp.m•<.t· ii " iii\;"""" in the AMC 
method. In this method the normalised values of the rlll\>r dirn•:!;,;om arc k;·pt constat:• The rotor 
is optimised in the final analysis by means of the finite dcm-:;n mctlh>d. In the :\\.IC method thus 
the b\v/bp ratio of Fig. 2.6 is set coristant. ·rhc im1nc1.Hatc '-lu-cstion then is \\hat n:alistic value for 
the bw/bp ratio must be used. Both Miller ( 1991 J and Matstto anJ l.ipn i llJ94) imcstigatcd this for 
axially laminated rotors. They found in general that an 1.>ptimum ratio oft\\ /hp ~ 0.5 must be used, 
i.e. the iron segment width must b•: equal to Ill': barrier width. I lowevcr. fr .>rn their graphs it is clear 
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that the optimum ratio depends on" hat design crileria arc under n1nsidera1ion. The graphs of Ma1suo 
and Lipo ( 1993) sho\\ clear!; 1ha1 f°l1r maximum induc1ancc difTcrencc. aL. which is the same as for 
maximum torque (eqn 2.7). the optimum ratio is between 0.26 and 0.33. In the case of a maximum 
inductance ratio cr = l.dm/l.qm· which is closely related In maximum power factor or maximum 
torquetkVA of the machine. the optimum ratio from the graphs of Miller\ 1991) is about bw/bp = 
0.55. 
This difference in the optimum ratio can be explained as folio\\ s. With Lqm relatively small. al is 
most sensitive to the value of the d-axis inductance L.dm· To increase Ldm· more iron has to be used 
on the rotor to make the saturation effect less. i.e. the bwibp ratio must be less. On the other hand, 
the inductance ratio er = Ldm/Lqm is most sensitive to the \'alue of Lqm· To decrease Lqm• i.e. to 
maximise er, large barrier widths have to be used with less iron on the rotor. i.e. the bwfbp ratio must 
be increased. Ncte that the bwfbp ratio will seldom be higher than 0.5. because with a peak airgap 
flux density of say 0.9 tc:sla. the iron segment flux density will then be higher than 1.8 tesla, which 
will drive \he rotor iron deep into saturation. 
To conclude. it is realistic to choose values for the bwibp ratio bct.,.,cen 0.3 and 0.5. There is no 
reason to believe that the same ratios cannot be applied to the simpler rotor s:ructurc o: Fig. 2.6. If 
the design optimisation of the RSM is focused on maximising the torqui: ,. i the machine, then a ratio 
of bwfbp = 0.33 (1/:a air and % iron) can be used. If focused on m "1mi.;mg the ··')\Ver factor ;1r 
maximising the torquc/kVA !hen a ratio ofbwfbp = 0.5 (\/:air and \I, iron) c,, .. be used. Nor.•: <hat 
the c!Tcct of diflcrcnt ratios on the optimum design can also be quickly invcsticned. 
With the bwfbp ratio constant the d/bw ratio is constant. Hence. the d/gq ratio is more or less 
constant because Sq is some function of the barrier width. From cqn (2.26). this implies that for the 
same saturation factor, k,., the q-axis inductance, l.qm• will be more or less constant per given stack 
length of the machine. '11te approach in the proposed AMC method is to assume a constant value for 
Lqm in th1: design optimisation based on the fact that the bwibp ratio is constant. 
The question, howeve•, is what value must be taken for L.qm in the AMC method. It b kmmn from 
measurements on flux barrier rotors (e.g. Kamper. 1994) that the inductance ratio of the RSM can 
typically vary between. say. 4 and 7. If a value of cr ~ 5 is assumed in the an:ilysis. then l.4"' can be 
calculated from Lqm = l .. d, .. '5 and Ld·n from eqn (2.25) Assume a normalised value for the stator 
inner d; of eqn (2.25) of say d/d., "' 0.55. Funhcrmore. take the saturation focl!lr as ~,.i " ~ and th~ 
Caner factor as kc "' 1.2. then an analytical equation for 1.4"' ma) be 
L.qm (2.33) 
Eqn (2.33) rives a first-order estimate of what the value for 1.4,,, ma; be. The appruadt in the design 
optimisation. !10\vcvcr. must be to use different values li.lr l. .. vu to sec \\hat the effect is un the 
optimum desi.;n of the machine. This effect is investigated in t ·tiapter 4. 
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It is clear fron1 the: ahu\c that kccpinc. I i.:1)n-.1ant in the pru11l1scd _.\\ll' 111cthod is a 1·crr rouoh 
. .__ 'ill' . • ... 
approad1 in the design optimisation 'if the RS\ I. It \\ii I he sho\\ n in l 'haptcr -t. however. that using 
this simple method gives quite remar~ahle r<·sulh. 
I! must once again be emphasised that in w.ing the AMC mctlhHl in the Lksign optimisation. the totor 
is not optimised but only the stator parameters. ·n1e All.IC mcth1'd .:an. however. be used to explain 
design aspccL~ of the RSM, as\\ ill be shc•\\11 in Chapter 4. 
(iii) The /eakag<' inc/11ctanci:, l.,r 
Inc leakage inductance L,1 defined in Fig. 2.2 consists of the skit leakage inductance and the 
ham1onic flux icakage inductance. but not the cndwinding kakngc inductance. The slot leakage 
inductance. L,1o1• can be calculated in the same way as for the induction machine. A formula for the 
slot leakage inductance per phase is given in Appendix C. cqn (C.19). and is 
\\'here 
and 
(2.34) 
A1 and As arc pcrme:mce rJtios of the ,Jot 'ections that hold air (eqn C.22) and 
conductor,; (cqn C.23) respective!~ 
k1 and kg arc double-layer winding corrc.:tion factors for the slot section that hold air 
(.:qn C 20) and conductors (cqn C.21) respectively. 
The formula for L,1"' is further described in Appendix C. section C.2. It docs not take into account 
the skin effect and the effect of saturation. 
·nic harmonic leakage flux inductance, sometimes called the di!Tercntial leakage inductance, Ldifl' is 
due tc the higher order rotating harmonic MMFs. 'llicsc harmonic MMFs rotate asynchronously with 
the rotor. In the case of the induction machine with a rotor with magnetic symmetry thc effect of the 
harmonic MMFs and harmonic fluxes can easily be ;,,_ountcd for by simply considering all the 
hannonic cquival.:nt circuits of the machine taking into acount the damping effect. In the case of the 
RSM with a ca~cless rotor with magnetic asymmetry. however. the analysis is much more complex. 
The stator differential leakage inductance coeflicicnt without damping for the induction machine 
(Richter 1954. Heller and llamata 1977, Kamper 1987) cannot just be applied to the rductance 
machine. Vagati (1994) considers only the slot harmonic fluxes ufthe RSM and calculates a Lig-zug 
leakage inductance. A thorough treatment of the harmonic fluxes of the RSM and how they must be 
accounted for in terms of a harmonic leakage inductance is beyond the scope of this thesis. Even for 
induction machines there arc different views on how to consider the harmonic fluxes (Cheong 1979, 
Kamper 1987). As an approximation. therefore. 1.d,ff is ignored in the ATvlL' method. which means 
that the total leakage inductance cah;ulatcd in this v.'ay \\'ill he somcv .. hat !<1\\·. 
With the inductances l.Jm· l.qm and 1.,1 calculated according sections (i) - (iii) above. the di/ flux 
linkages arc calculated as (sec cqns 2.4 and 2.8) 
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(2.35) 
The other dq equi,alcnt circuit parnmcters nf Fig. ~.3 and the perfonnance parameters of the RSM 
arc calculated in the same \\ay as described in ,cctions 2.3 and 2.4. 
This concludes the description of the AMC method for calculating the performance of the RSM. As 
is clear, the method is far from exact. but has the important advantage of taking into account with 
reasonable accuracy the effect of saturation on LJm· ll1e funher adrnntage of the AMC method is 
the low computation time, as this design optimisation nf the RS\ f t~ pically takes less than one minute 
on a SUN 1000 workstation. 
2.7. Calculation of Ld.., aad Lq,. using• h)·hrid m;iJ!nL·tir L·irrnit finite clement method 
Another simple but reasonably accurate optimisation appr<>ach i' t,> identify from finite element 
analysis those parameters of the RSM which arc difficult to cakulate accurately by means of analytical 
equations or lumped circuit analysis. One such a parameter is the q-axis inductance, Lqm• of ihe RSM, 
which is taken as constant in the A!\K' method. ·me idea of this method is to optimise the stator 
parameters of the machine using the AMC method and then calculate a new L4m from finite element 
analysis and use this new Lqm in the next optimisation iteration. 
It is also possib:C to optimise the bwlbp ratio or the current angle 9 using only a few finite element 
program solutions, as will be shown in Chapter 4. The optimised bwfbp ratio, or optimised current 
angle+. can then be used in the AMC method to gct more accunl!e optimisation results. This method 
is. thus. a hybrid magnetic circuit I finite clement method (llMF method). Toe aim of the HMF 
method is to get more accurate results than in the case olthe AMC method but, ho\~cver, still keeping 
the computationa I burden lo" . 
An exampk of using the HMF method in the optimisation p~occdure nf the RSM using the rotor 
structure uf Fig. ~.6 is as follov•s: 
--+ Decide on a design criterion and set either the current density J 1>r tlv~ 
copper losses P Lu constant. 
--+ Select initial values f(>r the stator and n>lnr dnncnsinns and set <!> 
65r~. 
--> Optimise the stator dimensions using the A'v!C mctlH>d. 
-> \\'ith n..:\\ ~t~tor dirncnsions. calculate 1. 4111 using the FF 111c1hod 
('ection 2.3.2). 
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~ Optimise the stator design using the AMC method with the new 1.4111 • 
~ With new stator dimensions. optimise the currcr:t angle <I> using the FE 
method. Also. calculate a new value for L'l"' afterwards. 
~ With new 4i and L'fnl, optimise the stator using the AMC method. 
~ With new stator dimensions. optimise the bw/bp ratio using the FE 
method. Calculate a new value for "qm afterwards. 
~ With new bwlbp ratio and new Lqm· optimise finally the stator using 
the AMC method. 
28 
In the HMF procedure i;ome independence is assumed between <j> and the bw/bp ratio. i.e the optimum 
value of+ is assumed to be independent of what the value is of the hw/bp ratio, and vice versa. The 
above procedure will typically require I 0-15 finite clement solutions. An r:xample of using the HMF 
method will be given in Chapter 4. 
Obviously. one can continue: with the above procedure to get hopefully more and more accurate 
results. The idea. however, is to keep the computation time of the preliminary design optimisation 
low. The preliminary optimum results i:an be usL'<i as a good starting point for the final design 
optimisation where the FE method is used directly to optimise all the parameters of the machine. 
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3 Optimisation Algorithms 
This chapter describes the opl: ,,isation algori1hn1' which can be used to optimise in multidimensions 
the design of 1he RSM. As shown in the flow diagram of Fig 1.2. the optimisation algorithm 
minimises (niaximises) the objecti\c function Y = F(X) of the machine subject to inequality and/nr 
equality constraint functions. 'lhis is an iterntive process where the optimisation algorithm and thr: 
line minimisation procedure repeatedly call the lumped circuit llr finite clement program to calculate 
the objective function values. 
A review of the literature on electrical machine design optimisation reveals that there are a few 
important aspects that have to be mentioned. These are the following: 
(i) Much more attention is given in the literature to the optimum design of the induction machine 
than to other electrical machines. 
(ii) The manufacturing and operating cost.< of the electrical machine arc usually the objective 
functions to be minimised. subject to performance constraints. 
(iii) Only analytical or lumped circuir model< of the electrical machine arc used in the optimisation 
process to calculate :.lJc pcrfomiance paramctfrs of the machine. The finite ekment method 
is merely used to investigate the effect of the variation of a single dimension on the 
performance of the machine and not to do an o\'erall optimum dt~sign. 
(iv) The constrained optimisation is usually done by converting the constrained problem into an 
unconstrained one by adding penally fimcliom to the objective function. This modified 
objecti\'e function is then minimised by means of an unconstrained optimisation method or 
algorithm. 
From the vast amount of published work on the design optimisation of electrical macr.ines. onl) sor,e 
of the wNk is highlighted here: 
Andersen ( 1967. JQ92) makes use of a Monte Carlo routine. using J random search method. 
to minimise the objective function with penalty functions. It is not known how fast this 
method is compan:d to either methods. 
Ramamoorty and Rao (I 979) optimise the design of a segmented rotor reluctance machine 
using the method of Powell (1964) and Zangwill's (1967) penalty function formulation. In 
their optimisation of the ;·eluctance machirie. the cost of' the active materials of the motor is 
minimised subject to the constraints of pull-out torque and power factor. The optimisati<'ll of 
the \oltagc-fed. current-controlled reluctance machine was not considered in their work. 
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l.i ( 1990) and Parasi liti ( I '193 l 111akc use of the 111oditied llookc-Jccves method (based on the 
direct search 111cthnd of l lc>okc and Jee\ es ( 1961) in the optimum design of the induction 
machine. Li ( 1990) found that !his method is \Cf) time eflicicnt compared to other methods. 
An in-depth study was done by Singh and Sarkar ( 1992) on the optimum design of the 
induction machine using the methods of Powell ( 1978) and Han ( 1977), modified by 
Schittkowski ( 1981 ). ·111cse methnds suppose that the objective and constrained functions are 
differentiable and that first derivatives can be calculated. They show that the modified Han-
Powell method is very ctfecti,·c using less computation time. 
All the above mctho<.is ~· 1vc to bc cfTcctive in the optimisation of the electrical machine. In this 
thesis the algorithms 01 l'owcll ( 1964 l and the quasi-Newton method arc used for the unconstrained 
design optimisation of the machine. ·n1c difTcrencc between these two methods is that the P;iwell 
method is a non-gradient method which requires only function evaluations. not .'crivt. vc··. while the 
quasi-Newton algorithm is a gradient method which requires that the vector of first partial derivatives 
be cakulnted. The reasons for using these methods arc: 
(I) to dctcnnine if a gradient method can be u,cd IP -•ptimise the design of the machine using the 
nonlinear finite clement field solution to cakulatc the function value. 
(2) to compare the elTL"Ctivencss of a non-grad,, ni method (Powell) with that of :u grndient method 
(quasi-Nc"1on) and 
(3) 10 verify 1hc optimum design results hy using mo wmplctcly different optimisation 
algorilhms. 
Both these methods arc described in detail 111 tcxtboc,ks and proved to be effective for the 
minimisation of functions in multidimcnsions. 
The method used in this thesis for the constrnincd optimisation is the same a' that mentioned in (iv) 
above namely to modify the objective function and solving for the minimum by means of an 
unconstrnined algorithm. Furthermore, the focus of the thesis is on the characterisation of •he 
perfonnance capability of the RSM. The design optimisation, therefore, is on th~ maximisation of 
the pcrfonnancc parameters of the machine, such as torque, ctllcicncy and power factor. and not on 
the minimisation of the cost of the machine. as mentioned in (ii) ahovc. This docs not mean that cost 
and weight arc not imporu.mt factors to be considered. The aprroach of the thesis also differs from 
that mentioned in (iii) above. namely to use the/inile de1>w111 method in the opt11nisation procedure 
instead nf less accurate anal) tical or lumped circuit methods. 
11f'lh the Po\\.:ell and qua!'ti-J'\.1c\\.'ton rnctho<ls rnakC' use or ~Lu.:1 .. :cssi\t: line rniilirnisations to rninirnisc 
(lnaxirnisc) sequentially a function nf /1 variables along certain lines or \·Cctor directions in an n-
dimcnsional ,;pace (sec the flow diagram of Fig. 1.2). The technique used to do the line minimisation 
is explained in section .I.I. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 the 1'1mcll and c1uasi-Ncwh111 algorithms arc 
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briefly described. The method for the constrained optimisation is described in section 3.4 and in 
section 3.5 the n:suhs (If l\\tl optin1isa\illn case studies an: gi\Cfl. 
3.1 Linc minimi.•ation 
For the line minimisation eqn 1.1. I 1 is used. i.e. finJ the scalar .1· that minimises U1c function F(X) 
along a given vector direction Z from a gi\ en starting vector point P 0 • 
X • P0 • y Z (3.1) 
In the design program each variable x, to be optimised is given minimum and maximum boundary 
values wherein the variable is allow•:d to vary. Hie boundal") values of all the variables are used to 
determine the minimum and maximum values allowed fi.1r yin eqn ( 3.1 ). The latter is done to ensure 
that the minimisation process is within a restricted region in n-dimensional spLce. If the minimum 
or maximum of the function is not attained in this region then the program either shifts the boundary 
values or. if this is not allowed, use$ penalty functi0ns to penalise the function value. The region 
between Ymin and Ym.- is divided in:o a number of se<·tions to determine the step size "'Y by which 
y is changed. To bracket the minimum (maximum) of the function. the y-value of eqn (3.1) is 
changed in steps starting from the initial point 1'0 as shown in Fig. 3.1. They-value is changed until 
the maximum of the function f(y) = F(P0 + yZ) has been bracketed b) the values Yi· Yi+I and Y;+i· 
·The problem 0f loc<il minima/maxima \\as not experienced by the author. The variation of tty) with 
y gives very smooth curves for the RStvt as is shown e.g. in the grnphs of Kamper ( 1994). 
Tiie step size "'Y is important because if it is too small then a relatively high number of finite element 
field solutions will be required to bracket the maximum. The step size, therefore. is taken initially 
as relatively large in the design program. Closer to the optimum srilution the step size can be reduced 
to bracket the maximum more accurately. With constrained optimisation the step size is taken mm:h 
smaller to ensure a much doser bracketing of the max.imum. 
f()• . 
f( '.' ) '•I ' 
-~·~ f( ) 
_.. - ·-, Y,.2 
"•., 
\, 
\ - .t."j -
N f(y., J ~ F(P0 J I ..--" ,.... 
, 
+ 
r:.: ' • 
ii: 
/ 
,.... 
.:;:: 
i 
L 
Ynun Y0 • o 
I· ig .. 1.1. l'oin1' 2 . . 1 and .J hracket the maximum llf fl)) and arc tiscd for cur\e fitting 
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The last three y-valucs that br..1ckct the n1axin1un1. as shu\\ n in Fig. 3.1. arc used to do a curve fitting 
using a second-degree interpolating polynomial of the Ne\\ ton form. As mcntioncJ, the variation of 
f(y) with y gives smooth curves so that the use of just three points for curve fitting is justified. Even 
with the constrained optimisation using the quadratic penalty function method the latter is ai1owed. 
The sccond degree polynomial f1(y) of thc Newton fonn is given hy 
(3.2) 
f(yj) - f(y,.,) 
and cl 
Yi Y .. 1 
(3.3) 
f(y,.,) f(Y,.2> 
(Y;.1 -Y,.il(y, .. Y,.,) 
The minimum (maximum) of the polynomial is obtained hy selling the derivative of eqn (3.2) equal 
to zero and solving for the optimum value .roptm from 
(3.4) 
This solution of Yop1rn is accepted as the location of the minimum/maximum of F(X) along the line 
of cqn (3.1 ). If a fourth calculated point is a\ailable. as shown e.g. in Fig. 3.1. then a third degree 
interpolating polynomial can be used with a more accurate solution. 
3.2 l'owell's method 
The method of Powell ( 1964). which is also described in detail by others ((jreig 1980. Press et al 
1986 ), minimises. with each iteration r of the optimisation process, the function value along a set of 
n vector directions, where n is the number of variables to be optimised. The initial set of n vector 
directions is the unit or co-ordinate directions. Aller each iteration a new direction is defined which 
is used in the set of vector directions for the next iteration. The ba~ic procedure generates, after n 
iterations. a set of /1 mutually conjugate vector directions. This implies that afier n iterations the 
minimum of a quadratic function is found. A flo\\ diagram of Powell's method is shown in Fig. 3.3 
and is explained hrietly in the following paragraphs. 
('onsidcr an iteration of Po\vcll's method \\there the function is minimised along a set of,. vector 
directions, Z 1• Z 2 ..... z •. as shnw.1 in Fig. 3.2. With each direction Z; the function is minimised 
through a line minimisation using eqns (3.1) and (3.2). This moves the vector point P from 1\1 to 
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Fig. 3.2. l\.foving the vector P through a set of vector directions Z; (Powell's method) 
P,. Alier 11 vector directions. thus /1 line minimisations, the vector point P has moved •o the point Pw 
A new direction is defined z.0 = P • - P 0 and the set of vector directions for the next iteration is 
chosen to be Z 2, •.•• z •. ZH. Powell. however. modifies this basic procedure because occasionally 
the procedure muy choose nearly dependent directions whkh may cause the process to terminate 
before an optimum is reached. lltcr..:forc. tests arc done afier each iteration to determine whether the 
new defined direction z •• is a good direction to be added to the set of directions or not. 
Powell recommends two tests to be done to decide if the new defined direction is a good direction 
or not. 'The tests ore carried out by using an additional cal.culatcd vector point P, = 2P• - P0 further 
along the proposed new din.-ction. as shown in Fig. 3.2. For the marimisation of the function F, let 
the values of the function be 
f0 = F(P0 J and t~ = F(P.l . where I~ > f0 • 
and define ,,fas the largest increase along one of the directions of the present iteration. i.e. 
,,f = max;( f, - r,.1 ). 
Then, if eitl1er 
and\or 
(3.~) 
the old directions arc for the next iteration used and P n fietr the next P 
0
• Otherwise. the old set of 
directions Z 1• Z2 ..... Zi .... Z0 • where Zi is the direction with the largest increase. is changed to Z 1• 
Zz. zj-1• zj<·I .... z •. z.u and"· is moved to the ma.ximum along z.,,. and this point is used for the 
next 1'11 • The direction with the largest incrciL'e is thus discarded. which seems paradox.ical. but 
Powell showed that dropping it gives the best change of avoiding a huildup of linear dependence. 
The optimisation procedure is terminated when 
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f , ~ [ I f" I • i f,, ! ) 
0' ~ 
(3.6) 
where E, b the fractional tolerance in the function value and .;, and f0 are the start and final function 
values on one iteration. 
Finally, from the proccdu;c of Fig. 3.J. if it takes an avernge of m finite clement program solutions 
per line: minimisation (actually it is mk program solutions due w skew - eqns 2.11 and 2.16 ), then nm 
solutions arc necessary per iteration. If, say. 11 i\erations are U>t'd to minimise or maximise the 
function value. then the: total number of finite: clement solution~ will be mn' (with 11 = I 0 and m = 3 
the: number of solutions arc: 300). Hence. it is dear that with a high average number of finite element 
solutions per line minimisation. the total number of soiutions will be high usi:ig Powell's method. 
TI1e only advantage of Powell's method is that derivatives arc not necessary. 
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l'ig. 3.3. Flow diagram or Powcll"s optimisation prn.:edurc 
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3.3 Quasi-Newton algorithm 
TI1e quasi-Newton method described h). amongst others. tireig \ 1980). Ci ill<'/ al ( 1981) and Press el 
al ( 1986) requires that a: each iteration step. r 1he function· s gradient 'cctor G, ( \'CC!or of first partial 
dcriv;,tivcs) be calculaled at the vector point Pr· The new direction of ;carch. z •. from this point is 
given by 
Z, = H,G, (3.7) 
where Hr is an 11>11 matrix which is the quusi-Newton approximation of the inverse Hessian matrix. 
The Hessian matrix is a second partial derivative matrix of the function al a vector point P. In the 
quasi-Newton method the matrix H, is updated sequentially to build up a good approxinu .. tion of the 
in•.'crse Hessian. II can be shown that for a quadratic function the algorithm terminates in at most n 
steps. where n is the number of variables to be optimised. 
TI1e first quasi-Ncwwn method w~ suggested b~ Davidon \ i 959), which was publicised and improved 
by Fktr.hi::r and Powell (1963) - rcfi:rrcd to as th<' Dm·idon-f-Jc1chcr-l'ml'l0/l(DFP) algorithm. Since: 
1963 there has been an ever exp;mJing interest in quasi-~e" tun methods. The IJ1 oyden-Flcrcher-
(iu!tlfarb-Slumno (IJFGS) fonnula is gmcrully rec0gnm:d ~' tl;c ow't dTccti\ c fom1ula for updating 
the uppro.:irn:t!c inverse Hessian. ·nie BFGS 1;irmul.i, ,,hid1 is implemented in this section. was 
independently >uggc:stcd by Broycicn (I '170). I lckiicr (; 970;. { i<>ldfarb (I '>70) and Shanno ( 1970). 
·nu: procedure of the quasi-Newton melh<YJ is ,Jc,.-.-obcd by the 11.m diagrJm of Fig. 3.4. Initially, 
!he matri'\ H 1 is the unit m:llrix. WiJ1 each iteration r the function is minimised along the line 
P, +yZ, (•!qn J. l) where Z, is given G} cqn (.l. 7L This lll0\<'5 the \ cctnr P"illl P from Pr to P r+I · 
·n;;.: approximate inverse Hessian 111Jtrix is updated b~ rncans <>f cqn (.\.9) and j, used f<Jr the next 
itcrut ion r = r + i h) dctcm1inc Z.r• l =· - ~Ir+ 1(.i,...... 1. 
By defining 
a!!d 
( 3.8) 
G 
r • ! G, 
the l~FGS update formula is gi,cn b; 
H,., H • ( ___ .!__ \ S ST - l/ · _____ I _____ j H W H W ;r 
r STW)rr ·wTffWj'' rr• 
< r r r r . (3.9) 
• wruw'uurl 
r rt.rrl 
\\here: (3.10) 
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i r ! 1-··1 
T ·--; 
' 
- - ---··-.!.,.. 
Determine G, al Pr 
(cqn 3.11 for i• I ... n) 
Fig. 3.4. Flow diagram of the quasi-Newton oplimisation proc..-dure 
36 
The first partial derivative of the function with respect to a variable x, is determined by the forward-
difference approximatic:; as 
af f(x; • II,) - f(x,) 
" ax, 11, 
where (3.11) 
The choice of h in eqn (3.11) is ~ritical because it determines the qualily of lhe derivative. If h is too 
large. then the truncation error is large; if too small. then the condition error, due to the error in the 
computed function value, is large. The usual approximation is to take h as h = r.,'-" where r., is the 
relative error in the computed function value. Note that function values are not available to machine 
precision due to the nonlinear finite element field solution. which uses an iterative method with a 
comergence criterion to solve for the magnetic vector potenlials. The accuracy of the computed 
function value is approximately estimated by using difference tables as dl"scribed in Gill (I 98 I). The 
calculated results of the difference tables are given in Appendix D. Hence. h is found to be equal to 
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I 0·1•. hut faster optimisation results" ere <>htaincd "ith h hct\\cen I lJ"4 and Io·;. In their paper, Singh 
and Sarkar ( J1J92) found '' hest \alue of h 10"1. The error in the finite difference gradient 
approximation er.on also he minimised hy changing or updating h as the optimisation progresses 
(Barton. 1992 ). This, howc\ ::r. was found to he unnecessary and a fixed value of h = I 0·5 was used 
throughout the optimisation. 
By using eqn (3.11) it is clear thnt n finite element program solutions (n is the number of variables 
to be optimised) arc nL-cessary to dete1minc the gradient vector. With an average of m solutions to 
do the line minimisation and with, say, n it.:ration steps necessary to minimise the function value, the 
total number of finite clement solutions will be n: + m11 (with n = I 0 and m = 3 the number of 
solutions arc 130). This is dramatically less than the nm' solutions necessary with Powell's method, 
particularly when m is high. However. owing to the inaccuracy of the forward-difference 
approximation. additional iterations will be performed closer to the optimum. 
3.4 Con!trai•ed optimisation 
A I though the focus of the optimisation study is more on the unconstrained condition, constrained 
optimisation is also done by using pcnalt~· functions. The objective function is modified by adding 
terms or functions that assign a positive 'penalty' for increased constraint violation. The new 
objective function is defined as 
• 
F(X,w) f(X) + L w; c;(X) (3.12) 
i•l 
where f(X) is tc be minimised, w, arc weighting factors and c;(X) arc functions which penalise 
infeasibility. As an example, the quadratic penalty function is used to maximise the power factor, 
Pi(X), of the machine subjL-ct to the torque constraint T(X) ~ T0 as defined by 
F(X,w) = P1 (X) - we (3.13) 
T(X) 
where E = (3.14) 
The advantage of the penalty function method is that eqn (3.12) e.g. can now be solved by the use 
of an unconstrained optimisation algorithm. The disadvantage of this method is that it may require 
repeated minimisation of F(X, w;) for a sequence of wi - therefore the name sequential unconstrained 
minimisation. The constrained problem, thus, is solved by means of a sequence of unconstrained 
subproblems (or possibly a single unconstrained subproblem). A general treatment of penalty 
functions is given by Zangwill ( 1967). 
The use of weighting functions has also been described by Williamson and Smith ( 1980) when using 
optimisation algorithms in electrical engineering. 
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3.5 Optimisation results of two case studies 
In this section two examples arc gi,en of the design optimisation uf the cagelcss flux barrier RSM. 
·nie aim of these examples is to pnl\ e the feasibility in terms of comrutation time and number of 
solutions of the proposed finite clement design optimisation method. The finite clement method is 
used directly in the optimisation procedure to calculate the performance parameters of the machine, 
i.e. the function values. as sho" n in rig. 1.2. n1e aim is also to point out the time etliciency of the 
Powell and quasi-Newton methods described in sections 3.2 and 3.J respectively and to verify that 
the same optimum solutions arc obtained with these methods. Both methods make use of the line 
minimisation technique of section 3.1. 
3. 5. J Variables and performance parameter" 
A linearised cross-section of the reluctance machine investigated is shown in Fig. J.5. Only five 
variables (dimensions) of the machine arc selected to be optimised for the two case studies. These 
are L'1e tooth width, yoke height. stator inner diameter. inner barrier width and outer barrier width. 
The stator outer diameter, the stack length and the airgap length of the machine are kept constant in 
the optimisation procedure namely the same ns that of a standard 5 .5 kW induction machine. 
Furthcnnorc, a 7/9 chorded stator winding is used in the analysis. The rotor variables not changed 
in the optimisation are the rib heights, web widths, barrier positions and cutout dimensions. Some 
of these variables are optimised in the design examples of Chapter 4. 
In the design optimisation either the: current density or the copper losses are kept constant in the finite 
element p.,.-·,-ram (sec: cqns 2.9 and 2.10). The foll-load values of a standard induction machine: are 
used fm the current density and total copper losses of the RSM. The current angle cl> of Fig. 2.3 is 
also kept constant at cenain angles. The performance parameters (function values) that are maximised 
in the two examples arc the torque and the: torque/kVA of the machine. 
do 
di 
I 
q-axls 
cd 
I --• cp ~op (~ ip 
I 
d-axis do - stator outer diameter 
di - stator inner diameter 
yh - yoke height 
tw - tooth width 
g - airgap length 
lw - Inner barrier width 
cw - outer barrier width 
ip - Inner barrier position 
op - outer barrier position 
cp - cutout position 
cd - cutout depth 
Fig. J.5. Linearised cross-section of a four barrier per pole rotor RSM 
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3. 5.:; Op11misa11011 rnulr.' 
The optimisation results of the t\\o case 'tudics arc given in Tahlc -1.1. In the one case study 
(machine A) the torque as the function 'aluc calculated h) the finite clement program is maximised 
unconstrained. The total copper losses arc taken as P'" ~ 700 W and the current angle is set at ij> = 
60°. In the other case study (machine Bl the torqucikVA of the machine is maximised unconstrained 
with the current density J = 6 A/mm' and the current angle q, = 70°. These two examples arc extreme 
ca.~cs of the optimum design of the machine and as such will yield two totally different machines. 
The results of Table 3.1 point out that some of th~ optimum dimensions of the two optimised 
machines dim:r remarkably. This difference is explained in detail in Chapter 4. Both the Powell and 
quasi-Newton methods give the same optimum values for the variables. ll1is gives confidence in the 
results specifically if it is taken into account that the two algorithms arc totally different. that the one 
is a gradient and the other a non•gradient method. and that the two unconstrained problems are 
completely different. 
The relatively high number of finite clement program solutions required for both optimisation methods 
is due to the strict termination criterion set in the optimisation program (cqn 3.6). 
The other results of Table 3.1 regarding the time efficiency of the Powell and quasi-Newton methods 
arc discussed in section 3.5.4. 
Machine A Machine B 
Criterion .... Maximise Torque = f(X) Ma.'<imisc Torque/kV A = F(X) 
Constants-> Pru= 700 Wand+= 60° J = 6 A/mm' and + = 10• 
Starting ~ Q-Ncwton Stoning ~ Q:Newton 
Variables (X] values Oplimum Oplimum values Optimum Optimum 
.i. (mm) values (mm) values (mm) (mm) values (mm) values (mm) 
I. Tooth width 7.S 5.41 5.42 5.0 6.31 6.3 
2. Yoke height 15.0 18.32 18.27 20.0 15.95 15.8 
3. Inner diameter 133.0 105.7 105.5 105.0 138.9 139.S 
4. Outer barrier 4.S 2.89 2.9 2.5 3.41 3.4 
5. Inner barrier 3.5 5.84 5.88 6.5 10.3 10.4 
F(X) 41.12 Nm 57.993 Nm 57.994 Nm 4.098 NmlWA 4.564 NmAVA 4.564 NmAVA 
F(X) after 5 iterations 57.993 Nm 55.967 Nm 4.563 SmAVA 4.539 Nnv'kVA 
No. of iterations with all variables 3 6 4 6 
\\'ithin 5°/o of optimum values 
Total number of iterations 5 10 8 10 
Total number of solutions. 102 98 156 115 
Table 3.1. Optimisation results of the Powell and quasi-Newton methods 
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3. 5 3 .\'u1nt.· re111urk.' on tht· /intit' l·lt·n1t.·111 unah \t\ 
The computation time per linite clement pn>gram "'lution i' abt>ut 5 minutes on a SUN I 000 
\i.nrkstation. u:-.ing an a\ cragc of I SOO clcrncnts per p\ilc and 1100 'cctur potential unknowns. ·rhis 
implies that the de"gn optimisation pnihlem requiring. say. I 00 solutions can he solved in a day. It 
\\as found that for the optimi>ation of 10 rnriable~ the number of solutions required typically vary 
between I 00 and I 50 "ith the computation time bet\\ cen 8 to 12 hours. The latter obviously depends 
on the load of the workstation. the starting 'ector point and the termination criterion. 
The computation time to solve the design optimisation problem will decrease as the power and speed 
of workstations increase in the future. Another aspect that influences the computation time is the 
number of finite clements used. The latter has a dramatic effect on the solution time. The question 
is to what extent accuracy is iost in using fewer clements. ·n1crc may be some optimum number of 
clements where the computation time is reduced whilst accuracy is still maintained. The Inner is not 
investigated and is recommended for further study. Note. however. that for the flux barrier rotor of 
the RSM, the barriers with their saturation bridges must be meshed well using a relatively high 
number of clements. 'llte more barriers used the higher the number of clements. This higher number 
of clements is unavoidable for the punched flux barrier rotor RS!\1 as the saturation of the iron ribs 
and webs plays an important role in the performance of the machine. 
Another question about the proposed finite clement optimisation method may be about the mesh that 
is changing as the optimisation progresses. ls there a possibility that some of the clements become 
badly shaped or ill co11ditioncd and that accuracy is lost? "This is possible but was not experienced 
by the author. Before and after each design optimisation the mesh was checked and in no case was 
it found that clements of the new mesh of the optimised machine were badly shaped. The latter can 
be explain ... J by the fact that the variables (dimensions of the machine} do not change that much in 
the search for the optimum. A good >tarting vector point with typical optimum values of the 
dimensions can always be estimated beforehand. Or else. start with the normalised stator dimensions 
of a standard induction machine and for the rotor use uniformly distributed flux barriers and a bw/bp 
ratio of. say. 0.3. The change of the mesh during the design optimisation. thus. was found to be not 
a problem. 
3.5../ Cond11sions on the !'owe/I ancl q11mi-Sew/011 merlwcls 
In Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 some funhcr results arc given of the quasi-Newton and Powell methods for the 
two case studies. Herc the trend of the function values and the stator inner diameter with each 
iteration arc shown. 
From these results as well as the results of Table 3.1 and from the optimisation results of Chapter 4. 
the following conclusions can be drawn about the Powell and quasi-Newton methods. Note that these 
conclusions arc based on the unconstrained design optimisation of the reluctance machine and are not 
necessarily valid for difficult constrained optimisation problems or for the design optimisation of other 
electrical machines. 
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(i) "Ilic Powell algorithm ;, \Cr) fast. initially. to optimise the variables; even after the first or 
second iteration most of the variables arc relatively close to their ''ptimum values (see Fig. 
3.6). llowcvcr. thc lancr depends very much on which variables arc optimised first according 
to the initial set of unit directions. It is also clear from Fig. 3.6 that. although the method is 
initially fast, it is not efficient in finally finding the optimum. 
(ii) "The Powell algorithm seldom chooses new directions to be added to the list of vector 
directions. This may indicate that the unit directions arc not poor directions at all. 
Mathematically, this implies that the unit directions can simply be used throughout the 
optimisation process. Powell ( 1964) also mentioned that as the number of variables increases 
there is a tendency of his method for new directions to be chosen less often. 
(iii) Table 3.1 shows that the number of iterations using the Powell method is much less than that 
of the quasi-Newton method. but that the number of solutions is higher. This points out the 
penalty of the Powell method namely the use of a high number of line minimisations. each 
requiring a few solutions. 
(iv) The advw11age of the quasi-Newton me1hod is the relatively low number of line minimisations 
used. making the number of solutions less. With this method, thus. accurate line 
minimisations can be afforded. 
(v) The quasi-Ne"'1on algorithm proved to be slow initially in optimising the variables (see Fig. 
3.7). Generally it was found, and this is also shown in Fig. 3.7, that after n-1 iterations (n 
gradient vectors or n-1 Hessian updates, where n is the number of variables) the method 
becomes fast in optimising the variables. Closer to the optimum, however, additional 
iterations arc performed as shown in Fig. 3.7 due to the approximation ofeqn (J.11). The 
latter is the weakness of the finite-difference quasi-Newton algorithm and is also the reason 
for the high number of iterations used. as shown in Table 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.7. Trends of the pcrfonnancc parameters and stator inner diameter in the 
design optimisation of the RSM using the q11mi-Newton method 
3.6 Summ81'y 
In this chapter the line: minimisation technique and the optimisation algorithms arc described that are 
used to optimise the design of the RSM. Both the Powell and quasi-Newton methods proved to be 
effective in the design optimisation of the machine. In general it was found that the quasi-Newton 
method is equal or slightly faster in calculation speed than the Powell method. An important 
conclusion, thus, is that a gradient optimisation algorithm, such as the quasi-Newton method, can be 
used with success. using the nonlinear finite element field solution to calculate the objective function 
value. It is shown in this chapter (and the point will further be amplified in Chapter 4) that it is 
feasible in tcnns of computation time to do a total (stator and rotor) optimum design of the RSM 
using the linite element method directly in the optimisation process. 
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The different performance calculation methods of Chapter 2 and the optimisation algorithms of 
Chapter 3 are used in this chapter to optimise in multi-dimensions the design of the RSM. The aim 
of the chapter is to evaluate from calculations and also from measurements the performance capability 
of the RSM in the J - I 0 kW power level. ·111c performance capability of the RSM in the higher 
power levels is dealt with in Chapters S and 6. ll1is chapter also gives considerable attention to the 
explanation and the understanding of the various optimum des'gned RSMs. 
4.1 Variables to be optimised 
'!be aim of the optimisation study in this chapter is to optimise the design of the RSM in the same 
volume as that of a standard 5.5 kW induction machine. The reason for the latter is to compare to 
some extent the performance of the optimised RSM with that of the induction machine. It is 
furthermore comfortable to do performance tests at this power level to confirm the calculated results. 
The RSM is thus optimised according to certain design criteria per given core outer diameter and 
given core axial length. 
The design optimisation is done primarily for a 36-slot stator. but a 48-slot machine is also 
investigated. lbc stator windings used arc all chorded windings and the number of turns in series per 
phase is kept constant in the analysis. The latter can be changed afterwards to meet the voltage 
requirement of the machine at a certain speed at full load. 
The airgap length is also not varied in the analysis and is taken the same as that of the induction 
machine. It is shown by Kamper ( 1994) and is also found from further investigation that the optimum 
airgap length of the RSM for different design criteria is much less than the mechanical constraint on 
a minimum airgap length. 
Furthermore, semi-closed stator slots arc used throughout the design optimisation of the RSM. Large 
open slots will let flux pulsations rise in the rotor surface and possibly in the rotor iron segments. 
This will lead to an increase of the iron losses of the machine. Too narrow slots will make winding 
the machine diflicult and will increase the leakage flux of the machine. 
The other parameters not varied in the optimisation are the web widths and rib heights of the rotor 
(see Fig. 4.1 ). These are taken as thin as mechani~ally possible in the analysis. A rule of thumb for 
the punching of a lamination is to make the widths and heights of the saturation bridges not less than 
the thickness of the lamination itself, which is 0.5 mm in this case. From this and from mechanical 
strength analysis the web widths are all taken equal to 1.0 mm and the rib heights equal to 0. 75 mm. 
In Chapter 6 the mechanical strength of the rotor lamination is considered in further detail. 
A linearised cross-section of a 4-polc reluctance machine structure studied in this chapter is shown 
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in Fig. 4.1. Four flux barrier' and t\\o cutouh per P<'lc (thus six barriers per pole) arc used for the 
reluctance rotor. The question ma~ arise: "h~ ~ix harriers per pole'? There is a limit on the 
maximum number of barriers per pole that can be used. ro limit iron pulsation losses in the rotor 
iron segments the harrier pitch must he larger than the tooth pitch. i.e. bp :.. tp (sec Fig. 4.1 ). This 
means that in tcrrns of the number of srntor slots. N,1• and the number of pole pairs. p. the number 
of barriers per pole. Nt>r· must he 
Nd 
Nt>o < -
2p 
(4.1) 
To ensure that iron losses are almost not present in the rotor iron segments. the number of barriers 
per pole is in general taken as % the number of slot~ per pole in the analysis. i.e. 
N N = -2'. 
bp 3 p 
(4.2) 
Hence, for a 4-polc, 36-slot stator. Nhr = <>. The latter is realised in the rotor ~tructure of Fig. 4.1 as 
four inner flux barriers and two outer cutouts per pole. Note that with eqn (4.2) there is freedom to 
vary (optimise) the barrier and cutout positions in the optimisation procedure subject to the constraint 
that bp >Ip. 
The variables (dimensions) of Fig. 4.1 to be optimised are yh, tw and di of the stator and iw, ow, ip, 
op and cp of the rotor. The barrier and cutout positions arc varied in terms of mechanical degrees 
mcasuml from the d-axis. The cutout depth, ed. is dctcmiined according to the outer barrier 
dimensions amt the cutout position to obtain a more or !ess constant width outer iron segment. For 
more clarity, typical stator and rotor structures and some dimensions arc shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. 
The other rotor structure studied is an eight flux barrier per pole rotor with uniformly distributed flux 
barriers and equal barrier widths, as shown in Fig. 4.4. In this case a 48-slot stator is used. 
do 
di 
q-axla 
• 
Ip 
yh 
bp 
d-axis do • siator outer diameter 
di • stator inMr diameter 
yh • yoke height 
IW • tooth width 
Ip • tooth pltcl1 
0 • airgep length 
lw - In.- ban1er width 
CM • outer ban1er width 
Ip • Inner berrier position 
op • outer ban1er position 
cp • cutout position 
cd • cutout depth 
bp - barrier pitch 
Fig. 4.1 Linearised cro5s-scction of the stator and rotor structure of the RSM 
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4.2 Performance parameten and constraints 
To investigate the performance characteristics of lhc RSM. lhc design of lhc machine is optimised by 
maximising dilTercnl pcrfonnance parameters (objective function values) of the machine. These 
parameters or function values arc the lorque. the cfliciency. lhc torque per kVA and constrained 
torque per kVA. The constrained torque per kVA is done similarly 10 cqns (3.13) and (3.14), subject 
to a torque constraint ofT <: 35 Nm. which is the rated torque ofa 4-polc, 5.5 kW induction machine. 
In the design optimisation either the copper losses or the current density arc kept constant. With no 
thermal model used in the design optimisation, the current density and copper losses arc taken equal 
to the full-load values of that of a standard 5.5 kW induction machine to ensure that the temperature 
of the machine is within limits. The full-load current density of the standard 5.5 kW induction 
machine is J = 6 A/mm' and the full-load total copper losses alwut Pcu = 700 W. Note that the 
dissipation of heat in the reluctance machine will be better than in the induction machine. This is due 
to the fact that almost all the losses of the RSM arc in the stator. which is close to and thermally in 
good contact with the outer cooling surface of the machine. The maximum flux densities arc also 
checked if these arc less than certain maximum \'alucs to ensure that the iron losses arc within limits. 
".3 U11dcnta11ding the optimllm designed RSMs 
It is important to understand bcfofchand what the RSM will look like when the machine is optimis;:d 
according to the design criteria of tcrque. efficiency or torque/kV A. In the following sections the 
effects of these three criteria on the design of the: machine arc explained 
4.3.l Optimum RSM designed/or maximum torque 
The design of the maximum torque: RSM can be understood from the torque equation of the machine. 
The torque is given by c:qn (2. 7) as 
) • 2 T = - p "'LI sin(2cf>) . 
. ' 
.. L can be expressed from eqns (2.28) - (2.31) as 
m W 2 K!1 d1 I µ 0 
1t pl gd k,. k, 
The current i, of eqn (4.3) is given by eqn (2.9) for a given rms current density. J. as 
i, = ff J A,u n, / z . 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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fly suh,titutuin nf cqno, (--1.4) anJ l4 ~l intP c4n 1-l.31 the h1rqul.' r~111 hl.' e'pn .. ·s,cJ a~ 
~ ) ( 4.6) 
where r., -
.1 m w~ K' wl (4. 7) 
For the explanation of the maximum torque design the current angle. $.and the Carter factor. kc. of 
eqn (4.7) arc taken as constanK ojl, for example. can be taken as equal to 65°. as discussed in section 
2.5: k, also varies little in the design optimisation and can lie assumed as some constant. 
From eqn (4.6), with a constant. rated current density, J, it is dear that the maximum torque of the 
machine will be very much dcpcnden! on the first tcnn in bra.:kcls. W ilh the torque proportional to 
the square of the copper area. the optimisation algorithm will try to make this area and thus the slot 
area as large as possible, i.e. t11· to make the yoke height, tooth width and the inner stator diameter 
relatively small. On the other, hand the torqu<: is alsG proportional to the inner stator dian1eter and 
the algorithm will try to make this variable larger. Furthcnnore, changing the slot area will have an 
effect on the saturation factor k..i. A large slot area witfi a small yoke and thin teeth will increase the 
satUi'"lltion factor due to the higher current in the machine and the less stator iron used. Also, making 
the flox barrier widths of the rotor rclati\'cly large will increase k...,. Note that the saturation of the 
machine also influences the inductance ratio cr of cqn (4.6). There arc thus optimum values for the 
st:ltor and rotor dimensions that will maximise the first tenn. amongst others. of eqn (4.6). 
To show what the optimum values of thc'e variables arc, the RSM is optimised using the FE and 
AMC calculation methods of Chapter 2 and the optimisation algorithms of Chapter 3. The results of 
these design optimisations arc given in Table 4.1. ·n1e FE method is used to optimise all the variables 
of the stator and rotor structure of Fig. -U to maximise the torque of eqn (4.6). The detailed results 
of the FE optimisation are given and discussed in section 4.4. 
In the AMC optimisation method the same stator structure as Fig. 4.1 is assumed. but the rotor 
structure is taken as round with unifonnly distributed flux barriers and equal barrier widths (section 
2.6. Fig. 2.6). A six barrier per pole rotor is assumed. The AMC method is based on taking '-mq and 
the bw/bp ratio of the machine constant in the optimisation procedure. The initial Lmq value is 
calculated from eqn (2.33) as '-mq " 15 rnll, with 
w = 132. K" 1 = 0.901. I= 133.4 mm. 
d., = 203.2 mm and gd = 0.34 mm. 
The '-mq value, however, is also varied in Table 4.1 lo observe the effect of this on the optimum 
design of the machine. The hwlbp ratio is taken from Chapter 2, section 2.6(ii) as bw/bp = 0.33. 
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The rotor structures <>f the FL and ,.\\1C c::lculation meth<1ds differ.'" strictl) the results of these 
methods in Table 4.1 cannot be compared. 1 l<mcvcr. both methods "ill sh"" the same tendencies 
for the optimum \ alues of the swwr dimensions. 
The AMC results of Table 4.1 slHm thal the optimum slalor dimensions for the three constant q-axis 
indu~tanccs (shown in italics in Table 4.1) differ relatively little from each other. This confirms that 
!he value ol Lqm taken in the AMC calculation method is not so critical when optimising the design 
of the RSM. as will also be clear from the other results ir. this section. 
Both the AMC and FE methods show that the nommEsed value of d; is relatively small ("= 0.47), 
resulting in a large copper area. The latter was expected from eqn (4.6). The saturation factor is very 
high due to the large copper area and large current flowing in the machine. There is relatively close 
agreement between the optimum dimensions of the two calculation methods. The penalty of the AMC 
method is that cross magnetisation is not taken into account. Cross magnetisation lets the saturation 
factor k..i increase further and prevents the copper area of the machine from becoming too large. 
tW yh di dildo k Acu Ldm L;\'.'j sJ (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm') (mH) (m ) 
AMC no1 4.57 14.3 92.6 0.46 3.14 54.4 41.5 JO 
AMC tl5> 4.93 15.7 97.6 0.48 2.68 47.3 51.0 JS 
AMC 120> 5.2 16.8 101.8 0.5 2.36 41.8 60.3 18 
FE 4.39 15.0 96.2 0.47 - 52.8 38.7 8.1 
Table 4.1. Resull~ of the maximum torque for given current density design 
The torque of the RSM may also be maximised by keeping the copper losses constant. In this case 
eqn (2.10) must be used for i, instead of'"qn (2.9). Equation (4.6) thus changes to 
where m W
2 K..:. 1 I µ 0 n; sin(2<l>l 
4 11 p 2 gd k, z2 q p, (I +I,) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
The torque in this case i> directly proportional to the copper area Acu· This means that the first term 
in brnckets of eqn (4.8) will become a maximum with less copper area than in the case of eqn (4.6); 
consequently rw, yh and di will be larger. In Table 4.2 the optimisation results for the maximisation 
of the torque of eqn (4.8) are given. As expected the copper arc~ is much less thun in the case of 
Table 4.1 with the normalised value of, amongst other things, di larger(" 0.52). The saturation factor 
is now also less due to less current in the machine. The effect of this can be st:t:n in the much higher 
value for Ldm· Note that tht: AMC and FE methods show the same tendency of change in the 
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m yh di di/do k ,\,u Ldm L;H Sll (mm) (1nm) (mm) (mm') (mH) (m ) 
-
AMC <101 5.5 17.8 105.7 0.52 2.28 36.8 64.6 ]{) 
AMC 1151 5.76 18.7 109.2 0.54 2.12 32.5 71.7 JS 
AMC 1201 6.0 19.5 112.4 0.55 1.98 28.7 78.7 1/) 
FE 5.49 18.6 105.I 0.52 - 35.5 61.2 11.2 
Table 4.2. R<!sults of the maximum torque for given copper losses design 
optimum values between Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
Equations (4.6) and (4.8) together with the results .,r Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give some understanding of 
the design of the RSM when the torque is maximised. A remain inc question. however, mi.y be what 
cffc..-ct other values than rated values for J and P cu will have on the optimum design of the RSM. This 
has been investigated to some extent by the author (results not given here). For higher values of J 
and P cu the copper area. A.,.J. is reducc"d in the optimisation lo prevent over-saturation. With lower 
values, A"'' is allowed in the optimisation to increase due to less saturation. It was found, ho\\ever, 
that the optimum dimensions change relatively little. but that the torque varies considerably. The 
latter can be explained from eqns (4.6) and (4.8). The optimum is to use typical rated values for J 
and P.,. to obtain the highest torque with the losses of the machine still within limits . 
./.3.1 Optimum RSM designed for mcnimum efficienq 
In a small electrical machine, such as in the sub I 0 kW power level the copper losses dominate as 
the greatest pan of the losses. The efficiency of the machine may then be taken as approximately 
( 
p )·1 
ri= I+~ . 
w,T 
(4.10) 
If the design of the small electrical machine is optimised in terms of its efficiency for given full-load 
copper losses, then eqn (4.10) shows that the efficiency of that machine will be a maximum where 
the torque of the machine is a maximum. This will therefore give more or less the same optimum 
designed machine as in the case where the torque for given copper losses is maximised (section 4.3. I). 
The results of Table 4.3 confirm this, as the optimum dimensions arc close to those of Table 4.2. 
Note, however, that the latter will not be so in the case of large machines where the iron losses are 
relatively large at base speeds. 
The etliciency may be maximised funher by making the copper losses also a variable in ,he design 
optimisation. Maximum efliciency is generally obtained at lower than rated values of copper losses 
with tho output power of the machine then less. 
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I\\' yh di diido k,J A,u LJm L;1H (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm2) (mH) (m ) 
AMC (IO> 5.49 18.5 104.8 0.52 2.23 36.0 65.6 ]{) 
AMC (15) 5.77 19.5 108.9 0.54 2.05 31.2 73.8 1.S 
AMC c201 6.0 20.3 
: 
112.4 0.55 l.92 27.4 81.3 :Ni 
FE 5.31 18.8 I 08. l 0.53 - 34.9 64.9 10.7 
Table 4.3. Results of the maximum cffic.iency for given copper losses design 
4.3.3 Optimum RSM designed for maximum TlkV..f 
An equation for the T/kVA of the R~M can be derived by taking therms supply voltage, v,, as being 
appmximatcly equal to (sec Fig. 2.3. eqn 2.4 and assume (!>, is constant) 
-- ~ v, 
12 
with (4.1 l) 
By dividing the torque equation (cqn 2.6) by this voltage and the current, the T/kVA can after 
simplification be written as 
with p (4.12) 
h must be emphasised that eqn (4.12) is just an approximation because the equation is suggesting 
wrongly that+= 90° will maximise the T/kVA. This is due to the approximation of eqn (4.11) where 
it is assumed that Vd"' 0. Nevertheless, cqn (4.12) gives a good indication of what the maximum 
T/kV A machine will look like. The equation shows that an optimum RSM designed for maximum 
T/kV A will have a large current angle, +, a high inductance ratio, er, and thus a high power factor 
(eqn 2.21 ). For a given current density and with much less current necessary (there is no requirement 
for high current or high torque) the slot area of this machine will be small and the machine will be 
out of saturation. Hence, Ld and thus er will be high. A high er also enforces a smaller Lq which will 
require the barrier widths to be large. h is expected that the airgap diameter di of this machine will 
be large due to the smaller required slot area. and more importantly, the fact that Lem is a direct 
function of di (eqn 2.25). A large di also makes it possible to use large barrier widths. 
The optimised results for the maximum T/kVA design with the bw/bp = 0.33 arc given in Table 4.4. 
There is a remarkable difference in the inner diameter, the copper area, the saturntion factor and the 
d-axis inductance with the corresponding values of Tables 4.1 - 4.3. 
Much the same results are obtained with bw/bp = 0.5. as given in Table 4.5. This can be explained 
by the fact that the machine is completely out of saturation and a different bwibp ratio will hardly 
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have an effect on the maximum l..im \'alue and the "rtimum stat<>r Ji111c11sio11s. What gives confidence 
in the AMC mctJ1od i' that the mdhod shows 'c1: much the "1111e tcnJency of change in the optimum 
dimensions (excert for the yh) as the FE methoJ. 
The penalty of the AMC method of keeping Lqm constam. however. is now very clear from the large 
de\·iations in the copper area Acu and the value for Ldm' Keeping Lqm constant in the design 
optimisation means that Lqm is not effected by saturation and the optimisation algorithm will maximise 
Ldm and er by getting the machine out of saturation. However. it is known from using flux barrier 
rotors with saturation bridges that if the machine comt.s out of s3turation. Lqn, increases rapidly (see 
e.g. Fig. 2.4(b)) and er decreases. Some degree of seturation will srili be maintained, as the relatively 
low value for Ldm and the large value for Acu (large current) of the FE method of Tables 4.4 and 4.5 
indicale. 
·--
bw/bp• tw yh di di/do k Acu Ldm L ..i 
cm'H} 033 (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm2) (mH) 
ALC (10) 6.29 21.3 131. 7 0.65 1.11 15.6 162.9 10 
AMC !!SJ 6.12 21.26 134.7 0.6b I. I 14.4 168.6 Jj 
AMC !?.OJ 5.95 20.6 138.4 0.68 1.09 13.3 173.7 10 
FE 6.2 15.6 140.0 0.69 - 20.0 118.2 14.4 
Table 4.4. Results of the maximum T/kVA design (bw/bp ~ 0.33) 
bw/bp• t\\' yh di dildo k..i Acu Ldm L:fj 
G.!l (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm') (mH) (m ) 
AMC no1 5.89 20.7 136.5 0.67 1.16 14.4 161.3 JI) 
AMC (IS) 5.83 20.46 139.J 0.68 1.14 13.4 167.5 1.S 
AMC 1201 5.75 19.84 141.9 0.7 1.13 12.6 172.2 21) 
FE 6.2 15.6 140.0 0.69 - 20.0 118.2 14.4 
Table 4.5. Results of the maximum T/kVA design (bw/bp ~ 0.5) 
.f. 3 . .f Summary 
Sections 4.3. J - 4.3.3 shows and explains from a stator design point of view what the different 
optimised RSMs will look like. It is clear that the simple AMC calculation method can be used with 
confidence to predict the optimum stator dimensions. Little has been said about the rotor design in 
these sections. but more will be clear from section 4.4. The finite element calculation results of 
Tables 4.1 - 4.5 are given just for comparative purposes and arc discussed in detail in section 4.4. 
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4.4 Rl!llults of optimised RSM structures 
In this section the detailed results arc given and discussed of the different optimum RSMs designed 
with the finite clement method. The machines arc optimised by maximising the different performance 
parameters (function values) as given in section 4.2. In section 4.1 altogether eight variables to be 
optimised to maximis.: the function values arc given. In addition to these variables the current angle, 
+. is also selected as a ninth variable to be optimised. 
In Table 4.6 the optimum dimensions as well as the performance results of six RSMs are given. For 
the maximisation of the torque of the RSM, two machines are optimised. The first machine, machine 
I, is optimised with the current density set equal to a given full-load value. The second machine, 
machine 2, is optimised with the copper losses equal to a full-load value. Machine 3 is optimised by 
ma."imising the efficiency of the RSM. also with the copper losses kept constant. Machine 4 is 
optimised in terms of the T/kVA of the RSM. Machine 5 is also optimised in terms of the T/kVA 
but with o1 constraint on the output torque. Machine 6 is different from machines I to 5 as it has 48 
stator slots and an eight barrier/pole rotor with equal barrier widths. Only five variables of the latter 
machine arc optimised namely tw. yh, di, bw and the current angle, +. Machine 6, like machine 2, 
is optimised by maximising the torque per copper losses of the machine. The optimum stator and 
rotor structures of the machines arc shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4. 
The above six machines an: optimised using the finite clement method directly in the optimisation 
proces.~. The Powell optimisation algorithm is used throughout the design optimisation of the 
machines and the results arc confirmed by using the quasi-Newton method. In the following 
paragraphs these machines arc discussed briefly. 
Machine /: From Table 4.6 it can be seen that machine I. compared to the other machines, has a 
very low ind.iciance ratio, cr, a low power factor and a low inductance difference. ,.L = Ld - L4. 
This can be explained by the fact that cr and ,.L are not constants but vary with current.. and thus Acu• 
due to saturation and cross magnetisation. The high current of machine I due to the large Acu 
saturates the machine deeply as is shown in Table 4.1. This lowers specifically the d-axis inductance 
of the machine, explaining the low cr and low ,.L values. 
Note that the inner flux barrier width, iw, is much larger than the outer flux barrier width, ow, a 
tendency which is common for all the machines. This can perhaps be explained by the fact that the 
q-axis flux concc:ntration is at its highest close to the d-axis pole position of the rotor. and the large 
inner flux barriers are just 'trying· tu reduce this flux. Table 4.6 furthermore shows that the positions 
of the inner and outer flux barriers are basically the same for all the machines. 
Machine 2: The airgap diameter of machine 2 \s, as expected from eqn (4.8) and Table 4.3, larger 
than that of machine I. but still on the small side (d/d., = 0.52) compared to induction machines 
(typically for induction machines d/d0 = 0.6). This machine has a much higher er. ,.L and power 
factor than machine I due to the smaller A00, less ~urrent and therefore less saturation. The optimised 
structure of machine 2 is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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~1<Kh1nt: I ~·tachinc: ~ Machine 3 f\tachinc: ..t rv1achinc: 5 
Criterion r r 'l l"'k VA TkVA 
Constraint .I 6 :{. 111m: 1'cu • "()() JI' f'rn <OO JI' ,/=6 .-1.:111m-' T_>J5 Nm 
Figure . Fig. 4.2 . Fig. 4.3 . 
N,, 36 36 36 36 36 
N,,,, 4 4 4 4 4 
w 132 132 132 132 132 
Chording 719 719 719 719 7/'I 
Variables J. Optimum values of variables 
yh (mm) 14.96 18.6 18.78 15.57 19.1 
yhldi 0.155 0.177 0.174 0.111 0.165 
tw (mm) 4.39 5.49 5.31 6.2 6.92 
twilp 0.523 0.6 0.563 0.5 0.68 
di (mm) 96.2 105.1 108.1 140.0 115.8 
dildo 0.473 0.517 0.532 0.689 0.57 
bwlbp - - - . . 
iw (mm) 6.69 5.76 6.52 10.39 6.92 
ow (mm) 2.73 2.87 3.48 3.53 2.88 
ip {") 7.46 7.79 7.89 7.87 7.88 
op(") 111.95 19.25 19.31 18.53 19.02 
cp {") 30.93 32.52 32.26 25.06 28.48 
cd (mm) 3.13 2.89 2.77 13.2 6.32 
+ (") 65.4 63.7 66.3 70.4 61.0 
Parameters J. Performance resuhs al 1500 rlmin 
T (Nm) 57.4 58.I 57.3 22.9 35.0 
'l (~~) 88.6 89.6 89.7 88.2 89.6 
PO"' (kW) 9.02 9.13 8.99 3.6 5.5 
P ... (W) 818 721 720 314 376 
Piron (W) 296 291 260 119 214 
Pr .. ptor 0.606 0.682 0.709 0.81 0.745 
kVA 16.8 14.94 14.14 5.03 8.24 
I, (A) (rms) 28.7 22 21.8 10.8 13 
J (Almm') 6.07 6.95 7.02 6.13 6.13 
Ld-Lo (mH) 30.6 50.0 54.2 103.8 81.8 
o~LiLu 3.61 4.63 ~.I 8.13 6.42 
Table 4.6. Dimensions and performances of different oplimiscd RSMs 
Machine 6 
T 
f', .• = 700 w 
Fig. 4.4 
48 
8 
128 
10/12 
18.39 
0.168 
4.22 
0.59 
109.7 
0.54 
0.318 
-
-
-
-
-
-
66.3 
58.64 
89.6 
9.21 
721 
293 
0.701 
14.66 
22.2 
7.03 
53.9 
4.95 
. .., )_ 
Machine 3: It is explained in section 4.3.2 why machine 3 will be similar to machine 2. As can be 
seen from Table 4.6 the stator and rotor dimensions and the performance of this machine are close 
to those of machine 2. 
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Machines I to 3 of Table 4.6 'h"" rernarkabl) high po" er densities with aboul the same <:opper and 
iron losse' as those of the standard induction machine. TI1is explains the high ctliciencies of these 
machines. The advantage of the high p.mcr densit) of the RSM is discussed in further detail in 
Chapter 5. The torque per rotor \'olume (TRY) is also exceptionally high. Machine 2, for example, 
ha' a TRY of almost 50 kNmim\ which is higher than the range for high-performance industrial 
servos (20-45 kNm/m·\ 
Machine ./: Machine 4 shows all the expected results of section 4.3.3. namely a high er, a high .i.L 
and a high power factor. The machine is out of saturation due tu the small Acu and the low current 
which also explains the low iron losses of the machine. There is no requirement for high power 
density, therefore the output power is low compared to machines I to 3. The inner dial'leter is 
relatively large (d/d0 = 0.69) as are the inner barrier width and cutout depth dimensions. Note that 
the current angle is also larger than the current angles of machines I lo 3 as explained by eqn ( 4.12). 
The optimised suucture of machine 4 is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
Mac:hine 5: While machine 4 of Table 4.1 has a low output power, machine 5 is optimised with a 
constraint on the output torqu~. namely to be same as that of the standard 5 .5 kW induction machine. 
It can be seen that the efficiency of this machine is higher than that of a standard 5.5 k\V induction 
machine, but the power factor is lower - the product of efficiency and power factor is more or less 
the same. The latter implies that the ~amc inverter rating will be required. The stator inner diameter 
of this machine is much less than that of machine 4 just to obtain more copper area and higher current 
to raise the output torque above the constraint value. This machine is optimised with different 
weighting factors (cqns 3.13 and 3.14) using both the Powell and the quasi-Newton methods. The 
results of these optimisations are found to be very much the same. 
Machine 6: Finally machine 6, which is different in stator and rotor structure (see Fig. 4.4), is 
optimised according to the same criteria as machine 2. From Table 4.6 it can be seen that the 
performance results of machines 2 and 6 are very similar. Machine 6 has a slightly higher power 
factor and er due to the higher number of barriers used. Also the optimum stator parameters of 
machine 6 are almost the same as those of machine 2. The fact that the performance results of 
machin.:s 2 and 6 are \'cry much the same may indicate that the number of stator slots and the type 
of flux barrier rotors used do not have a sign!fkant effect on the performance of the machine. The 
latter. however, must be investigated further. The number of clements in this case are 2356, the 
vector potential unknowns 1378 and the finite clement program solution time 6 to 7 minutes. The 
number of elements per pole for this machine is higher due to the higher number of flux barriers used. 
Two general remarks must be made about the six machines of Table 4.6: 
• The efficiencies of all the machines are relatively high for the power level considered. This 
is an advantage of the RSM which is discussed further in Chapter 5. 
The optimum current angles arc all between 60 and 70°. This confirms again the high current 
angles where optimum performance of the machine is obtained. 
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Fig. 4.~. Stator and rotor structure of the RSM designed for 
maximum torque (machine 2. Table 4.6). 
Fig. 4.3. Stator and rotor structure of the RSM designed for 
maximum torque/kV A (machine 4. Table 4.6) 
Fig. 4.4. Stator (48 slots) and rotor structure of the RSM designed 
for maximum torque (machine 6, Table 4.6) 
54 
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4.5 Additional oplimi•alion results 
The 48-slot stator and 8-barricr:polc rotor of the RSM of Fig. -t..t arc also optimised in tenns of 
maximum torque and maximum torque/kV A for a given current density. This is done to d"tennine 
if this machine. with its different stator and rotor structure. shows the same tendency of change in 
dimensions as machines I and 4 in Table 4.6. 
This machine is optimised using both the AMC and FE calculation methods to compare the 
optimisation results with each other. The optimised results arc given in Table 4. 7. Machine 7 is 
designed for maximum torque and machine 8 for maximum T/kVA. With the use of the AMC 
method in the optimisation process, the bwlbp ratio and the current angle+ arc not optimised but arc 
constants (shown in brackets in Table 4. 7). 
The change in the optimum stator dimensions and current angle between machines 7 and 8 for the FE 
optimisation is similar to that between machines I and 4 of Table 4.6. The AMC optimisation results 
also show this tendency to some ell:tent - sec particularly the change of the stator inner diameter. The 
AMC results compare well with the FE results in the case of mach.oe 7, but less well in the case of 
machine 8. The Inner is also found and explained in section 4.3.3. 
To get more accurate results for machine 8 the Hybrid Magnetic circuit I Finite element method (I-IMF 
rnclhod), explained in section 2. 7. is used. A total of 9 finite element field solutions were used to 
obtain more accurate values for the bw/bp ratio and the current angle + of the machine. As can be 
seen slightly better results are obtained with this mclhod. 
Machine 7 Machine 8 
Criterion ...., T TlkVA 
Constnint -+ J=6 .Vmm' J=6 A/mm' 
Optimum values of variables 
Variabl"" .j. FE method AMC method FE method AMC method HMF method 
yh (mm) 14.65 14.63 16.9 20.8 19.6 
yh/di 0.141 0.152 0.12 0.149 0.14 
tw (mm) 3.32 3.49 3.92 4.33 4.3 
t\Y/tp 0.49 0.55 0.428 0.475 0.47 
di (mm) 103.6 96.1 139.9 139.2 139.8 
dildo 0.51 0.473 0.69 0.685 0.69 
bw (mm) 3.3 2.47 5.22 5.44 5.13 
bwlbp 0.'08 (U.33) ! 0.477 (U.5) 0.47 
ii> (0) 6'i.7 (65) ;r 72.I (65) 69.6 j 
Table 4.7. FE. AMC and I-IMF optimisation results of the RSM structure of Fig. 4.4 
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4.6 Measured results 
Machine 2 of Table 4.6 has been build in a standard 5.5 kW induction machine frame with the rotor 
skewed by one stator slot pitch. Photos of the stator and rotor of this machine arc shown in Appendix 
E. 
For the test of machine 2 the drive system of Fig. 4.5 is used. The machine is controlled by a 
transputer system with current and position feedback and an analog current regulator together with 
an IGBT invener. Naturally sampled PWM (5 kHz) was used for the anulog current regulator, with 
the steady-state error between the reference and actual signal made zero in the transputer control 
system (Wiley, 1995). Fibre-optic coupling was used between the current regulator and the invener. 
Tests were conducted on the machine to compan: the finite element calculations with measurements. 
In the finite clement calculations the d-a."<is current. IJ. is kept constant while the q-axis current. lq, 
is varied to vary 1he torque, the power factor and the efficiency of the machine. The variation of the 
terminal stator current components, Id! and )qi• with variation in lq is also determined from these 
calculations. ldl and lql arc dq-axis currents that include core loss current components as shown in 
Fig. 2.3. 'The calculated results arc shown in Figures 4.6 - 4.8 where the 1orque, efficiency and power 
factor arc plotted versus the q-axis current lql· In Fig. 4.6 the calculated variation of ldl with lq! is 
also shown. Note again that Id is kept constant in the analysis and that the slight variation in Id 1 is 
due to the core loss current component (Fig. 2.3 ). 
'The terminal d-a."<is current, ldl• of Fig. 4.6 is used in the control system of Fig. 4.5 as the desired 
terminal d-axis current for the RSM drive. At a speed of I 000 r/min. the machine is loaded. in other 
words 1q1 is varied. and the shaft torque. efficiency and power factor versus lq 1 are determined as 
380V 
* 
+ 
Speed 
Command 
IGBT inverter 
Analog Current 
Regulator 
Transputer 
Control 
System 
Fig. 4.5. The RSM drive system 
Current 
Feedback 
Position 
Feedback 
Load 
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shown in rigurcs 4.6 - 4.8. ·me P'"' er factor is measured as the fundamental average input power 
divided by the fundamental kVA supply. The etliciency is measured as the shalt power divided by 
the fundamental average input po\\er. 
In Figures 4.6 and 4. 7 the close agreement hetween the calculated and measured shalt torque and 
etliciency confinns the remarkahly high torque and high efficiency of machine 2 of Table 4.6. There 
is also a relatively close agreement !,ctwecn the calculated and measured fundamental power factor 
as shown in Fig. 4.8. 
Finally, a very good correlation is obtained between the calculated and measured shalt torque versus 
current angle, +t• (Fig. 2.3) with 1.0 p.u. current flowing in the machine, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Both 
calculations and measurements show an optimum current angle of. say. 64°. 
It is clear from the results in this chapter that it is advantageous to use thi: AMC method in the design 
optimisation of the RSM. The HMF method is also advantageous to use as the method requires only 
a few finite element field solutions. Although the AMC method is an approximate method, it proves 
to some extent that the finite element results are correct. Both the AMC and HMF methods. with low 
computational burdens, can be used to do first-order design optimisations of the RSM. 
The finite elemfnt design optimisation results point out that the RSM has outstanding characteristics 
of high power density and high torque per rotor volume when designed for maximum torque or 
maximum efficiency. It is therefore advantageous to design the RSM (for given copper losses) for 
maximum torque or ma.ximum efficiency. 
When designing the RSM for maximum torque or maximum ctliciency per given copper losses, 
typical nonnalised values of some of the important dimensions of the RSM can be userl as initial 
values for the optimisation process. These are the following for 4-pole machines: 
dildo = 0.55; 
yhlc/i = 0.17; 
ti> = 65° (mcLrimum TJ: 
twltp = 0.55; 
hw!hp = 0.33; 
.p = 70° (mCLrim11m 11J: 
It has been found from all the design optimisation results that the power factors of the optimum RSMs 
arc on the low side. This affects negatively the kV A rating and the ctlicicncy of the inverter. The 
low power factor characteristic of the RSM is explained in Chapter 5. 
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Fig. 4.6. Cnlculated and mea.~ured torque of machine 2 
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Fig. 4.7. Calculated and measured etliciency al IOOO rlmin of machine 2 
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Fig. 4.9. Calculated and measured torque of machine 2 with 1.0 per 
unit current (1, 1 = 22.2 A rms) 
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5 Considerations concerning Goodness Factors 
It was shown in Chapter 4 that the RSI\-! has the oul;.tanding pcrfonnancc dmracrcristics of high po'.vcr 
density and high etliciency. 'The power factor. on :he mhcr hand. was found to be on the low side 
compared lo the c.;iuivnlent induction machine. "111csc results were found in the 3 - !0 kW power 
range. 
The question. therefor.:. to be ans\Wre<l is why the kSM hll:S such a high power density and low power 
factor compared to the induction machine. ..\noihcr question ir. what the performance capability is of 
ll;c RS1"1 at higiicr power levels. This cha1t1er considers these questions by deriving goodness factors 
for the RSM and the inductil>n machine and explaining the fundamental ditforcnce between these 
machines. 
With the high power <k11~i1y and high efilcic:ncy found for the current-controlled RSM. so;ne electrical 
machine: analysts may classify the: RSM as a good machine. On t:-ic other hand. ~omc may still rcckon 
that the RSM is in gmeral a bad machine due !o it~ low p-;iwer f11Ctor. It depends on if onlv the 
machine or the machine and it~ supply (the inverter in this ca~) arc unde·.· consideration. An example 
of where on!y tile machine is considered is the: well-known publication of Laithwaite ( 1965) on the 
j!lXldness of the: c:l«trical machine This chapter focuses on different goodness factors (concerning 
tile machine and its supply) for the RSM and the inductir.n machine. TI1c goodness factors for the 
RSM give • hl:ttc:r understanding of the results of Chaprer 4. 
5.1 Tiie ellkiHC)' 1CoodRCU r..:tor 
If only the electrical machine is considc:n.-d (without its supply) then a goodness factor for the r.u,chinc 
r' ... y simply hi: its etlici•:ncy or c:lse the ratio of the output power l:> the losses of the machine. The 
latter ratio is used for the ctliciency goodness factor, namely 
( S. I) 
If all the losses except the copper losses of the machine are ignored (lhis is a reasonable as. umption 
for the small electrical machine) !hen the goodness factor of <!qn (S. I) can be approximated as 
(S.2) 
5.1. / E.fficienq gooclne.u factor /i1r the RSM 
By using the torque equatio11 of the RSM (eqn 2. 7), the etliciency goodr.e3s factor of eqn (5.2) for 
the reluctance machine becomes 
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GdfcRS~t• 
' w,(L""' 
• 
(5.3) 
The goodness factor of eqn (5.3) is still a dimensionless qua:•'.11). Eqn (5.3) can be expressed further 
hy taking the i;urrent angle, +. as a constant (say+ = 65°) and hy writing the reactances in terms of 
reluctances and the resistance in terrns of a slot resistance. name!) 
k w 2 k w2 L L 
m. l!! ···------~-
k W 2 r , . (5.4) 
K w - --. ( I 
, ~d r. 
where k1. is an induclrulce machine constant (from cqns 2.25 and 2.26), 
9id and \liq arc the d- and q-axis magnetic reluctances respectively (from eqns 2.25 and 2.26), 
k,. is a rcsislrulce mad1ine constant (eqn A.4) 
and r, is the resislrulce of all the conductors per slot in parallel (cqn A.4). 
The goodness factor of eqn 1.5.4) thus defined is a function of the inverse of the product of resistance 
and reluctance. This inverse product is precisely the definition that Laithwaite ( 1965) gives for the 
goodness of an electrical machine. Laithwaitc. as in eqn (5.4 ), ignores the iron and mechanical losses 
in his derivation of 11 goodness factor for the electrical machine. Laithwaite did not indicate directly 
that defining the goodness of an electrical machine in this way is in fact the same as considering the 
efficiency of the machine because 
I • l/G,11 
(5.5) 
From the gontlncss factor of cqns (5.3) and (5.4 ), it is clear that the penalty of the reluctance machine 
is the existence of the q-axis magnetic circuit The stator resistance is also detrimental to the goodness 
of the machine. The goodness of the reluctance machine is thus dependent on two magnetic circuits 
and one electrical circuit. One can visualise or understand the operation of the reluctance machine 
as a coupling between two magnetic circuits and one electrical circuit, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Note that 
there is also coupling between the two magnetic circ•Jits due to cross magnetisation or cross coupling. 
This is not shown in Fig. 5.1. 
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electric circuil 
(slator) 
magnetic cin:uit 7 
(d-axis) -
\ magnetic circuit 
.,_ (q-axis) 
Fig. 5.1. Linking of magnetic and electric circuits of the reluctance mm:hinc 
5./.2 £.tficiency goodness.factor.for thr i11clucti11n machine 
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In deriving an approximate goodness factor for the induction machine, lhc per phase equivalent circuit 
of Fig. S.2 for the induction machine is used. Herc. lhe core losses ns well as the rotor leakage 
inductance are ignored. The torque of the induction machim: can be written from the space phasor 
diagram of Fig. 5.2(b) in the reference frame fixt-d to the magnetising nux-linkage space phnsor as 
(Vas, 1990, p. 50) 
where 
~ 
+ 
v, 
J • 
- p .\. I 1 • r 
J -2 
- p L,. 1, sin(2cjl) 
• 
i,. is the amplitude of the magnetising flux linkage space phasor. 
Lm is the three-phase magnetising inductance, 
q 
R, L, 
-
+ 
-,---
i, ! im I ' 
e, Lm R, 
--s d 
(a) Per phasi: equivalent circuit I r (h) Space pha.sor diagram 
Fig. 5.2. Approximate per phase equivalent circuit and space phasor 
diagram of the induction machine 
(5.6) 
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Im is the stead) ·State main flux producing stator current <:<lmponenl 
1, is the steady-state torque producing stator current component. 
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If the iron and mechanical losses arc ignored again. the etliciency goodness factor for the induction 
nm~hinc can be derived similarly lo eqns (5.2) and (5.3) as 
where 
and 
k; = (I, I i,)'. 
s is the: slip 
l • 2 
"', ( 1 - s) 4 L., I, sin(24>J 
~i2R • .!kFR 2 t t 2 I t r 
= .!. sin(24>) ( X,. ) ( 1 
2 R, • k1 R, 
- s) 
R,. is the: rotor resistance referred to the stator winding. 
(5.7) 
lbe factor k; depends on the: ratio k/X111 and is "' 0.8 for small induction machines and"' 0.9 for large 
induction mKhinc:s. Equation (5.7) gives one exprcssion for the efficiency goodness ofthc: induction 
machine. Laithwaitc (1965) uses two separate: goodness factors for the: induction machine, the: one 
relating to the: prima:")' circuit and the: other one to the secondary circuit. 
The similarity between eqns (5.3) and (5.7) is clear. The difference is that the penalty of the 
induction llllll:hinc is an electric circuit, namely that of the rotor, while that of the reluctance machine 
i~ a ~gnetic circuit. namely the q-a.xis magnetic circuit. lhc operation of the induction machine can 
be defined from eqn (5.7) as a coupling between two electrical circuits and one magnetic circuit. as 
shown in Fig. 5.3. 
magnetic circuit --......~--~ 
electric circuit __.,/} 
(s!ator) 
\'--electric circuit 
(rotor) 
Fig. 5.3. Linking of magnetic and ch:ctric circuits of the inductinn machine 
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It follows from the above that the fundamental difference between the reluctance and induction 
machines is that the reluctance machine makes use of a 4-axis magnetic .:ircuit on the rotor to generate 
torque while the induction machine makes use of a q-axis electrical circuit on the rotor. The use of 
an electric circuit. howcl'er. goes hand-in-hand with copper losses which become higher as the 
machine becomes smaller, i.e small in diameter. In this respect the goodness factor of the induction 
machine will significantly drop when the machine becomes small. 
'llt1: reluctance machine. on the other hand. will not experience this penalty when the machine 
lx."Comes small. The penalty of the reluctance machine, namely the q-axis reactancc (cqn 5.3) or q-
axis inductance ( cqn 2.26 ). is fairly independent of the variation of the rotor diameter and thus the 
outer diameter of the machine. The laner is so because the gq"ld; ratio of eqn (2.26) is fairly 
independent with rotor diameter for a e-0nstant bwlbp ratio (sec section 2.6(ii)). The penalty of the 
q-axis inductance of the RSM will therefore be similar for small and large reluctance machines. 
Both reluctance and induction machines suffer from the copper losses of the stator electric circuit, 
which also become relatively higher as the machine becomes smaller in diameter. 'llte latter means 
that the goodness facior of the reluclllncc machine will also drop as the machine becomes small but 
not as much as that of the induction machine. TI1e induction machine suffers from the copper losses 
of two electrical circuits but the reluctance machine from only one. 
The goodness factors of eqns (5.3) and (5.7) thus describe 4ualitativcly the characteristics of the 
reluctance and induction machines. It must, however. be emphasised :hat iron losses arc not 
considered in these goodness factor formulae. 
5.2 The power density goodness factor 
The goodness factor G<1r of section 5.1 cannot be used alone to define the goodness of the electrical 
machine from a machine point of view. When two machines have the same GctT but the one machine 
is twice as large as the other, then surely there must be a difference in the goodness of these machines 
from a user point of view. T!tc power to volume ratio or power density as a goodness factor. 
Gpd = P °"' I vol , 
must therefore also play a role in defining the goodness of the clectnrnl machine. 
5.1. I Power cl1:11s//y good111:ssfi1£·torji1r rhe RSA/ 
A formula for the power density goodness factor can be obtained by dividing the torque times the 
speed of the RSM by the stack volume, i.e. 
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Gpd<RSMJ 
Furthennorc. using cqns (2.9). (2.28) and (2 .. ~0l kads to 
k_1_( 1/gd __ - t/gq ) d1 i_A~ J' sin(i.cl>l 
d,: I 
I '(A J)i 
---. - j \ -~ - sin(2cl>l 
gq (hOO 0 
65 
(5.8) 
where &i'tnorl = &i'ld; and Sq', ..... 1 = gq'.1d, arc the normalised 'alues of the d- and q-axis effective 
airgap lengths. 
Note that the power density goodness factor of cqn (5.8) is independent of the length of the machine. 
The normalised values of the e!Tc<:tivc airgap lengths will not \'DI")' much with frame size (outer 
diameter) for the same di:sign optimisation. The rea~on for this is that the nonnalised airgap length 
8«-i = s.fd;. the nonnaliscd barrier width bw100, 1 = bw/bp (affecting Sq) and the saturation factors 
ksd and koq of eqn (2.27) will not vary much with diameter. 
The power density goodness factor GpJ of cqn (5.8), therefore, can be ro11~h~1· approximated by 
(
A J )2 
Gpd<llSM> = k2 ;
0 
sin(2cj>) . (5.9) 
Hence, with a constant current density and constant current angle. the power density of the RSM will 
greatly improve as the stator outer diameter d0 becomes larger, because the slot copper area Acu varies 
more or less with the square of the outer diameter. 
However, the current density generally decreases with increasing d., (or framt: size) to keep the copper 
losses of the larger machine within limits. Typically for small machines J = 6 A/mm' and for medium 
sized machines J = 4 A/mm'. Also, the current angle <Ii increases slightly with frame size to have 
lower magnetising currents and less saturated machines to limit the iron core losses. Typically for 
the RSM + may increase from 65 to 70°. 
In spite of the lower current density and larger current angle of the larger machine. one would expect 
from eqn (5.9) that the power density of the RSM will improve with frame size. An example of the 
increase of the power density of the RSM with outer diameter will be given in Chapter 6. 
Finally, the power dcnsi:.y goodness factor of cqn (5.8) can also be expressed in terms of given copper 
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losses. B) using eqn (2.10) instead of eqn (2.9) for the .:urn:nt i,. cqn (5.8) becomes 
Gpd(RSMI = k, [-
1 
- - --.-
1 
-) [' : ~) sin(2q>) 
gd (nor) &q (nor) do ( / • I,) 
(5.10) 
Note that I\.,, x J1 Arn(/ + /,) so that GpJ is independent of the length of the machine. 
5.2.2 Power d,·11sity gooci11e . .-s fac/or for the i11tl11ction machine 
A power density goodness factor can also be obtained for the induction machine in the same way as 
in eqn (5.10). The copper losses of the induction machine arc 
p a.(IMl = p CU("*«) (I . a1 
where a = 
p al(l'Olot) 
PCU,_) 
and 
Using these equations the power density goodness factor for the induction machine is 
_ ( I ) ( P cu ) ( A"''""'°'' (I - s I ) . GpdclM> - k, --:- i l I • a sm(2\jl) . 
g,..,.1 d0 tl •I,) 
(5.1 I) 
This equation looks similar to eqn (5.1 OJ for the RSM. It is clear that the power density goodness 
of the RSM is penalised by the factor I /gq\no<1 of eqn (5.10), due to the existence of the q-axis 
magnetic circuit. The penally of the induction machine from cqn (5.11) is the factor ( 1 - s)/( 1 + u). 
due to the rotor electric circuit. 
5.2.3 ( 'ompari.wm (}f the !"""er density goodne.u uf the RSM anti the induction machine 
'Ille power densities of the RSll.·I and induction machine can be compared by assuming the same P cu• 
d0 , I + le and <fi in cqns (5. JO) and (5.11 J. If both machines also have the same current density, then 
the copper area of the RSM will be (I + u) larger than the stator copper area of the induction 
machine. This implies from the last terms in brackets of eqns (5.10) and (5.11) that with a = I the 
power density of the RSM, as a first approximation, will be more than 4 times that of the induction 
machine. However. the first term in brackets of eqn (5.10) of the RSM is greatly affected by 
saturation and cross magnetisation, as the machine is deep into saturation when designed for the same 
amount of copper losses as that of the induction machine. The first term in brackets of eqn (5.10) 
is typically 50% that of the first tcnn in brackets of eqn (5.11 ). Hence, it is more realistic to expect 
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that the power density of the RSM wiil be a factor 2 higher tlmn that of the induction machine. This 
explains the high power density of the RSM in comparison with the induction machine. 
In the 10 k\\' power level it has been shown in section 4.4. !'able 4.6 that lir<l\RSMl ~ ( 1.7) Gpd(l~I)· 
This factor will become less as the machines become larger. because the penalty of the r0tor copper 
losses of the induction machine becomes less with increasing diameter. 
The above comparison between the RSM and induction machine was made on the basis of the same 
amount of copper losses. For the larger RSM the iron losses will become a problem because the 
machine is deep into saturation when designed for the same amount of copper losses. 
5.3 The power factor goodness factor 
In sections 5.1 and 5.2 it is shown that from an electrical machine poinl of view the RSM is a good 
machine in comparison with the induction machine. However. there is a disadvantage from a supply 
point of view. 11le reluctance machine makes use of magnetic circuil!i. represented as magnetising 
inductances in the equivalent circuit, to generate torque. TI1is gives rise to a relatively large phase 
angle between the suppl;. voltage and the currcni; larger than in the case of the induction machine 
where an electric circuit, represented as a resistance in the equivalenl circuit, is used to generate 
torque. 
The problem. thus, of the reluctance machine is the difficulty to get the current into the machine due 
to the relatively high inductive equivalent impedance. This requires more leading supply voltage 
resulting in a low power factor that in tum alTccl!i the inverter rating. 
The power factor as n goodness factor, Gpr ~ l\/k VA, thus defines the goodness of the electrical 
machine from a supply point of view. It must be used in some Wll) or other together with the other 
goodness factors to define the overall goodness of the electrical machine. 
A simple, approximate expression for the power factor goodness of the RSM can be obtained by 
ignoring the copper and iron losses of the machine. This implies that the ctliciency is unity. The 
power factor goodness. therefore. is approximately 
Pout [ I ) 
kVA '1 RS~t 
POUi 
kVA 
(5.12) 
An approximate cxpr~;,ion for P ... /kVA of the RSM can be obtained by multiplying the T/kVA of 
eqn ( 4.12) with the mech• lical speed of the machine. The power factor goodness of e4n ( 5. 12) then 
becomes 
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l ) sin (<j>) (5.13) 
A similar expression for the power factor goodness of the induction machine can be obtained by 
ignoring the stator copper losses and iron losses of the machirc. The rotor copper losses arc not 
ignored so that the efficiency is (I - s). B) assuming that 
v = E = w L I = w L i COS(''') 
• 1 rrnm rm• 't' 
from Fig. S.2(b), the P 01/kVA of the induction machine can be approximated as 
J _, 
- w, (l - s) Lm 1; sin(2<j>) 
• 
------· ------i ( w, Lm i, cos(<j>)) i, (5.i4) 
sin(cjJ) (1 - s). 
With the efficiern:y of the machine equal to (I -s). it follows from c<1n ( 5. I .t) that 
a .... ~ ... , sin(cjJ) . (5.15) 
This is correct, because the power factor angle in this case is the angh: between the phasors E, and 
I, of Fig. 5.2(b). 
Equations (5.13) and (5.15) clearly dmw attention to the low power factor goodness of the RSM in 
comparison with !be induction machine. With a "' 5 and assuming the same current angles for both 
machines, !be GpflRSMI"' (0.8)(.lpl\IM)' This implies that with a power factor of 0.1!5 for the induction 
machine, the power factor of the RSM will be "' 0.68. 
5.4 The onrall goodness factor 
In the preceding sections three goodness factors are mentioned which define the goodness of the 
electrical machine in some respects. The goodness factors that define the goodness of the electrical 
machine from a machine point of view arc the efficiency goodness factor. Gell• and the power density 
goodness factor. Gpd. From a snpply point of view !he power factor goodness factor, GP1., defines in 
one respect the goodness of the electrical machine. The overall goodness of the machine can hence 
be defined simply as the product of these three goodness foctors, i.e. 
G = Gp1 a ... , Gpd 
= ( k~~) ( :;,:) ( ~~; l (5.16) 
Note that 1'10,, of cqn ( 5 .16) includes all the losses of the machine and not ju't the copper losses as 
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m cqn (5.2). ·n1e latter is important hccausc in medium and large mad1incs the iron losses an: 
relatively large due to the rapid increase in iron rnas~ as the rnachinc becomes bigger. 
The goodness factor Gdf of equation ( 5. 16) can he replaced O) the efficit•ncl' of the machim: (see cqn 
5.5) so that the overall goodness factor defined different!) then hccomes 
G' ( P,.) (p'""] (p"'") 
kVA Pin vol 
(5.17) 
This goodness factor makes a great deal of sense hccause li.1r a certain amount of output power it 
"asks' how big the machine is in tem1s of 1113 and ho" big the inverter is in tenns of kVA. It is shown 
in section 5.3 that P11u/k VA of the RSM is lower than that of the induction machine. but in section 
5.2 that P uu/vol is higher. The RSM is thus in comparison "ith the induction machine a good 
machine from a machine point of view. hut not as good from an in\'crtcr point of view. 
S.S Summary 
The expressions for the goodness factors of the RSM arc used to give a helter understanding of the 
operation. the advantages and the penalties of the machine. They arc used to <'Xplain the difference 
between the RSM and the induction machine and 10 explain the goodness of the RSM al the higher 
power levels. 
The advantage of a high power density and disadvantage of a low power factor of the RSM can be 
directly attributed to the use of a passive rotor with magm:tic asymmetry. A passive rotor iml-'lics a 
rolor without losses. consequently the stator power can be raised, resulting in a considerable increase 
in the power density. A passive rotor also implies that use is made of magnetic circuits. represented 
as magnetising inductances in the equivalent circuit. to generate torque. This makes the inductive 
equivalent impedance seen by the supply rclativcl) high. causing the power factor of the RSM to be 
low. 
The induction machine makes use of an active rolor where the rotor MMF always opposes the q-axis 
stator MMF. The use of an active rotor, however. is accompanied by losses which limit the power 
ratings of the stator and rotor cleclric circuits and thus the power density of the machine. 
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In this chapter the different goodness factors of Chapter 5 arc calculated li.ir optimum-designed RS Ms 
in the medium power range. Large RSMs arc not considered as the focus is on the possibility of 
using the RSM for traction applications. The aim is to imcstigatc the cxlent to which the goodness 
or perfonnancc of the optimum RSM impro\·cs or attenuates as the machine becomes bigger. In 
Chapter 5 it has been shown by means of analytical expressions that the efficiency and power density 
goodness factors impro\'e with frame size. ll1is chapter will show, amongst 01J1cr things. what this 
impro\'cmcnl with frame size actually is for optimum RSMs. ·nic aim is furth•:r lo compare the 
goodness of the RSM with that of the standard induction macloinc. 
6. ! Dailn optimisation 
As in Chapter 4, standard induction machine frame sizes arc used for all the RSMs lo compare the 
goodness factors with those of the induction machine. Altogether six machines arc optimised in 
induction machine frames from 5.5 to 250 kW. using the finite clement method directly in the 
optimisation process us described in Chapter 3. ·111c induction machines arc all dilli:renl with a 
diffc:rent numbc:r of stator and rotor slots and single- or double-la) er stator windings. For the RSMs, 
however. the: same type of stator and rotor structures arc used. The stators all have 48 slots with 4-
pole, doublc:-layer windings. 1l1e rotors have eight nux barriers per pole with the flux barriers 
unifonnly distributed. The barrier widths arc all equal to make the design optimisation faster. The 
structure of the RSM is the same as machine 6 of Table 4.6 and is shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 6.1. 
The airgap lengths of the RSMs are taken to be the same as those for the standard induction machines. 
The reluctan" machines are optimised by maximising the ejJic1em:v and the pu ... er density of the 
machines for the same amoum of copper lo.Hes as those of the corresponding frame size, standard 
induction machines. In other words the goodness factors Gell and (jp<l of Chapter 5 for given copper 
losses arc maximised in the optimisation. 
No constraints were put on the core losses of the machines in the design optimisation. Aftc:rwards. 
wherever the sum 0f the copper and iron losses (P'" + P, ) exceeds a constraint. the current I, 
(actually J) and the current angle IP are optimised to maximise the power density or etliciency ,,f the 
machine subject to the (I' cu + I', ) constraint. The Powell algorithm together "ith the quadratic 
penalty function method (section 3.4) arc used for this constrained optimisation. 
The five variables of the machines that arc optimised in the design optimisation arc the tooth width 
(/,..),yoke height (1'h). stator inner diameter (di), barrier width (hw) and current angle (lj>). 
Typical optimised stator and n>l<>r structures of the RSM designed for maximum power density per 
given copper losses arc shm' n in Fig 6.1. 
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d 0 • l0llrn111i d 0 • 1~0mm 
(1) S8 Nm RSM (~ S kW IM fnlm<J !bJ 2 2~ kNrn RSM (2S0 kW IM frame) 
Fig. 6.1. Slructun:s ,,f oprimmn RS\h designed for ma'.\imum p1mer density 
6.2 Mechanical slnn~th llSIK~ls 
Before considering the optimisation results. the 111ed1anieal 'trength of the RSM rotor is Jiscusscd. 
ll1c mechanical strength of the RSM notnr i' one of the a'pcch of the RSM over\\ hich. rightly. there 
is a question-murk. The inm pieces ,,f the lamination arc hdJ togetlwr by me;m, of ribs and webs 
and thes.: ribs anJ webs must be as thin as possible to imprm e the pcrformam.:e of the m:1chine. The 
use of webs (not just rihs) greatly improves the med1anical strength of the rotor against ccntrili1gal 
forces. In aJditi,m. the higher the number pf harriers useJ. the weaker and more pliable the 
lumination becomes anJ thus the more ditlicult lo handle. 
In Ch:iptcr 4 the web widths anJ rib heights used \\ere prescrihed by the punching ability :111d were 
taken in the ~nalysis lo be just more than the lamination thichness. namely 1.0 mm anJ 0. 75 mm 
respectively. These widths and heights arc adequate for small rotors to withstand the centrifugal 
forces on the outer iron pieces. hut not for medium or large rotors. A mechanical slrcnglh analysis 
on the small rotors of the RSMs of Chapter 4 has shown tlrnl these rotors ;ire very strong from a 
safety factor point of view and can" ithstand speeds of up to 5000 rim in. As the rotor becomes larger 
in diameter. however. the centrifugal forces increase with the 3rd p<m"r of the rotor diameter. II is 
then unrealistic to keep the web widths and rih heights the same as Ii;; the smaller rol"1r, unless some 
other means arc used to overcome the mechanical strength problem. 
In order lo ensure a certain minimum fatigue safety factor at twice base speed (i.e. 3000 r/min), the 
webs and ribs arc enlarged as the t•'!or diameter becomes larger. An appm~inmlc mechanical strength 
analysis was used to calculate the required web widths and rib heights ,,f the 8 barrier/pole rotors. 
The rotor structun• of the 2.25 kNm RSM of Fig. 6.1 (b) shows how large the wchs and ribs become 
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fur a large diameter rotor. The i:rncr "~h \\idth is 7.~J 111111 and the inner rib height is 2.0 mil' for 
a rotc>r diameter of 292 '1Hll. 11lis Jiamelt'r is .:lose to three ti,nes the rntor Jiameter of the RSM in 
the 5.5 kW induction machine frame. "hid1 is 105 mm. 
The penalty of the larger RSM. thus. is the mechanical constraints of the rotor which require relatively 
large webs and ribr.. if no other mean' arc used. to keep the iron pieces in place. This affects the 
torque and power factor pcrfonn~.ncc nf the brgcr RSM negatively. 
6.3 Cak:ulllled results of goodncs5 factors 
In Fig. 6.2 the calculated results of the different goodness factors for the RSMs and the inductic>n 
machines are shown. The goodness factors arc plotted verslis the fr.imc sizes of standard inductiou 
machines. i.e. the goodness factors of !he machines arc given versus ti rating (in kW) of the 
induction mach1cs. Five induction ml!chinc frame sizes arc selected. namely 5.5 kW. 11 kW. 37 kW. 
90 kW and 250 kW. In Table> 6.1 and 6.2 the detailed design and pcrfonnam~e data of the• ,itimised 
RSMs arc given. 
Power demily. 
In Fig. 6.2(a) the torque density (Nm/stack-rnlume) versus frame size of the different mi.chines is 
shown. The torqu · J.:nsity .1 the RSMs outpcrfonns complctdy that of the standard induction 
machines. It is also shown that the torque density improws with frame size. 
In Fig. 6.3 the torque density is plotted versus the outer diameter of the machim:. ·n1is figure proves 
the increase of the torque density (and the ixmer dt·nsity) of the RSM with ouccr diameter. as 
explained by eqn' (5.8) and {5.9) of Chapter S. Note that the torquo: density and power density are 
independent of the length of the machine. 
·111e power density goodness factor in Fig. 6.2(b) increases\\ ith frame size. Howe, er. with constraints 
on the (l\u • I\) losses, the pvwer density of the RSM reduces considerably (shown in dotted lines). 
The constrained results arc als<> given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. These resulcs show how the RSM power 
density pcrfonnance drops \\ith tloe machine in the flux w.:al.cning mode (lar['·~r ::•rrent n•·i,les) to 
keep spccificall) the iron losses within limits. Note from Tables 6.1 and 6.2 how large the iron losses 
,,, the large RSM b<"como:. Nocwithstanding the drop in the powerdensi!) ofche RSM. it is s,ill helter 
than that of the inJuction machine for the same amount of total losses. 
Effh·1ency 
The elli<:ierlC) goodness foctor lid' of Fig. 6.~{c) improves" ith frame siLc llir both machine types 
due tn ihe lower penalties of the stator and rotor resistances ( eqns 5 .J and 5. 7 ). li<il of the RSM is 
higher than that of the induction machine due to the higher LJtput power per lo";es ol the machine. 
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TI1c variations of•hc power factor goodness. (iri· \\ith frame""' arc shown in Fig. o.2(d). It is clear 
that the power factor of die RSM is rnnsidcrabl> lt•\\cr than :hat of the induction machine, as 
explain~-d in section 5.3. 
It is seen that Gpf of the induction machine slightly increases "ith frame size while that of the 
reluctance mar.hine drops. ·me increase in {jpf of the induction machine is due to the relatively lower 
rotor resistance and the incre!L~e in the magnetising inductance due tu the lower saturation of the larger 
machine. This makes the impedance of 1.111 and R, of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.2(a) more 
resistive. Consequently then.-: is an improv"'·mcnt in the pov..cr factor. 
The drop in the power facwr of the RSM with frame size is mainl> due Ill the lower stator resistance, 
making the supply voltage phasor more leading with respect tu the current phasor. In addition. the 
increase in the web widths nnd ri[; heights to maintain mechanical strength makes l.4 higher and the 
inductance ratio lower. The incn:!Lse in the normalised airgap length gi 11.,, 1 ° g
1d, with frame size. as 
given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. also will have a decreasing effect on l.d :ind thus the ptm.:r factoi'. The 
laucr. howc\'er. is true for the induction machine also. 
Note that \\'hen the f{S~1 is designed for n1axirnu111 po\\'Cr dcnsit: or 1nuxin1un1 cfli1.:1cnc) fr.r t:1c same 
amount of cuppcr luss as that of the inducti\ln 1narhinc. the rnat.:hine \\ill ht: Jeep into :-,a1uiation. ·rhis 
affects the pcm er factor negative!). 
( )ut{Jlll jJOH't!f" f}(!f' k I 'A: 
It is explained in section 5.3 thal the output plmer per ~VA goodne" factor. li
1
"" P., .. /kVA ~ 111\. 
of the RS'vl will be lower than that of the induction machine. l'his is pn:, cd h) the Ci'"" ''alculated 
results in Fig. 6.2(e). The goodne" factor (iP'" ··crsus frame site shcms an improven11.:nt for the 
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\1ach1nc I 7'.1ach1n;! ~ \1ach1nc..· _\ ~1ach1nc 4 rvtachinc ) 
-
-
lrvt fran1c \llC s.s •w 11 •W .17 k\\ 90 kW 250 kW 
Con!->tra1nt P'-° 0 ~k \\ I ().! I 05 I 82 ' 5.5 
& di 0 00298 0 0027"7 () 00326 0.0034 tJ.0039 
-· 
do (mm) 203.2 c44.5 3:'\0 410 520 
I (mm) 1'34 L~O 5 200 _qo 540 
do1/ 1.52 1.87 1.75 1.32 0.96 
Variables i Per unit valut.-s of variablc-s 
yh'di 0.159 0.164 0.165 0.171 0.168 
I\\' ·tp 0.547 0.558 0.542 0.544 0.516 
di; do Q 562 0 561 () '7 0 574 0.594 
bw'bp 0.352 0.373 0382 0.~79 0.39 
+ (') 69.4 69.7 71 71.2 70.8 (7/8) 
Paramet~rs i Pcrfom1ancc resulls al iliiOO r·n1in ( t-n,tstr'1tIJ/ Oil r • f' 
,-u ' . opt11n1si11K ¢ and J) 
T (Nm) 55.1 92.9 :; 15 3 73~ 2059 (1853) 
fl (~-'O) 89.6 90.J t)J.h 94 g 95.8 (95.8) 
POUi (kW) 8.65 !459 49 5 II 5 323 (191) 
pcu (kW) 0.72 I.OS 1.87 3.08 5.66 (4 55) 
Pc (kW) 0.25 0 4 I I 19 2.41 6.16 (5 81) 
P,u •i\ (kW) om I .tlJ 3 0(: 5 5 11.82 (10.36) 
pfitclor 0.737 0 "':"_2-l ll - i l) fl i I 4 0.682 (II ~) 
kVA 13 14 :.: .2 ' 1-; (, I 71) 495 (433) 
J (A•mm') 6.88 f1 !\' 5 )8 '28 4.88 (4.44) 
a=L1.r'L,1 .5.73 ""ti ' 7l) 'i 78 5 .23 (5 69) 
·;·able 6.1. Design and performance re,ults <lf c>ptimum RS!\h designed for maximum efficiem:1· for 
gi\"cn copper l,1sse!'J (values in brackets hold for the constraints on P..:u + P.: ) 
induction machine hut not for the RSM. <.ir,a of the induction machine improves because both the 
po\\ er factor and the dlicienc~ ufthc machine imprmcs with frame size. a> shcmn in Figs. 6.2(c) and 
(d). This is not the case for the RSM as the power factor drops "ith frame 'i/e (1-ig. 6.2(d))_ The 
results of Fig. 6.2(e} indicate the ad\antage of the induction machine ttl the "'PPI) ')'ten:. narncl) 
the lu\\er kVA pcmer per output pcmer required than the RS!\L 
The (ii'"' of the RSM rnn he impn1'ed if the machine i:-. de"igned t<•r maximum (ii'"' suhjcct to a 
l."onstraint on thi: o:.1tput pov .. cr that is e.g. the sar111.: a!'> that of the induction 111..11.:hinc . .-\n cxa111plc uf 
this is machine 5 of Tahlc 4.6. 
()\·,•rail gornlne.\ \" factor 
The overall go<ldnc" fact<lr. <i. <>fc4n ().16) i' 'ho\\n in l·ig. h.2(1) f<>r the diffcrrnt machines. It 
i!-. intcn: .. tinl:! to sec that the u\crall g~Hldncss hH.:to1 (I ot' 1.hc larger IlS~1:-. i:-. -;till hcttcr than that of 
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\f;11..h1nl" I \1.ll .. hllll' ~ \1;u:h1nl· ; \l•u:hilll' 4 "-L.Khinc 5 
r 
1\1 tr.1n1i: 'l/t:' < i k \\ 11 k \\ _;7 k \\ '10 kW 250 kW 
Con .. 1r;.i!nt P,,, lk \\ 1 () i I ()'.' I 82 _1 5.5 
~ J1 000;1 0 00~86 ll 00))8 0.00355 ll.l' 11 
Jo (nun) ::o_, ~ .:'.~·- ~ _;50 410 520 
/ tmm> I i 1 -t I )0 < 200 310 540 
do I I 52 I 87 1.75 1.32 0.96 
\'ariablc~ ~ Per unil values of \•ariahll·s 
,h·di () 168 0.17 0.17 0.172 0.17 
tw'tp 0 .. JB 0.584 0 581 0.582 0.581 
di.' Jo 0 54 0.543 0 549 0.549 0.561 
bwbp 0 317 0.332 0 31 'I 0.3t9 0.325 
q, ( ·1 66.27 65.7 654 I - , 5) 65 ( ']) 64.8 ( 72) 
Par.unctcrs ..!. Pt!rfomtancc results at 1500 r·n1in (co1t~tra1111 011 l',. 10 ~I' .. . optin1i.ring J and </J) 
T (Nm) 58.6 '14.6 328 4 (.'9/ 4) T' ,_ (6-16) 2253 (/ 796) 
'1 (~ 0) 89.6 90.2 934 (9J -, 94.5 (9.1 7) 95.5 (95.6) 
pout (kW) 9.2t l·I 87 51.6 (45 8) 12 ! 3 ( /(15 5) 354 (.?112) 
P"" (kW) 0.722 I 08 l 8ft (/ 5') 3.09 (2 54) 5.67 (4.0) 
P, (kW) 0.3 t4 0.505 I 46 i / /6) 3. t6 (:?4/i) 8.68 (6.5) 
P,.,, •P, (kW) 1.04 t .585 3.34 (_' C4) 6.2'> (5 IJ]) t4.35 (/0.5) 
p fuc1nr 0.701 0.688 0.67t (IJ -08) 0.654 l IJ 694) 0.62 (IJ.67) 
kVA t4.7 23.9 go , 
- ) (M /) 196 (16/) 599 (HO) 
J (A'mm') 7.03 6.7t 5.26 (4 .w) 5.03 (4 6J) 4.56 (1.89) 
cr·0 1.J'L,, .t'15 4 77 4.69 (5 6/) 4.5 (5 48) 4 06 (5 /4) 
·rablc 6.2. IJcsign and pcrfOnnancc results uf nptirnurn RS~·ts designed for maxirnum /UJ\•.:er tfcnsi~r 
for given copper losses (values in brackets hold for constrjinb on I\,, • I\) 
the induction machine. despite the lo" power factor of the Rsrv!. rl1e reason li>r this can be attributed 
to the high power density goodness of the RSM. 
T"o impol1ant aspe'c;s must be mentioned about the graphs uf Fig. h.2. The lir,t is that the goodness 
fac•ors for the induction machines arc those of standard induction machine,. It may diffc• for 
opt'mum desigr1<:d vector contrulled induction machines. Sccundl). the guodncss fact,irs for the RSM 
arc fur one type of .stator and rotor structure and rnay differ for other structures. 
6.4 Normalised rnlues of dimensions 
·rhc nonnaliscd values nfthc.: Jimcnsions nfthc optirnum RS~'ls Jcs1gncJ for 111~txi1nu111 cfti~i..:ru.:) and 
maximum power density arc given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The) arc calculated by using the stator 
inner diameter and the tooth and 'iarricr pitches'" the base values. The normalised value of the stator 
inner diameter is calculated with the stator outer diameter as the base value. 
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I· rnrn !'able.., 6.1 anJ 6.2 it l:an he '>Ct.'11 that the nPnnaliscJ \;.dues ~,f the llpti11u1111 .Jin1ensions of the 
RS Ms arc simiiar for the different machines in the small to medium pu11 er range. rl1is is expected 
tl) !>lllllC cxti:nt a.'.'. the: airgap flux Jen-.. it~. the too1h and rDtor iron scgrricnt llux densities and the yoke 
flux dcnsit) "ill not change much "ith frame ;ize. Consequentl). the normalised values of the tooth 
width and barrier "idth will Sta) \'Cf) much the same (sec in this regard eqns C. I 0 and C.12). The 
same is valid for 1J1c yoke height lrh) for a more or less constant yoke llux density (see eqn C.16). 
·n1is result of the more or less constant normalised values is significant. It implies that once a small 
machine is optimised according to certain crit.:ria. one can tell immediately what the optimum 
dimensions will more or less be for a larger machine with the same stator and rotor structure. 
6.5 Iron losses 
The machines of Table 6.1 arc optimised b: maximising the output power per losses of the machine. 
'l1is implies that the optimisation will he sensitive. amongst other things. to the iron losses of the 
machine. The 11111d1ines of Table 6.2. on the other hand. arc optimised by maximising the output 
power per given copper losses of the machine. regardless of what the irnn losses an:. To reduce the 
iron losses the current angles of the machines of Table 6.1 arc increased. making the d-axis current 
and the saturation level of the r.1achines less. n1e result of this can be seen in the better inductance 
ratios and power factors of the machines of Table 6.1. Also from the machines of Table 6.2 where 
there is a constraint on the total losses. the current angles are incrca,cd and the current density 
decreased to reduce the iron losses: consequently the inductance ratios and power factors arc 
improved. 
6.6 Conclusion§ 
horn the results of this chapta the following conclusions can be dra\\ n: 
It is shown that the torque and power densit) goodness and ellicienc) goodness of the RSM 
improve as the machine becomes bigger. The general idea that the g<iodness of the reluctance 
machine will not improve with frame siLe is found to be untrue. 
The results of Fig. 6.2 shlm that optimising the d::sign of the RSM in terms of its efficiency 
gives the best results overall. The overall goodness factor of the RSM is the highest when the 
machine is designed tor maximum efficicnc). 
It seems from Fig. 6.2(b) that there is an upper boundar) in the medium ptmer range. say I 00 
kW. from where the power density goodness factor of the RSt\I sltm I) starts to drop due to 
the constraints on the total losses. spcciticall) the iron losses. 
The disadvantage t>f the large RSM is the problem of the mechankal strength of the rotor. 
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7 Summary with Conclusions and Recommendations 
The contrihution of the thesis rnn be summarised as the dcvcl,1pmcnt ofa finite ··lcment-bascd design 
optimisation method for the reluctance s~ nchronnus m11chinc (RSM) and thee\ aluation of the steady-
state pcrfonnancc capability of this machine in motoring mode under current vector coi1trol. 
The proposed design optimisation method uses the finite clement calculation method directly in the 
optimisation algorithm to optimise the design of the machine in multidimcnsions. The absolute 
optimum-designed machine can at best be obtained by using the finite clement method in the 
optimisation process. An approximate magnetic circuit calculation method is also developed and used 
in the optimisation algorithm to verify to some extent the finite clement optimisation results. 
The performance capability of the RSM is evaluated by optimising the design of the machine 
according to ditTen:nt criteria An RSM has also been built and tested lo verify the finite •·lemen, 
calculations and to prove sorr,c important characteristics of the RSM. The pcrformanc~' characteristics 
of the RSM in comparison with those of the induction machine arc explained by means of goodness 
factors chat an: derived for both machines. The pcrfom1ancc of <>ptimum RS Ms in the medium po-.ver 
range is also h1vestigated and compared with standard induction machines. 
The results and conclusions found in the thesis about the optimum design and perlonnancc of the 
RSM an: summaris<..-d in the sections below. Recommendations for further research \\ork necessary 
arc made in section 7 .6. 
7.1 Calculation of performance param(!le:-s 
In the optimisation process the finite clement program is called many times by t~e optimisation 
algorithm to optimise the dcsign of the machine. This nel:cssitatcs that as few fmitc clement field 
solutions as possible be used to calculate the performance data of the machine each time the fintte 
clement program is called. In the thesis it is shown how this can be done for the RSI\,~ as only one 
set of finite clement field solutions (a set consists of 5 field solutions) is required to calculate all t~.e 
equivalent circuit parameters and the performance data of the machine, taking intu account the effect 
of saturation. cross magnetisation and skew. 
An approximate magnetic circuit (AMC) calcula:.ion method is developed that can be used. instead 
of the finite dement method, in the optimisation to optimise specifically the stator design of the 
machine. The use of the proposed AMC method proved to be worthwhile. The method is a very 
simple. fast and reasonably accurate method that can be used tu show and cxp!ain design tcndcn.:ics 
hut also to do preliminary stator design optimisations. The correlation between the finite clement and 
the ArvtC optimisation results suggests that designers rnuld use this method in an initial study. 
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Another cakulati1H1 rnctlH 1d " pr"l'"'cJ tl>r use in the design optimisation of the machine. namely the 
hybrid magncti<: <:irrn11 1in11c clement d Hv!F) method. This mcthnd makes use of both the AMC 
and finite ck111cn11.alculat1<•11 1ncthPJ,. ·111e idea is to identify from finite elcmcnt analysis. at some 
stages in the •'r1i1111\at1<1n pr11<.:c". those parameters of the RSM that arc dillicult to calculate 
accurately h: rnL·.111" df anal~tical equations or lurnpcd circuit analysis. ·rhc airn is thus to get more 
acc1•1 .. tc rcsulh. •d1ilc >till keeping the computational burden low. An example is given in Chapter 
4. where on!~ 'I r"1cld "'lutions were used in the optimisation nf the RSM. 
7 .2 Optimi~ation algorithms 
In the thesis the algorithms 11f Powell and the 4uasi-l"cw l\>11 method arc used for the unconstrained 
design optimisation of the machine. ·11ic di!Tercnce bctw ecn these mo methods is that the Powell 
method is a non-gradient meth•Jd which requires only function ernluations. not derivatives. while the 
quasi-Newton algorithm is a gradient method which rc4uircs that the vector of first partial derivatives 
be calculated. The reasons for using these methods arc. amongst others. to determmc if a gradient 
method can be used to optimise the design of the machine and to vcrif~ the optimum design results 
by using two completely di!Tcrent optimisation algorithrm. 
In the quasi-Ne\\1on method the first panial dcrivatrvc of the functinn is determined by the forward-
dilTerence approximation. The st.:p size of the forward-difference approximation is critical because 
it determines the 4uality of the derivati\•c. In Chapter 3 and Appendix D an optimum, relative step 
size is dctennincd that is used throughout the design optimisation. 
The focus of the optimisation stud) was more on the unconstrained condition. although constrained 
optimisation was also done by using penalt) functions. The ohje<:ti, e function is modi lied by adding 
terms or functions that assign a positive 'penalty' for increased constraint violation. 
Some results found from the use of the proposed finite clcm•:nt design optimisation method arc the 
following: 
It was found that both the Powell and qua,i-l"ewton methods give the same optimum values 
for the variables. Thi, gi\cs confidence in the resulb 'pecificall) if it i' taken into account 
that the two algorithms arc total!) different: the one is a gradient and the 1>thcr ,, non-gradient 
method. 
The computation time per finite element program solution is about 5 minutes on a SUN I 000 
workstation using an average of 1800 elcmellls per pole and 1100 vector potential unknowns. 
This implies that the design optimisation problem re4uiring. say. I 00 solutions <:an be solved 
in a da). It \\US found that for the optimisation of JO variables the number of solutions 
required typically rn~ bcmcen I 00 and 150 with the computation time between 8 to 12 
hours. The latter obvious!) depends on lhc load of the workstation. the starting \ector point 
and the termination criterion. 
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In th~ prupPscd finite eh:111c:nt tlptin1isation the 111csh change~ as the opti111isation progr~sscs. 
There is thus a ro"ibilit~ that some of the clements bcrnmc bad!) shared nr ill conditioned 
and that accurac) is Inst. ·il1is. hL)\\C\er. \\as nnt cxpcrii.:ni.:c:J hy the author as the variables 
(dimcnsinns of the machine) du not change that much in the search for the optimum. 
Both the Po\\ ell and quasi-l\c\\ ton methods rnn cd l<> be clTcctivc in the design optimisation 
of the machine. In general it \\as found that the quasi-Newton method is equal or slightly 
faster in calculation speed than the Powel I method. 
l\\o important conclusions regarding the proposed design optimisatiun method arc the following: 
It is fcasibli: in terms of computation time lo do an '"era II ( statnr and rotor) unconstrained 
or constrained optimum design of the RSM using the finite clement analysis method directly 
in the optimisation procedure. As the po\\ er and speed of workstatinns and computers are 
increasing by the day. it seems that the fir.ite dement-based design optimisation of the 
electrical machine will become popular as it is 1!1e most accurate way of optimising the design 
of the machine. 
It is shown that optimisation algorithms "hi ch require the lltnction · s gradient. or first partial 
derivatives. to be computed can be used "ith st1<:ccss using the nonlinear tin:tc-clcmcnl field 
;olution to calculate the function 'a Jue. This opens the door for designers to use gradient 
methods in finite clement ,•~sign upt1mis~tions. 
7.3 Optimisation rt.'!lults in the 3 - IO kW power le•·el 
·nie different perfom1ancc calculation methods and the optimisation algorithms arc used to optimise 
in multidimensions the design of the RSM. ·nic aim was to cvaluJtc from calculations but also from 
measurements the perfomiance capability of the RSM in the .1 - I 0 kW power level. Considerable 
attention is given to the explanation and the understanding of the various optimum designed RSMs. 
The design of the machine is optimised by maximising different performance parameters (objective 
function values) of the machine. These parameters or functi1>11 \alues arc the torque. the efficiency 
and the torque per kVA ,,f the machine. 
Fron1 the design optirnisation the folh.1\\·ing results arc found: 
The airgap diameter uf the optimum RSM designed for maximum tur4uc is rclati\ cly small. 
JS d/d
0 
= 0.5~ cnn1pan:d to that of the indu,tion n1achinc \\here d1id11 :::; 0.6. 
The optimum RSMs designed for maximum turque or maximum cfliciency show remarkably 
high power densities with about the same copper and iron lusses as that uf the standard 
inductiun machine. This explains the high efficiencies of these machines. The torque per 
n>lor \ olume (TRV) is also exceptionally high. For example. the optimum RSr-.·1 designed for 
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ITiil:\ i1 .iun1 h1r4uc h.:1s ;;1 ·rR \' uf alnH1:-.t ::>o h.!'-.'111 'Ill' '' hi..:h is higher than the range for high-
pcrfonnancc industrial 'er."' I ~O - ~5 k '.'\ 111111 '). 
The RSTvt. thus. has the outstanding chara-:tcristics of high power density and high torque per 
rotor volume when designed for maximum torque or maximum elliciency. It is therefore 
advantageous to design the RS~·! (for given copper losses) for maximum torque or maximum 
efficienc), 
ll1c optimum current angles of the designed RS Ms arc all between 60 and 70°. This confirms 
again the high current angles w hcrc optimum performance of the machine is obtained. 
When designing the RSM for maximum torque or maximum cllicienc) . -er given copper 
losses. typical normalised values of some of the imponant dimensions of the RSM can be used 
as initial values for the optimisation process. 'l11esc arc the fi.11lowing for -l-pole machines: 
dildo ~ 0.55. 
yhldi = 0. , -. 
o = 65° (111axi11111111 Ji. 
/ll'ilf' = (} 55: 
hll'.!hp = 0. 33: 
¢ c -oo (tl1CL~im11111 T/); 
From all the design optimisation results it i' found that the power factdrs of the optimum 
RS Ms arc on the low side. 'lllis affects negatively the kV A rating and the efficiency of the 
inverter. 
An optimum RSM designed for maximum torque has been built in a standard 5.5 kW 
induction machine frame. Photos of the stator and rotor of this machine are shown in 
Appendix E. With the machine under current vector control. very good correlation is obtained 
between the finite clement calculations and the measurements of the shaft torque, efficiency 
and power foctor of the machine. TI1c close agreement between the calculated and measured 
shaft torque and efficiency contirrns the remarkably high torque and high etliciency of this 
machine. Both calculations and measurements indicate an optimum current angle of 64° 
where the torque is a maximum. 
7.4 Goodness factors 
Goodness factors arc derived for the RSM to explain the outstanding characteristics of high power 
density and ''"' power factor of the machine. The expressions for the goodness factors of the RSM 
give a better understanding of the operation, the advantages and the penalties of the machine. 
Goodness factors arc also derived for the induction machine to explain the difference between the 
RSM and the induction machine. The goodness factors of the RSM arc also used to explain the 
goodness nf the machine at the higher power levels. 
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The fol km ing c\planations nf the 1>pcration and lhc characteristics of the RSM a1e instructive: 
The fundamemal difference bet\\een the reluctance and induction machine is that the 
reluctance machine make' use of a q-axis magnetic circuit on the rotor to generate torque 
while the induction m:ichine makes use of a q-axis electrical circuit on the rotor. The use of 
an electric circuit. howc\ er. goes hand-in-hand with copper losses which become relatively 
higher as the machine becomes smaller. i.e. small in diameter. 
• The advantage of a high power density and disadrn11tagc of a low power factor of the RSM 
can be directly attributed to the use of a passive rotor with magnetic asymmetry. A passive 
rotor implies a rotor without losses; consequently the stat<>r power can be raised with the result 
that there is a considerable increase in the power density. In comparison with the induction 
machine the RSM is thus a good machine from an electrical 111ad1inc point of view. 
Hm .• ·:r. a r.a.ssive rotor also implies that USC is made or magnetic circuits. represented as 
magnetising inductances in the equivalent circuit. to generate torque. This makes the inductive 
equivalent impedance seen by the supply ,..~lath cly high. resulting in a low power factor that 
affects the invenr• ruling. "Ilic RSM is thus not an excellent machine from a supply point of 
view. 
7.5 PerformanL"C of the RSM in the medium power r.rngc 
The different goodness factors mentioned in section 7.-1 arc calculated for optimum designed RSMs 
in the medium power range. ll1e aim was tc investigate the extent to which the goodness or 
perfonnance of the optimum RSM improves or anenuates as the machine becomes bigger. The aim 
was also to compare the goodness of the RSM with that of the standard induction machine. 
Altogether six RSMs are optimised in indu.:tion machine frame' from 5.5 to 250 '<W. using the finite 
element method directly in the optimisation process. !"lie reluctance machines arc optimised by 
maximising the 1:1liciency and the power density of the machines for the o.amc amount of copper 
losses as those of standard induction machines with the same frame size. 
From the results of the design optimisations of the RSM in the medium po\\ er range the following 
aspect~ arc significant: 
It is shown that the torque and power density goodness and the eflkienq goodm:" of the 
RSM improve as the machine becomes bigger. The general ide:1 tlul tl1c goodness ,,f the 
reluctance machine will not im1>rove with frame size is found t<' b, untrue. 
A disadvantage of the RSM in the medium po\\ er range is the cunstantly low puwer factor 
and i<m output power per kVA of tlw machine. This affects the kVA rating and the 
efficiency of the inv~ncr. as a :arger rca.:tive pnwer has to ~c cuntrollc•;. 
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It seems that !here is an upper boundary in lhc medium p\lwcr range. say I 00 kW. from where 
the power density goodness factor of the RSl\·1 slowly starts to drop due to the constraints on 
the total losses. >pecifically the iron losses. \\ ith heller cooling thi:; drop in the power density 
goodl'ess of the RSM can he prevented. 
n1c normalised values of !he dimensions of lhe oplimum RSMs arc similar for the different 
machines in the small to medium power range. ll1is resull of 1he more or less constant 
normali,ed values is significanl. It implies thnt once a sn1all machine is optimised according 
to certain criteria. one can tell immediately \\hat the oplimum dimensions will be more or less 
for a larger machine with the same lypc of stator and rolor structure. 
·me mechanical strength of the RSM rolor is one of lhc aspect~ of !he RSM over which, 
rightly, !here is a question-mar:.. ·111c iron pieces of lhe lamination nrc held logelher by 
mca11s of rihs and webs and these ribs and web> must he as thin as possible to improve the 
pcrforman•e of the machine. 
In order to ensure a certain minimum fotiguc "'fc!) fact,1r. the "chs and rihs nrc enlarged as 
the rotor diumc:lcr becomes !Jrgcr lnis .11Tccts the torque and pm'<; facwr performance nf 
larger RSMs neµati\·ely and rm) limit the L"c of the RSM in the higher plmcr ievcls. 
To conclude, the thesis dcmonslratcs for 1hc· fir.I !imc !he ultimate stcad)-,tatc perfiimwncc of the 
RSM in motoring mode. It shGws that the RSM has :1 high ptmer dcnsit) and a f11gh cflicicncy even 
in the upper-medium power mng1·. 
It is believed that the proposed finite clement dcsi~n optimisation method and tht design optimi,ation 
results found in this thesis will help designers and 111anufac1urc,; to llhtain maximum pcrfonrnmcc of 
the RSM. 
7.6 Recommendations 
·n1c proposed design oplimi"1ti<>n method of thi> thc'i' can be ""'d to im c,11gatc the design 
optin1isation of electrical n1achinc~. It is rccun11ncndcd that the fl,: lll\I. ing rc,,earrh he undertaken: 
Amor<: detailed stud} is neccssal') on !he optimum (allo\\cu) airgap length llf !he RSM (this 
\\ill requir~ a mechanical slrcnglh analysis). !he optimum stator slot <•pening. t!ic u'c ofsini;k-
laycr windings and their effect on the performance Df the 111achi11c. and final!) •he cl1C:ct of 
different pole and stator slots numbers on the p1:rfonna11<:c of the l{S'vl. 
The design optimisalion of the reluctance synchronous gcncrat\lr (I{ S(i l must he im estigaied. 
together with a study of the performance capahifit) of this gencratc>r. 
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• A detailed study is necessary, including mechanical strength analyses and performance 
measurements. of the larger RSMs. 
• There is a limitation in the proposed design optimisation method of this thesis in that only 
magnetic fields ha\'e been analysed. There is a need to incorporate in the design optimisation, 
through finite element analysis, t..'ie calculation of the iron losses. the heating of the machine 
and the mechanical strength of the rotor. 
• It is recommended that the proposed design optimisation method of this thesis be used for the 
design optimisation of oth<.T synchronous machines like the switched reluctance machine, 
multiphase reluctance machines and wound field and pcnnanent magnet synchronous 
machines. 
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A Stator Winding Resistance and Endwinding Leakage lnductan~e 
A.I Formula for stator winding resistance 
The skin effect in the stator conductors is ignored in the calculation of the stator winding resistance 
R,. The formula for the per phase stator winding resistance is 
where 
and 
2 W P, (I + I,) 
R = ----~-
• n. Acu/z 
le is the average length of a coil-end 
AcJz is the active copper area of a stator conductor. 
p1 of cqn (A. I) is the resistivity of copper at a temperature t< and is given by 
P, = P:io(l • Y,(tc - 20)) 
where p20 = 17xl0·9 ohm.m and Y1 = 0.0039/"C. 
(A. I) 
(A.2) 
The relation between the number of conductors per slot, 7~ and the number of turns in series per 
phase, W, of cqn (A. I) is 
z = wn./(qp). (A.3) 
so that eqn (A. I) may also be expressed as 
R. = 2 Wl ( P, (I + I,)) 
q p Acu (A.4) 
= k W 2 r f I • 
In this equation. r5 is the slot resistance or the resistance of all the conductors of a stator slot in 
parallel. 
A.2 Formula for endwinding leakage inductance 
An investigation into the analytical calculation of the endwinding leakage reactance of squirrel-cage 
induction machines was done by Kamper ( 1987). In this study a summary is given of the different 
considerations and computational methods of several authors concerning the calculation of the 
endwinding leakage reactance. The formula given by Honsinger ( 1959) was taken as a basis in the 
creation of a formula that can be used in general for single- and double-layer windings. Honsinger's 
formula is firstly ad.ipted to let the formula be valid for single-layer windings. Secondly, the basic 
formula is adap1ed to correctly take into account the mutual flux linkage between the endwinding 
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phase groups using the method of l.awrenson ( J 970). 
This same formula is used for the caku!ation of the cndwinding leakage inductance of the RSM 
omitting only the effect of the flux coupling between the stator endwindings and the rotor endring as 
for the induction machine. TI1e formula is 
L = V m d ( W kd ""'"')
2 
L: x 10·• 
• (U) I p "'c(p) henry/phase . 
In this equation the subscript. u, refers to the shape of the endwinding coils namely 
and 
u = I implies V-shaped coils, 
u " 2 implies elliptical-shaped coils 
u = 3 implies rectangular coils. 
(A.5) 
The factor kd is the ordinary distribution factor for the fundamental which is for 3-phase, 60° phase-
band, integral slot windings 
sin(n/6) 
q sL'l(n/6q) 
TI1e factor "r<u> of eqn (A.5) i~ an endwinding pitch factor for coil shape. u, and is given by 
= 3 sin(nc/6q) 
4 - (c/3q)2 
"e<1 i = sin(nc/6q) , 
and ~) = "e<1) .. ~) ' 
where c is the coil pitch in terms of number of stator slots. 
The factor kc<pl is an endwinding factor for a p pole-pair machine and is given by 
kc(I) = 0.51, k<12) = 0.595, kc(J) = 0.64 and k0 ( 4) = 0.785. 
Finally, v, 11> of eqn (A.5) is a shape factor for coil shape u and is for double-layer windings 
V(ll = 465, V(2) = 920 and V(3) = 1040, 
and for single-layer windings 
V, 11 = 600, V(2) = 1180 and Vill = 1400. 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
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B Finitt: Element Program and Calculation of Phase Flux Linkage 
and Fundamental Airgap Flux Density 
Jn this appendix the finite element program. the calculation of the total flux linkage of a pha5e 
winding and the calculation of the fundamental airgap flux density are briefly described. 
8.1 Tiie fi•ite element program 
The finite clement software used is not of the commercial variety. It makes use of triangular elements 
of the first order. Only one pole (stator and rotor) of the machine: is meshed with one airgap macro-
element (Abdel-Razck. 1982) comprising nodals on both sides of the airgap. A time-savir.g scheme 
has been devised (Yolschenk. 1993 and Flack. 1994) that makes the use of one airgap element very 
attractive as a means to model rotor movement. The Ncwton-Rhapson method is used for the solution 
of the set of non-linear equations. 
The finite clement solution procedure has the following basic steps: 
• Mesh generation: 
Only one stator slot of the machine is outlined in terms of xy-coordinates and meshed and 
mirrored to the number of slots over a pole pitch. The ph.15e windings are then allocated to 
the slots. Also, one half of a pole of the reluctance rotor is outlined and meshed and mirrored 
to the other half pole. The stator and rotor meshes arc then joined. 
• Pre-processing: 
This step is necessary to save storage and calculation time. Sparse matrices are created and 
the numbering of the equations is optimised to minimise the solution time. 
• Solving: 
The Newton-Rhapson solution procedure is used to solve for the magnetic vector potential at 
the different nodes. It is a solution of a set of non-linear equations due to the non-lineariti; 
of the magnetic materials. 
Post-processing: 
From the known nodal magnetic vector potentials, the flux linkages, inductances, etc. of the 
machine are calculated (see, for example, sections B.2 and B.3 ). 
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8.2 Calculation of the total phase flux linkage 
\\' ith a two-dimcnsionai finite clement solution the magnetic vcclOr potential has only a z-directed 
component, i.e. 
A A(x,y)"a, ( cartesian coordinates I 
(B.I) 
A A(r,6)·a, ( cylindrical coordinates} 
where a, is the unit vector directed in the ;; direction. From the known magnetic vector potential the 
total flux linkage of a phase winding can be calculated. This is done as follows. Using the relation 
B = VxA 
and Stoke· s thcor.:m. the flux through a surface S is 
4' = f B·dS 
s 
JvxA·dS 
s 
c 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
Hence, in terms of finite elements using a first-order triangular mesh, the flux linkage of a coil with 
z turns, coil-area, S, ancl length, /, (along the z-direction) is 
(8.4) 
A;i is the value of the magnetic vector potential of nodal point i = I, i = 2 or i = 3 of the triangular 
element j. ~ = +I or = -I gives the direction of integration either into the plane or out of the plane. 
~ is the area of the triangle element j. n is !he total number of elements of the in-going and out-
going areas of the coil being meshed. 
From eqn (B.4) for an electrical macl>ine wilh only one pole meshed, the total flux linkage of a phase 
winding is 
Ape-= 2pzl t(-/j.J( tA1J) 
n, S j•I 3 i•I 
(B.5) 
where u is the total number of elements of the meshed coil areas of !he phase in the pole region. 
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B.J Calculation of the fundamental airgap flux dc:tsity 
From cn.ns ( B. I) and ( B.2) the llux density 'cctor can be expressed in tenns of cylindrical coordinates 
as 
B = (.!. aA,)a, • (- aA, )aa 
r a0 a, , 
(8.6) 
where 11, is the unit vector directed radially outwards. normal to the cylindrical surface, and 110 is the 
unit vector that points in the direction of increasing 9, tangential to the cylindrical surface. What is 
of interest is the radial component of the nirgap flux density at e.g. the stator inner bore where r =' 
d/2. Thus, from eqn (B.6) the magnitude of the radial airgap flux density at the stator inner surface 
IS 
B, (B.7) 
The first panial derivative of A, wilh respect to 9 can be determined by the finite-difference 
approximation, i.e. 
A,(6 • II) - A,(6) 
" 
(B.8) 
Ar the sllltor inner surface the nodal values in terms of magnetic vector potential arc known. From 
cqns (B. 7) and (8.8), therefore, the radi11l airgap flux density between nodal points n and n+ I on the 
stator inner diameter can be determined as 
(8.9) 
Note that the angles of cqn (B.9) are electrical angles. Owing to the fact that only a pole is meshed, 
the airgap flux density of eqn (B.9) is known for only a pole pitch, i.e. half a cycle. However, with 
negative periodicity where 
B(r,6•1t) = -B(r,6), (8.10) 
the llux density is known over two pole pitches N one cycle. What is of interest is the fundamental 
of the radial airgap flux densiiy. This can be determined from a Fourier expan>ion of the flux density. 
For the fundamental, the airgap flux density can be expressed as 
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(B.11) 
= 8 sinC6 • 01> 
where 
j 
= J·~ 2 • bl ruid 
= ~(:;). (B.12) 61 
a 1 and b1 of cqns (B.11) and (B.12) arc the Fo11rier coefficients for the fundamental and arc given by 
") 1· 
• 1 = .::.. 8(6). sin(6). d8 
lt 0 
(B.13) 
• 
and b, = If ece>.cosce>.de. 
TC 0 
(B.14) 
From eqns (B.13) and (B.14), a1 and b1 can be detennined using n1 nodal points on the stator inner 
bore over a pole pitch, as 
(B.15) 
and (B.16) 
where (B.17) 
Note that with cqns (B.15) and (B.16), the higher the number of nodal points, the greater the accuracy. 
Eqn (B.12) is used to calculate the amplitude and the space angle of the fundamental radial airgap flux 
density. 0 1 of cqn (B.12), however, must be adjusted with some offset angle to obtain the position 
of the flux density space phasor with respect to the electrical d-axis position of the rotor. 
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C Saturation Factor and Slot Leakage Inductance 
In this appendix the calculation of the saturation factor for the d-axis magnetic field is described. A 
formula for the slot leakage inductance is given and dis~ussed in section C.2. 
C.I Saturatio11 factor for the d-axis magnetic field 
The saturation fac>or ~of the d-axis magnetic circuit is calculated by assuming only d-axis magnetic 
flux due to the d-axis MMF. II is thus assumed that a sinusoidal stator MMF with an amplitude equal 
to !he d-axis MMF lies on the d-axis producing only d-axis magnetic flux. The effect of cross 
magnetisation is in other words ignored in this calculation method. The saturation factor k..i is defined 
as 
F,.. kw= -F, (C. I) 
where F1.,. is the total fundamental stator MMF and F 1 the fundamental MMF of the slotted airgap. 
With a sinusoidal MMF waveform the flux density in the airgap will have a flat distribution as shown 
in Fig. C. l(a) due to the non-linear B/H characteristic of the iron core. The airgap flux density 
waveform may differ significantly from the sinusoidal fundamental waveform and it is therefore 
important to do the calculations at a point in the airgap where the fundamental flux density wave 
intersects with the actual flux density wave. The flanened or saturated airgap flux density wave can 
be considered as a fundamental flux density wave plU3 the sum of hannonic flux density waves of 
orders 3, S, 7, 9, etc. If only the prominent 3rd harmonic flux density is considered and the other 
higher harmonic flux densities are ignored, then the flux density waveform in the airgap will have the 
waveform as shown in Fig. C.l(b). Hence, a good operating point in the airgap is at the positions 14 
or % of the pole pitch where the fundamental intersects with the actual wave. The magnetic circuit 
Polilion in lilllP (lllmicll ~) 
(1) 
Polilion in li"Qll> (lllt:lrit:8I degleM) 
(b) 
Position In yoke (eledrical degleel) 
(c) 
Fig. C. I. Effect of magnetic saturation on the airgap and yoke flux densities 
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to be analysed therefore is chosen to be that shown in Fig. C.2. Due to symmetry only half of the 
magnetic circuit needs to be anal) scd. 
Next to be considered is the flux density in the yoke. If the airgap flux density wavefonn is 
sinusoidal then the yoke flux density wa•efonn must also be sinusoidal but displaced 90° electrical 
in space: from the airgap flux density wave. With the saturated airgap flux density wavefonn of Fig. 
C.l(a), however, the yoke flux density will have the wavefonn of Fig. C.l(c). With this wavefonn, 
average values for the flux densities in the different regions of the yoke arc used as an approximation. 
These average values arc shown in Fig. C.l(c). For 'Ai of the yoke region under consideration the 
average value for the flux dens.'!)' is taken as the maximum value of the fundamental yoke flux 
density, Bmy· For the other 'h yoke region the average flux density is taken as (0.6)Bmy· Another 
region in the yoke is defined in Fig. C.2, namely region 3. For this region the flux density is also 
taken as (0.6)Bmy· Obviously. it would be more accurate if the yoke is divided into more than just 
3 sections. 
yh - yoke height 
gd - lirgap length 
0-axls magnetic circuit 
tw - tooth width 
Ip • tooth pitch 
yh 
tw 
bw - barrier wklth 
bp - barrier pitch 
Fig. C.2. Magnetic circuit of the d-axis magnetic field 
With thr. magnetic circuit defined, the MMFs of the different sections of the magnetic circuit can be 
calculated. Firstly, the amplitude of the total fundamental MMF of the polyphase winding (m > I) 
can be calculated by means of the following equation (Liwschitz-Garik and Whipple, 1961. eqn 15-8): 
../2 mW K,..1 F ... =- Im. 
Tt p 
(C.2J 
In this equation Im is the RMS value of the magnetising phase current which is also equal to 
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(C.3) 
where Id is the steady-stated-axis fundamental stator current component. From eqns (C.2) and (C.3) 
the value of the total MMF at a position % of the pole pitch is 
,/'i. m W K.,1 Id 
F,Of(llO") = sin(l20°) 
1t p ,/'i. (C.4) 
This value of the total MMF is equal to the sum of the different MMF drops of the magnetic circuit. 
namely 
(C.5) 
where: F t(l20') is the airgap MMF at % pole pitch position, 
F, and F1 arc the rotor iron segment and stater tooth MMFs respectively for% pole 
pitch position 
fy is the yoke MMF. 
An equation for the airgap MMF can be obtained from the following two equations for the total flux 
per· pole of the machine, namely 
and 
2 
ftp = - B.,,, Tp I ' 
1t 
where F 1 is the amplitude of the fundamental airgap MMF and kc the Carter factor, so that 
At % pole pitch position the airgap MMF is 
(C.6) 
(C.7) 
(C.8) 
(C.9) 
To calculate the tooth MMF the tooth flux density must be known. This is calculated from the airgap 
flux density at % pole pitch position as 
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B = ,'J B (-1P ) 
' 2 ml t K 
... . 
(C.10) 
where K, is the stacking factor. With 8 1 known the magnetic field strength H, can be obtained from 
the BIH-curve of the lamination steel. The tooth MMF is then calculated as 
F, = H, I, (C.11) 
where 14 is the tooth length. i.e. the length of region 4 of the magnetic circuit shown in Fi,g. C.2. 
If the stator slot has a round bottom and the width of the tooth top is very different from the tooth 
width, then the magnetic circuit of the tooth must be divided into more sections with different tooth 
widths and thus different flux densities. 
The rotor iron segment MMF is calculated similarly to the stator tooth MMF. The flux density of 
region 6 of Fig. C.2 is calculated as 
Br<6l - JJ B ( 
- 2 .. (b, (C.12) 
The flux density in region 7 of the rotor may be different from that of region 6 as the width of the 
iron segment may be ;:;itTcrcnt The latter depends on the space available for the flux barriers and iron 
segments between the rotor shaft and the outer pan of the rotor (sec Fig. C.2 as an example). The 
approximate flux density in region 7 of the rotor is calculated as 
B = B (-11:--"--d, ) 
r(7) 1(6) 2 p (d, - J.,) (C.13) 
where d, is the outer diameter of the rotor and d,hf the shaft diameter. 
The field strengths for regions 6 and 7, H116> and H117>. cm be obtained from the B/H curve using the 
known flux densities of eqns (C.12) and (C.13). The rotor MMF is calculated as 
(C.14) 
where 16 and 17 a.-c the iron lengths of regions 6 and 7 of the rotor. 
The maximum value of the stator yoke flux density of the fundamental is calculated from the airgap 
flux density as 
(C.15) 
= 
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from eqn (C. 7) and rcplar.ing 'r· Eqn (C.15) can also be expressed in terms of a normalised value 
for the yh. that is 
(C.16) 
From Fig. C. l(c) the flux density in region I of the yoke is Bmy and in region 2 (0.6)Bmy· The 
corresponding H values, H!.1 I) and H)ClJ• of these regions can be obtained from the B/H curve. For 
region 3 of the yoke an average flux density of also (0.6)Bmy is accepted and the magnetic length is 
taken as equal to yh/4. The lollll yoke MMF is thus 
(C.17) 
With the d·itXis current of the 11U1Chinc known the total MMF can be calculated according eqn (C.4). 
The: MMF ofcqn (C.S) must be equal to this tollll MMF. This means that the 2irgap flux density 8 011 
must be solved for as the only unknown. The latter signifies a non-linear solution which is done by 
an iterative procedure using simply thc bisection method. The solution procedure has the following 
steps: 
• Obuin the dq current components, specifically Id. 
• Cah:ulatc F. = F101(ll0") according cqn (C.4). 
• Choose boundary values for airgap flux density: 
Bmt(l)=O. I tc:sla and Bmim=l.S lc:sla. 
- . Set B81 t = (Bmt(I) + Bmt(2))!2. 
• Calculate Fb = F, .. (1 20") according eqn (C.S) . 
• 
Goto .... 
• • End. 
Finally, with the analysis done at "lo pole pitch position the equation for the saturation factor k ,.i 
changes to 
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F,ott120~> 
--
F,{120'' 
(C.18) 
This concludes the calculation of the saturation factor for the d-axis magnetic field. 
C.2 Formula for sloe leakage induccani:e 
The basic equation for the stator slot leakage inductance of standard alternating current machines can 
be found in many alicmating current machine textbooks. In terms of the symbols of this thesis the 
formula for the slot leakage inductance per phase is as follows (Richter (1954), Schuisky (1957), 
Liwschitz-Garik { 1961 ), Kobler ( 1961 )): 
henry/phase. (C.19) 
k, and k1 are correction factors for double-layer windings of the slot sections that hold air and 
conduc:cors respectively. These correction factors are given by, amongst others, Kobler (1961) as 
functions of c=c/mq and are in equation form: 
k, = 1.5 E - 0.25 for 1/3 S E S 2/3 
(C.20) 
k1 = 0.75 E + 0.25 for 2/3 ,; E s I 
and 
k1 = 9/8 E + I/ 16 for 1/3 ,; E ,; 2/3 (C.21) 
k1 = 9/ 16 E + 7 /16 for 2/3 s E ,. I . 
11.1 of eqn (C.19) is the penncance ratio of the slot section that holds air and 11., is the permeance ratio 
of the slot section that holds the conductors. The permeance ratios depend on the shape of the stator 
slot. Formulae for the penncance ratios for various slot shapes are available from a few textbooks, 
amongst others those by Schuisky ( 1957) and Liwshitz-Garik ( 1961 ). For the most general slot shape, 
i.e. the rectangular slot shape shown in Fig. C.3, the penneance ratios are 
A = ~ + 2 "3 h. + 
• b, b + b b, 
' I 
(C.22) 
and A, hi 3 b, 
(C.23) 
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__, bg r--
----
Fig. C.3. Re<:tangular slot shape 
The penncance ratio-3 of cqns (C.22) and (C.23) can also be used with little error for trapezoidal slots. 
For other slot shapes the general equation for A1 • 
•• 
/\. = f (~)2~ 1 A
1 
b(x) ' 
(C.24) 
0 
must be used. In this equation the conductor section areas A1(x) and A1 are 
• 
A1(x) = J b(x)dx aod 
0 (C.25) 
•• 
A, = J b(x)dx 
0 
where b(x) is the slot width at position x. Equation (C.24) can be solved by dividing th-: conductor 
se<:tion of the slot into a number of small re<:tangular elements as described by Kamper ( 1987). 
Finally, the calculation of the slot leakage inductance according to the above fonnulae does not take 
into account the skin elTe<:t and the elTe<:t of saturation. 
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D Accuracy of Computed Function Value 
When only function values are available it is strictly speaking impossible to determine the accuracy 
of the computed function value. However, a reasonably reliable estimate of the accuracy of the 
computed function value can be obtaine-d by using difference tables as described by Gill ( 1981 ). 
To explain the difference table, the first column of the table is the computed function values/at a set 
of values (X;} when: x; is defined as x; = x + Jb, with j = 0, I, 2 ... ., n, and b is small. Each 
successive column of the table is defined as the difference of the values in the previous column. This 
is explained by means of the forward difference operator. The forward difference operator for the 
first diffen:ncc column of the table. 6 1, is defined by the n:lalion 
(D.I) 
For the second difference column the second-order forward difference operator 6 2 is defined as 
(0.2) 
The higher-order diffcn:nccs 6kf; can be defined in a similar way. Gill (1981) shows that the higher-
ordcr differences of the table (typical k ~ 4) stan to reflect almost entirely the differences of the 
computed errors and that the diffcn:nccs of these columns tend to become similar in magnitude and 
to alternate in sign. For these columns when: this general pattern is observed an estimate of the error 
in the computing value Ee can be obtained. A formula for the estimation of Ee from the k-th column 
of the ditTcn:ncc table is given by Gill as 
(k) 
= 
max114kf1! where Ee 
Ilk (0.3) 
pk = (2 k)! (k!)2 
Typical values for k where the general pattern of behaviour begins are 4 or 5. 
With &c known from the difference table. the relative error in the computed function value can be 
calculated as 
E, 
E = -
' f(x) 
h of eqn (3. I I). which determines the stepsize in the forward difference approximation. is 
h = /E. . 
(D.4) 
(D.5) 
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To estimate the accuracy of the finite clement computed function value, four sets of difference tables 
have been determined for different values of the stepsize hat different multidimensional vector points. 
Also. differeilt dimensions (variables) of the RSM have been perturbed to study the accuracy of the 
computed value. These dimensions are the tooth width (lw). the stator inner diameter (d1) and the 
inner barrier width (iw) (refer to Chapter 4 for further details about these dimensions). For each 
difference table the computed error E,. the relative error E, and the stepsize h have been calculated 
according to eqns (D.3) - (D.5). The torque of the machine was taken as the output function value 
for all the difference tables. The calculations were performed in double precision on a SUN 1000 
workstation. 
The results of the difference tables are shown in Tables D. l - D.4 (see following pages). It is 
observed from all the difference tables that the clements of difference columns 4 and S show to some 
extent the pattern of sign alternation, although not consistently. Also. the elements of these columns 
are not always of similar magnitude. Nevertheless, these columns have been used to estimate Ee and 
h. 
Tables D.1 and D.2 show that with a smaller stepsizc of lrl0-9, the calculated h values for the 
different dimensions becomes mon: in agreement with each other. The same result is observed from 
Tables D.3 and D.4. It can further be 5ccn that then: is little difference in the calculated h values for 
the two different multidimensiomll vector points (compare Table D. l with Table D.3 and Table D.2 
with Table D.4). 
One may conclude from the results that an h \'alue of between I o·S and I o·6 can be used for the 
calculation of the first partial derivati\·c: of eqn (3.11 ). It has been mentioned in section 3.3 that faster 
optimisation results were obtained with h values between I 0-1 and I o·S. 
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j f. 
.I "'' 
c\l ,\-' ,,. "'s 
' Tooth width (tw/ ~. 
0 0.579E+Q2 0.319E-06 -0. I 09E-09 ·0.169E-09 -0.275E-09 ·0.472E-09 t k· 
I 0.579E+02 0.319E-<>6 0.604E· 10 0.106E-09 0.196E-09 0.325E-09 t/4> = 0.519E-IO f 
2 O.S79E+Q2 0.319E-06 -0.455E-10 ·0.904E-10 -O. I 29E-<>9 ·0.955E-IO h<4> = 0.946E-06 v t 
3 0.579E+02 0.319E-06 0.449E-IO 0.384E-10 -0.333E-IO -O.~OOE-09 ~ 
' 
4 O.S79E+02 0.319E-06 0.655E-11 0.717E-IO 0.167E-09 O.ISSE-09 &,151 =0,832E-IO fi•' ,, 
5 O.S79E+02 0.319E-06 -0.651 E-10 -0.949E-IO -0.217E-IO 0.412E-09 h(S) = 1.198E-06 ' .. ~'. 
6 0.579E+02 0.319E-06 0.29SE-IO -0.732E-IO -0.434E-09 -0. I 32E-08 ' [ 
!i 
S.fJJ.tfJ.r in11t.r diameter {d.il 
0 O.S79E+02 0.3%E-06 0.20SE-OS 0.416E-05 0.624E-05 0.700E-05 
I 0.579E+02 -0.169E--OS --0.201E-05 -0.20IE--05 -0.763E-06 0.318E-05 t/4 > = 0.746E-06 
2 0.579E+02 0.390E--06 --0.659E·09 -0.131E-05 -0.394E-05 -0.790E-05 h<41 = I.I 35E-04 
3 O.S79E-t-02 0.390E-06 0.131E-OS 0.263E-05 0.396E-05 0.529E-05 
4 0.579E+02 --0. 923 E--06 --O. I 32E-05 -0.132E-05 -0.133E-05 -0. I 34E-05 t/51 = 0.498E-06 
s 0.579E+02 0.39SE-06 O.Sl2E-08 0.639E-08 0.846E-08 0.196E-07 h(Sl = 0.927E-04 
6 0.S79E+02 0.319E--06 --O.S69E-09 -0.207E-08 -0.11 IE-07 -0.34 IE-07 
lur barr!~r wkb.b. llw I. 
0 O.S79E-t-02 0.613E-07 0.374&10 0.674E-IO 0.514E-1 I -0.399E-09 
I 0.579E+02 0.613E-07 -0.299E-IO 0.622E-10 0.404E-09 O.l ISE-08 &,141 = 0.919E-10 
2 0.579E+()2 0.613E--07 -0.922E-IO -0.342E-<>9 ·0.773E-09 -0.143E-08 h141 = 1.254E-06 
3 0.579E+()2 0.614E--07 0.2SOE-09 0.43 IE-09 0.656E-09 0.959E-<>9 
4 O.S79E+02 0.612E-07 -O. I 112E--09 -022SE-<>9 -0.302E-09 -0.337E-09 •c''1 = 0.913E-10 
5 0.579E+()2 0.614E·07 0.433E-IO 0.77SE-IO 0.346E-10 -0.408E-09 h151 = l.256E-06 
6 0.579E+02 0.hllE-07 -0.342E-10 0.429E-IO 0.442E-09 0.145E-08 
Table D. l. Difference table at rw = 5.57, di = I 05.6, iw = 5.8 with b = I o·7 
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j f 
.I 
i\I ,\1 ,\J L\4 ,\l 
Tooth width (lwl 
0 0.579E+02 0.306E-08 -0.168E-09 -0.253E-09 -0.381 E-09 -0.482E-09 
I 0.579E+02 0.323E-08 0.848E-IO 0.127E-09 0.102E-09 0.240E-IO t/1 = 0.987E-10 
2 0.579E+02 0.314E-08 -0.424E-IO 0.253E-IO 0.779E-IO -0.285E-IO h'41 = I .306E-06 
3 0.579E+-02 0.318E-08 -0.677E-IO -0.526E-IO 0.106E-09 0.526E-09 
4 0.579E+-02 o.nsE-0s -0.ISOE-IO -0.159E-09 -0.419E-09 -0.996E-09 c/51 = l.203E-10 
5 0.579E+02 0.327E-OI 0.144E-09 0.260E-09 0.577E-09 0.140E-08 h(SJ = l.442E-06 
6 0.579E+02 0.312E-01 -O. I 16E-09 -0.317E-09 -0.826E-09 -0.191E-08 
SJfl.JJ!.r inat.r fl.igmeter !di I 
0 O.S79E+-02 0.413E-08 -0.379E-08 -0.747E-08 ·0.1 ISE-07 -0.189E-07 
I 0.579E+-02 0.792E-08 0.369E-Oll 0.407E-Oll 0.740E-08 0.171E-07 c, 141 = l.637E-09 
2 0.579E+-02 0.424E-Oll -0.3S6E-09 -0.333E-08 -0.970E-08 -0.234E-07 h'41 = 5.318E-06 
3 O.S79E+-02 0.462E-Oll 0.29<1E-08 0.637E-08 0.137E-07 0.273E-07 
.. 0.579E+-02 0.16&E-08 -0.342E-08 -0. 736E-08 -O.IJSE-07 -0.233E-07 •/51 = l.720E-09 
s 0.579E+-02 0.5 IOE-011 0.394£..()8 0.618E-08 0.973E-08 0.169E-07 h(S) = 5.4,0E-06 
6 0.579E-+-02 O. I 16E-01 -0.225£..()8 -O.JSSE-08 -0.713E-08 -0.13 IE-07 
[tJM.C. barr~ wjdJ!J. (iw l 
0 0.579E+-02 0.697E-09 0.61 IE-IO 0.106E-09 0.382E-09 O.l I 7E-08 
0.579E+02 0.636E-09 -0.446E-IO -0.277E-09 -0.783E-09 -O. I 68E-08 «'41 = l.076E-10 
2 0.579E+-02 0.611E-09 0.232E-09 0.507E-09 0.900E-09 0.152E-08 h<41 = l.36JE-06 
3 0.579E+-02 0.449£-09 -0.275E-09 -0.394E-09 -0.621 E--09 -0.120E-08 
4 O.S79E+-02 0.723E-09 O.l 19E-09 0.227E-09 0.580E-W 0.135E-08 cc''' = l.058E-10 
s 0.579E+02 0.605E-09 -0.109E-09 -0.3S3E-09 -0.769E-09 -0.139E-08 h'51 = l.352E-06 
6 0.579E+02 0.713E-09 0.244E-09 0.416E-09 0.624E-09 0.837E-09 
Table D.2. Difference lllble at tw = 5.57, di= 105.6, iw = 5.8 (same as Table D.I) with b = 10·9 
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D Accurmy of ( 'um/>111<'<1 F1111ctio11 I 'a/Ill· 108 
j r, ,_,1 .!12 :\ 1 ,.\• /)/' 
Tooth widJI: £fw/ 
0 0.41 IE•-02 0.208E-OS 0.226E-08 0.104E-08 0.405E-09 -0.242E-09 
I 0.411 E•02 0.207E-05 0.122E-08 0.637E-09 0.647E-09 0.913E-09 &«41 = 0.773E-IO 
2 0.41 IE.,.02 0.207E-05 0.581 E·O'l -(l.107E-IO -0.266l-09 -O.JJOE-09 h141 = l.372E-06 
3 0.4 ll E.+-02 0.207E-05 0.5'12E-09 0.2SSE-09 0.636E-IO -0.169E-09 
" 
0.411 E.+-02 0.207E-05 0.337E-09 0.192E-OQ 0.233E-09 0.37SE-09 «ISi = 0.762E-10 
s 0.411 E-l-02 0.207E-05 0.14SE-09 ·0.4 IOE-IO ·0.!45E-09 ·0.555E·09 h1~ 1 = J.362E-06 
6 0.4llE•02 l'.207E-05 O.ll6E·09 0.104E-09 0.410E-09 0.121E-08 
tiJ.lJJJ/.r jNln' diawre/j'L(Jljl 
0 0.<1 JIE·<-02 O.S62E-OS 0.776E·OI 0.743E-OI 0.791E-08 0.772E-08 
I O.<lllEt-02 O.S62E-05 0.333E-09 -0.4UE-09 0.192E-09 0.196E-08 c,14> ~ 3.430E-07 
2 0.<11 IE·+-02 O.S62E-OS 0.117E·09 ·0.676E.-Q9 -0.177E-08 0.491E-09 h141 = 0.914E-04 
3 0.41 Hh02 O.S62E·M 0.149E-01 0.109E-OI -0.226E·OI ·O.IOIE-07 
4 0.411 E+-02 0.561E-05 0.402E--09 0.335E-OI 0.780E-08 -0.946E-06 c.<5> = 3.616E-07 
5 0.41 lf.·Hl2 0.561E-05 ·0.295E·OI -0.444E·OI 0.954E--06 O.J83E-OS h<5> = 0. 93SE-04 
6 O.<lllE-t-02 O.S62E-05 0.150E-OI -0,951E·06 -0.287E-05 ·0.574E-05 
Jwr ,_.,."', !!it.*l! {i!£J. 
0 O.<ll IE-l-02 -0.432E-Oti O .. llOE-09 0.291E-09 0.6i2f.-09 0.132E-08 
O.<ll IE-l-02 -0.432E-06 0.191E-fll -0.331E-09 -0.697E-09 ·O. I I 6E·Vb c.<41 = 0.133E-IO 
2 O.<lllE+-02 -0.432£-06 0.3SOE-09 0.366E·09 0.459E-09 O.JJ IE-09 h(4) = l.424E-06 
l O.<lllE+-02 -0.432f.()(>. -0.16'.lE-IO -0.929E-IO 0.121E-09 'J.552E·09 
.. 0.411E+02 -0.4JlE.()6 0.767E-i0 -0.221E-09 ·0.424E-09 -0.507E-09 c«'> = 0.832E-IO 
s 0.4l I E-'-02 ·0.432E-06 0.291E-09 0.203E·09 O.U7E-IO -0.20IE-09 h(Sl = l.422E-06 
~ O.<lllE+-02 -0.433E·06 O.llSIE·IO O.l 19E-09 0.2UE-09 0.532E·09 
T1blc D.3. Difference table at tw = 7.5, di ~ 133.0, iw = 3.5 with b = 10·7 
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[) AccuraL)' of { 'omputed Functwn I 'aluc 109 
j ~ t;I ,~! 63 6. ,:-.5 
Tooth width {!\<'I 
0 0.41 l E+02 0.208E-07 0.198E-IO 0.275E-10 0.324E-IO 0.461E-10 
I 0.411 E+02 0.208E-07 -0.769E-l l -0.483E-11 -0.137E-IO -0.137E-IO £<141 = 0.571E-IO 
2 0.41 IE+02 0.208E-07 -0.286E-1 I 0.885E-l l 0.1~ .2-13 -0.122E-09 h14' = 1.171JE..Q6 
3 0.411 E->-02 0.208E-07 -O.l 17E-IO 0.884E-1 I 0.122E-09 0.406E-09 
4 0.41 lEi-02 0.208E-07 -0.205E-IO ·-O. I I 4E-09 -0.284E-09 -0.617E-09 t}5l = 0.867E-10 
s 0.41 IEi-02 0.208E-07 0.930E·IO 0.170E-09 0.333E-09 0.81 IE-09 h151 = I .444E-06 
6 0.411E+02 0.207E-07 -0.773E-IO -0.163E-09 -0.478E-09 -0.136E-08 
S/.(JJJJ.r i!1.M! d.ia.l!W.tt (di/ 
0 0.411Ei-02 O.S?OE-07 O.l 19E-08 -0.696E-09 -0.586E-08 -0.147E-07 
I 0.41 IE~02 O.SSIE-07 0.lllE-01 O.Sl?E-08 0.182E-08 0.137E·07 tc141 = l.924E-09 
2 0.41 IE+02 0.539E-07 -0.328E-08 -0.366E-08 -OA85E-08 -O. I 19E-07 h14' = 6.843E-06 
3 0.41 IE+02 0.572E-07 0.37SE-09 O.l 19E-08 O.?OIE-08 0.230E-07 
4 Q.41 IE+02 O.S61E-07 -O.lllE-09 -O.SllE-08 -0.160E-07 -0.321E-07 tc'" = 2.022E-09 
s 0.41 IE+02 0.576E-07 0.499E-08 O.IOIE-07 0.161E-07 0.237E·07 h151 = 7.014E-06 
6 0.41 IE+02 O.S26E-07 -O.SISE-08 -0.600E-08 -0.760E-08 -0. 105E-07 
[Mltr harrier widl!J. (iwl 
0 0.41 IE+02 -0.436E-08 ·0.991E-IO -0.255E-09 -0.596E-09 -O. I 19E-08 
I 0.41 IE+02 -0.426E-OI O.IS6E-09 0.340E-09 0.594E-09 0.889E-09 tc14 ' ~ 0.712E-IO 
2 0.41 IE+02 -0.442E-OI -O. I 14E-09 -0.253E-09 -0.296E-09 --0.344E-09 h141 = l.316E-U6 
3 0.41 IE+02 -0.423E-08 0.692E-IO 0.423E-IO 0.488E-IO u.787E-IO 
4 0.41 IE+02 -0.430E-OI 0.269E-IO -0.648E-l I -0.299E-10 0.997E-10 Ee'" ~ 0.750E-IO 
s 0.41 IE+02 -0.433E-OS 0.333E-10 0.2J5E-IO -0.; 11'E-09 -0.555E-09 h151 = 1.35 IE-06 
6 0.41 IE+02 -0.436E-08 0.987E-1 I 0.153E-09 0.42SE-09 0.882E-09 
Table 0.4. Difference table at tw = 7.5, di = 133.0, iw = 3.5 (same as Tabl.: D.3) with b = 10-9 
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